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Summary 

Project Ikon: Studies of Imagery 

Francis J. Di Vesta 

In collaboration with 

G. Susan Gray, Gary Ingersoll, Steven Ross, and Phyllis Sunshine 

Technical Problem 

This was a program of research consisting of seven studies in 

which were investigated the interactions between imagery-ability and 

experimental treatments that parallel instructional procedures. The 

general orientation was to extend the studies of imaginal and verbal 

coding systems of learning, operationally defined in terms of stimulus 

attributes (i.e., concreteness and abstractness) or instructional sets 

(i.e., imaginal vs. verbal processing) to include individual differences 

in symbolic habits. Thus, all of the present studies took into account 

the learner's ability to use the imaginal strategy, which was called 

imagery-ability, as the primary individual difference variable.  Under- 

lying this series of systematic studies was the reasoning that 

imagery-ability (i.e., high- and low-imagery) could be related to the 

attributes of stimuli (i.e., rated-imagery), or to the processes 

employed by the learner in acquiring, storing, and retrieving information 

(i.e., imaginal vs. verbal processing). 



General Methodology 

Initially, a series of three experiments were conducted In an 

.attempt to replicate those conducted by Stewart (1965). In two of the 

studies the task materials were presented pictorially and v rbally in 

contraative treatments. In one of these two studies we examined the 

ability of high- and low-imagers to transfer material, learned via 

pictures and verbalizations, to new situations while in the other we 

examined the learner's ability to recall material presented via the two 

methods.  In the third replication study, the influence of concrete 

and abstract verbal stimuli (rather than pictures and words) as variables 

affecting rate of acquisition and recall was investigatedt A factor 

analytic study attempted to clarify the relationship between subjective 

reports and objective tests of imagery ability. In a fifth study we 

investigated, experimentally, the interaction between pictorial and 

verbal contexts of material to be learned on subsequent ability to 

transfer to new situations by high- and low-imagers. A sixth study was 

designed to examine the effect of imagery-ability in acquiring informa- 

tion from tasks in which the noun-adjective relationship in paired- 

associates was varied according to relationship between stimuli and 

responses (i.e., noun-adjective vs. adjective-noun sequence) and 

concreteness of the stimulus or response. In the seventh study the 

effectiveness of verbal and Imaginal processing by high- and low-imagers 

was investigated. 

Technical Results 

In general, the results provided support for Palvlo's (1970) 

tvjo-stage model of associative learning as follows: The meanings of 

; 



concrete words are learned via direct experience and Intraverbal 

experience. Accordingly, they evoke both Images and verbal responses. 

The meanings of abstract words, on the other hand, are learned primarily 

by association with other words, and, hence, elicit primarily verbal 

responses. Thus, imaginal processing is more effective for the processing 

of concrete words and verbal processing is more effective for the 

processing of abstract words. 

Another conclusion, from these Investigations, was that 

Imagery-ability, as measured in these studies, reflects the ability of 

the learner to process the information by verbal or by imaginal 

strategies. There was little or no evidence that imagery ability 

reflected a sensitivity on the part of the learner to profit from 

pictorial or verbal stimuli, per se, as suggested by Stewart's (1965) 

studies.  Nevertheless, the acquisition of all learners was facilitated 

more by pictorial than by verbal presentations. An interesting adjunct 

to this conclusion was that the picture-word order was always more 

favorable for learning, transfer, and recall than was the word-picture 

order.  Furthermore, over several trials, varying the modality (e.g., 

presentation of a picture, then its verbal label, and then the picture 

again) facilitated recall to a greater extent than retaining the same 

modality (e.g., presentation of a picture) on all trials.  Finally, 

the factor analytic study indicated that the verbal-ability and 

imagery-ability factors were orthogonal rather than bi-polar.  Imagery 

tests based on subjective reports of ability to use imaginal processing 

was related primarily to social desirability rather than to objective 

tests of imagery ability. This latter finding undoubtedly accounts for 

some of the failures to identify relationships between individual 



differences In Imagery-ability and ability of the pereo.i to profit frot 

pictorial versus verbal materials cither in terms of rate of acquisition 

or in terms of the facilitation of memory, but is not an exclusive reason. 

Educational Implications 

The implications of the results of these studies are, in all cases, 

more or less self-evident, if we are permitted to extrapolate from 

experimental to classroom settings. Thus, to mention a few implication*: 

Imagery-ability can be measured from tests involving manipulation of 

objects in space. The acquisition of new concepts can be facilitated 

by providing direct experience prior to the provision of a label. 

Variations In the modality of stimuli tends to facilitate the recall of 

the material learned. Finally, imagery-ability means Just that; high- 

imagers do use imaglnal processing more effectively than do low-imagers. 

Conversely, low-imagers are severely handicapped when they are forced 

to employ imaglnal strategies rather than verbal strategies. This 

finding implies that In adapting to this individual difference, high- 

imagers can be taught by methods which capitalize on imaglnal processing 

(e.g., Instruction which Involves graphic displays) while low-imagers 

might be taught by methods which employ verbal processing (e.g., 

1 struction via lecture methods). 

Implications for Further Research 

These studies indicate that the study of aptitude by treatment 

Interactions with imagery would be most fruitful if the research 

strategy were to emphasize the natvre of imaglnal processing. Certainly, 

more needs to be known about the effects of the pictorial-labeling 

sequence In instructional strategy. However, as important is an 

4 
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The Recognition and Recall by High and Low Imagers 

of Stimuli Presented as Words and as Pictures 

Francis J. Dl Vesta 

In an Investigation by Jenkins (1963) as cited and descrfbed by 

Stewart (1965) Ss were presented a series of pictures and words. Then, 

on a subsequent task, the Ss were presented either pictures, words, words 

associated with pictures seen on the first presentation, and pictures 

associated with words seen on the first presentation. The S/s task was 

to indicate which of the items in the second series he had seen on the 

first series. The results demonstrated that pictures were easier to 

recognize than words, or stated conversely, more errors were made in 

recognizing words than were made in recognizing pictures. In addition, 

pictures were mistaken for words less often than words were mistaken for 

pictures seen before. These findings suggest the greater generalization 

of words over pictures. Indeed, the authors labeled the tendency to 

make more errors with words than with pictures as a case of response 

generalization. 

In a follow-up study, Stewart (1965) modified the procedures used by 

Jenkins, et al. and extended their study by Investigating the differences 

in performance on the recognition task between high and low imagers. The 

Individual differences were defined by scores on the Spatial Relations 

sub-test of the Differential Aptitude Test Battery (Bennett, Seashore, & 

Wesman, 1963) and by the Space Thinking (Flags) Test (Thutstone and 

PRECEDING PAGE BUNK. 
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Jeff ley, 1959).  Stewart summarized her results as follows: 

"... The pictures were recognized with significantly fewer errors 

than words. Presenting the items as pictures benefited the high Imagers 

to a greater extent than It did the low Imagers; at the same time, both 

groups were aided significantly [by the pictorial representations]. There 

was some [emphasis ours] evidence that high Imagers were more likely to 

code a word as a picture than were the low imagers; and vice versa, the 

low imagers were more likely than were the high imagers to remember or 

code a picture as a word" (Stewart, 1965, p. 7A). 

The Importance of these findings is In the suggestion that learning 

materials tend to be coded in the same form they were received by the £. 

In addition, recognition based on percepts appears to be easier than that 

based on symbols. Furthermore, there appears to be a tendency for high 

and low Imagers to code materials in different ways, thereby also affecting 

the retrieval of information. Nevertheless, the theoretical implications 

of Stewart's results for retrieval are far from clear. 

Because of its Implications for understanding the processing of 

incoming information as well as for understanding the interaction between 

aptitude and Individual differences, Stewart's study was replicated as 

well as extended in the present study. The first phase of the £'& 

participation was identical to that required of Ss in Stewart's study. 

That is, following an initial presentation of the word and picture 

stimuli, the materials were presented again, in varying relationships to 

those presented originally, and the Sjs  task was to identify those he 

could recognize as having been presented before. In the second task, 

which immediately followed the recognition series, the materials on 

the fit 3t task were again presented after which the £ was required to 



recall as many of the items presented In any order he chose; that Is the 

free recall procedure was used. As a replication of Stewart's study the 

recognition phase of the present study was intended to provide another 

test of the hypothesis that the coding basis is the form in which the 

stimuli are presented (i.e., most of the correct responses were expected 

to be in the form they were presented initially). As an extension of 

Stewart's study, the present study permitted an examination ot the 

hypothesis that material is retrieved according to the dominant basis of 

encoding as it is influenced by whichever strategy is reflected in his 

imagery scores.  Thus, it was expected that pictorial material would be 

encoded more easily than verbal material by high imagers. While the same 

effects were hypothesized for low imagers (because evidence from earlier 

studies suggest that pictorial stimuli are learned and recalled more 

easily than verbal stimuli) it was expected that the difference would not 

be as great as it would be for high imagers. Furthermore, it was expected 

that the retrieval preferences of high imagers would be reflected in 

clustering during recall of pictorial materials to a greater extent than 

of verbal materials. 

Method 

Design 

The Ss were administered a list of 50 words randomly assorted with 

50 pictures representing common objects (Presentation Trial: 1). They 

were then presented another list (Recognition Trial) consisting of 25 

words seen before (WW), 25 pictures seen before (PP), 25 words seen as 

pictures (PW), 25 pictures seen as words (WP), 25 pictures never seen, 

either as pictures or words, on the presentation trial (NP), and 25 words 



never seei;, eirner as pictures oi words, on the presentation trial (NW). 

The Ss  cask, was to Indicate which Items they had seen before, as pictures 

or as words, and which items had not appeared before. They were then 

readmlnlstered the fltbt list (Presentation Trial: II) after which they 

were given a 5-min. recall period In which they were to record as many 

Items as possible via free-recall, from the Presentation list. The 

primary, though not exclusive, analyses were made of PP and WW items 

correctly recalled In the Recognition Trial and of PPP and WWW items 

correctly recalled In the Recall Trial.  Sex of subject and levels of 

imagery were included as variables In some of the analyses. 

Subjects 

One hundred and four female and 80 male educational psychology 

undergraduates served as Ss in the experiment. From this group the data 

for groups (n = 25) of men and women high- and low-lmagers were selected 

for analysis. All Ss were informed that the present study was one of 

several related experiments and that attendance at all sessions was 

mandatory if credit towatd the course grade was to be received. 

Measures of Individual Differences 

A battery of tests designed to measure imagery ability, verbal 

ability, and automatization was administered to the entire group of Ss. 

The tests for measuring imagery consisted of the Flags Test (Thurstone & 

Jeffrey, 1959), the Spatial Relations Test (Bennett, et al., 1963), and 

the Gottschaldt Figures Test as d&sctlbed by Thurstone (1944). Verbal 

ability was measured by a vocabulary test (designed especially for this 

study by selecting items from existing intelligence tests) and by the 

College Entrance Examination Board Scholastic Aptitude Test: Verbal 

10 



(1962-1963). Automatization was measured by the Stroop Cdor-Word Test 

as described by Thurstone (1944) and by an automatization test described 

by Broverman, Klaiber, Kobayashl, and Vogel (1968). The socres on these 

tests were standardized for the groups of males and females separately 

and the resulting T scores for tests comprising a given factor were 

summed and averaged. The data for the 25 males and 25 females with high 

scores and the 25 males and 25 females with low socres on these factors 

were employed in analyses involving aptitude by treatment interactions. 

The average raw scores for these groups are presented in Table 1. More 

detailed information on these tests and relationships with other tests 

administered in the same battery are described in a report by Di Vesta, 

Ingersoll, and Sunshine (1971). 

The analyses presented in this paper are based only on high and low 

imagers. Other analyses based on high and low automatizers and high 

and low verbal ability had also been made,  In addition, analyses had been 

made of high and low imagers selected according to the procedure described 

by Stewart (1965) using only the Flags and Spatial Relations Tests. 

However, these latter analyses either yielded no effects of consequence 

or added no further information to the results of the analyses based 

on the factor scores for Imagery. Accordingly, the results of those 

analyses are not reported here. 

Materials 

A pool of 300 words from Stewart's (1965) study was used as a basis 

for preparing stimulus materials. All words were common concrete nouns. 

Each word had a picture as its counterpart. There were three 100 item 

lists prepared for Presentation Trial: I. Each list consisted of 50 

11 



Table I 

Means ot Raw Scores Fot Men and Women on Tests Comprising Imagery, 

Verbal, and Automatization Factors in High and Low Groups for Each Factor' 

Tests Women Men 

Low High Low High 

b 
Imagery Factor 

Flags 71.17 121.35 92.64 123.40 

Spatial Relations 49.33 88.30 54.00 92.52 

Gottschaldt (Total) 27.87 44.35 27,16 46.28 

Vocabulary 20.08 18.52 15.88 19.44 

SAT (Verbal) 5'i2.23 517.75 478.81 509.45 

Verbal Factor 

Vocabulary 15.28 22.16 14.12 21.48 

Reading 13.04 19.60 14.24 19.68 

SAT (Verbal) 441.64 581.60 441.60 557.24 

Automatization 

Stroop (Color-word score) 77.71 114.00 85.76 129.92 

Automatization 46.33 62.76 48.64 62.48 

Vocabulary 20.86 18.00 18.76 17.16 

SAT (Verbal) 572.83 492.64 515,50 500.61 

N » 25 in each group. 

Vocabulary and SAT (Verbal) scores are presented fcr these groups to 

indicate any relationships with the factor tests. Only the differences 

between high and low automatizers (women) on SAT Verbal scores were 

significant (£ < .01). 

12 



picture and SO word stimuli compiled by the tandom selection of Items 

without replacement from the total pool of words or pictures.  Within 

each list for the Presentation Trial no picture was represented by a 

word duplicating it. This procedure resulted In three unique lists. 

Each of the three lists for the Recognition Trial was constructed 

to correspond with one of the three series for the Presentation Trial: 1. 

A given list consisted of 150 stimuli, 75 of which were pictures and 75 

were words. The items were selected so that half (n • 25) of the word 

stimuli used in the Presentation Trial: 1 were maintained as words for 

the Recognition Trial while the other half (n ■ 25) were represented 

pictorially.  Similarly, half (n ■ 25) of the original pictures were 

maintained as pictures for the Recognition Trial while the other half 

(n » 25) were represented as words. The remaining 50 Items were divided 

equally between words and pictures none of which had either verbal or 

pictorial counterparts In the rest of the list; nor had these 50 Items 

been seen, in either form, on Presentation Trial: I. Thus, each 

Recognition list consisted of 50 stimuli (25 words, 25 pictures) In the 

form originally seen on the Presentation Trial: 1, 50 stimuli In ccnverted 

(associated) form, and 50 stimuli previously unseen (new), 25 ot whlih 

were pictures and 25 of which were words.  The stimuli were ordered 

randomly, via reference to a table of random digits, within the lists. 

Procedure 

The task was administered to Ss in groups varying In number from 

2-8. However, each £ worked Individually and at separate locations 

(every other seat) in a room approximately 3x5 meters In size. The 

Ss were seated opposite a large screen and were Informed that they 

13 



would be participating in an experiment on memory. They were told that 

a series of slides, showing pictures and words, would be projected onto 

the screen and that their task would be to study the slides and attempt 

to remember as many items as possible. Following these instructions, 

one of the three Presentation Trial lists, selected at random, was 

projected at a rate of 3-sec. per slide. 

Immediately after Presentation Trial: I the Ss were provided with 

an answer sheet on which were spaces for indicating whether a slide to be 

presented on the Recognition Trial had been seen on Presentation Trial: I 

and, If so, whether it had been seen as a picture or a word. Each slide 

on the Recognition trial was presented at a rate of 8-sec. per slide. 

The S was Informed that his task on the Recognition Trial was to decide 

whether the item on the slide a) was completely new, i.e., it was not 

seen in the presentation series either as a picture or a word; b) was 

seen previously as a word or; c) was seen previously as a picture, and 

to mark his (or her) answers accordingly on the answer sheet. The Ss 

were not told the proportion of slides represented in each category. 

Although guessing was encouraged wh re the S was uncertain, E  also 

expressed the need for rapid and accurate decisions. In order to aid 

the S^ In keeping his place, the slides for the Recognition Trial were 

ordered numerically and E called out the number of each slide as it 

appeared on the screen. 

After the Recognition Trial was completed, Presentation Trial: II, 

consisting of the same series as Presematlon Trial: I, was administered. 

The Ss were instructed to study each item carefully and to remember as 

many items as possible. At the completion of the slide presentation, 

blank sheets of paper were distributed for the Free-Recall of all items 

14 



(whether picture or word) that the S^ could remember from Presentation 

Trial; II and in any order he chose. The Ss were not required in the 

Recall Phase to indicate whether the item recalled had been presented as 

a picture or a word during Presentation Trial: II. 

Results 

The primary dependent variables, based on responses to the Recognition 

Trial, were: a) the number of items recalled and labeled correctly; and 

b) the number of items said to have occurred as words or pictures on 

Presentation Trial: I when in fact they had not been presented at all. 

The dependent variable based on responses to the Free-Recall task was 

the number of items, presented as words or pictures on Presentations 

I and II, that were recalled correctly. Pairs of pictures or of words, 

scored as adjacencies, were used as measures of clustering in further 

analyses. 

All analyses of data were made by a mixed analysis of variance 

design. However, the variables used differed from one analysis to 

another. Typically, the between-subjects variables were the randomiza- 

tions of the items (Item Series), Imagery Ability, and Sex of subject. 

The within-subjects variables for analyses of responses made on the 

Recognition Trial consisted of the Form of the Stimuli on the Presentation 

Trial: I and the Form of Stimuli on the Recognition Trial.  In addition, 

the analyses of responses on the Free-Recall Task included the form of 

the stimuli on the Presentation Trial: II as another within-subjects 

variable.  Inasmuch as it was virtually impossible to interpret significant 

main effects or interactions involving the Item Series, their occurrence 

will be noted in the reporting of results without further comment. 

15 
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Recognition 

The analyses of the number of items correctly recognized on the 

Recognition Trial by female High and Low Imagers are summarized in 

Table 2. The parallel analysis for the male High and Low Imagers are 

summarized in Table 3. In both tables comparisons have been made 

between combinations of words and pictures shown on Presentation Trial: I 

and the Recognition Trial, Thus, words on both trials (WW) have been 

compared with pictures on both trials (PP); new words (NW) of objects 

(i.e., a new set of words was presented on the Recognition Trial the 

items of which had not appeared either as words or as pictures on the 

Presentation I trial) were compared with new pictures (NP) on the 

Recognition Trial; and words on Presentation Trial: I followed by pictures 

on the Recognition Trial (WP) were compared with pictures followed by 

words (PW). 

In these analyses the main effects of Item Series was significant 

only for the comparison of responses by male Ss to the WW and PF stimuli 

(F [2,54] - 3.84, £ < .05). However, Item Series interacted with Imagery 

Level in the comparison of responses by female Ss to the WW and ff 

stimuli (F [2,54] - 5.04, £ < .05) with Form of Stimuli in the comparison 

of responses by male Ss to the NW and NP stimuli (F [2,54] - 4.90, 

£ < .05). 

The most important and clear cut effects to be noted in these results, 

however, are in the comparisons between form of Stimuli. In all analyses 

(see Table 2) the differences were highly significant (£ < .001). As 

shown in Table 4, for both men and women Ss, performance on PP stimulus 

combinations was more accurate than on the WW combinations; performance 

16 



Table 2 

Summary of Analysis of Variance of the Number of Items Correctly Recognized 

On th# Recognition Trial by Women High and Low Imagers 

Comparison 

WW vs. PP NW vs. NP WP vs. PW 

Between Sublects df MS r MS F MS I 

Item Series (A) 2 20.03 1.00 .41 .02 10.68 0.55 

Imagery Level (B) 1 3.68 0.18 2.13 .08 7.01 0.36 

A x B 2 100.80 S^1" 4.35 .17 32.60 1.69 

Error (b) 54 20.02 25.90 19.26 

Within Subjects •• 

Form of Stimuli (C) I 516.68 82. Jt/* 163.33 19.81d 156.41 14.45d 

A x C 2 12.70 2.03 36.26 4.40b 9.16 0.85 

B x C I 6.08 0.97 10.80 1.31 9.08 0.84 

A x B x C 2 7.30 1.16 1.08 0.13 9.03 0.83 

Error (v) 54 6.27 8.24 10.83 

' £ < .10 

b £ < .05 

C £ < .01 

d £ < .001 

II 



Tablt 3 

ry of Analysts of Variance of the Number of Ittms Correctly Recognized 

on the Recognition Trial by Male High and Low Imagers 

•f .10 

* 1 • .01 

* f • .001 

Compa. Ison 
1 

UW VS. PP NW vs.  NP WP vs.  PW 

BvtMven Subjvct« ft MS L MS P MS £ 

ttesi Series (A) 2 99.99 3.84b 7.06 0.19 49.03 1.56 

Imagery Level   (■) I 2.41 0.09 33.21 0.97 116.03 3.69a 

All 2 12.8f 0.49 P'.Sb 2.41 21.73 0.69 

£rror (b) 54 26.0) 36.43 31.43 

Within Subiefte 

for« of Sttmll 1 71S.41 J6.85d 69.01 10.09d 145.20 I5.2ld 

A«C 2 28.6« 2.12 35.51 4.90b .40 0.04 

B s C 1 1.86 0.15 .01 0.00 3.33 0.35 

A « 1 S C 2 8.18 0.65 7.11 1.04 10.03 1.05 

Irrer (w) H 12.M 6.84 9.55 

18 



Table 4 

Mean Numbers of Correct Responses on Recognition Trial 

Form of Stimuli on 

Presentation I and Sex of Subj ect 

Recognition Trials Men Women Row Means 

Word-Word 15.83 17.08 16.46 

Word-Picture 15.72 17.23 16.48 

Picture-Word 17.92 19.52 18.72 

Picture-Picture 20.72 21.23 20.48 

None-Word 17.87 18.83 18.35 

None-Picture 16.35 16.50 16.43 

19 



on the PW order ot presentation was clearly better than on the WP order; 

and new words (NW) were recognized more accurately as not having appeared 

on the presentation trial than were new pictures (NP). In every case, 

without exception, the performance of women on these tasks exceeded the 

accuracy of the performance of men, 

Similar analyses of recognition errors are summarized in Table 5. 

The reader should note that these analyses are not of mere incorrect 

recognitions which would be only the difference between actual and 

possible correct responses.  Instead, this analysis is of the errors 

made in labeling a stimulus on the Recognition Task as having been 

presented as a word or picture or Presentation Tiial: I or as not having 

been seen on Presentation Trial: I.  If a picture on the Recognition 

Trial was said to have been presented as a picture on Presentation 

Trial: I, when indeed, it had been presented as a word, this was called 

a word-picture error (WPER). If a word presented on the Recognition 

Trial was said to have been presented as a word on Presentation Trial: I 

when it actually had been presented initially as a picture, this was 

called a picture-word error U'WER). NWER and NPER refer to errors In 

which a word or picture appearing on the Recognition Trial were Incorrectly 

recognized as having been presented on Presentation Trial: I, Thus, 

NWER errors refer to the number of times an £ said that a word had 

appeared on Presentation Trial: I as either a word or picture when It 

had not been so presented; conversely, NPER errors refer to the number 

of times an S^ said that a picture had appeared on the Presentation 

Trial: I as either a word or picture when it had not been so presented. 

The analyses summarized in Table 4 yielded significant main effects 

due only to comparisons between Form of Stimuli. The comparison of WPER 
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with PWER errors yielded F (1,54) • 5.75, £ < .05 for data based on 

responses of female Ss.  Though this main effect was not significant 

for male Ss, there is some indication that the Item Series may have some- 

how been influential in this regard inasmuch as the interaction of Item 

Series and Form of Stimuli yielded F (2,54) - 4.10, o < .05 for data 

based on male Ss.  The comparison of NWER and NPER were clearly the same 

for female and male Ss since the analyses yielded £ (1,54) ■ 62.34 and 

F (1,54) - 64.96, respectively, both of which are highly significant 

(£ < .001). 

The means for these comparisons are presented in Table 6, There 

it may be seen that there were relatively more errors caused by 

mislabeling a word on the Recognition Trial when it had been presented 

initially as a picture, than in mislabeling a picture on the Recognition 

Trial when it had been presented as a woro on Presentation Trial: I. A 

major error of the Ss was to indicate that a word presented on the 

Recognition Trial had been presented on the Presentation Trial; I when 

it had not been. The data related to these findings support those 

reported by Stewart. 

Free Recall 

The analyses of variance of the number of items correctly recalled 

on the Free-Recall task are summarized in Table 7 for the data based 

on the responses of female Ss and in Table 8 for data based on the 

responses of male Ss. 

The result of primary interest in these analyses is the effect due 

to the interaction of Imagery Levels with Form of Stimulus on Presentation 

Trial: I. This effect yielded F (2,108) - 3,10, £< .05 for the data 
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Table 6 

Mean Number of False Recognitions on the Recognition Trial 

by Men and Women High and Low Imagers 

Presented on Described on 

Presentation Recognition Trial 

Trial: I and as having been 

Recognition presented on 

Trial as: Presentation 1 as: 

Low Imagers    High Imagers Total 

Men   Women   Men   Women   Men   Women 

Word-Picture Picture 5.17 2.90 4.03 3.17 4.60 3.03 

Picture-Word Word 5.03 3.53 4.83 4.27 4.93 3.90 

Not Presented Word 11.63 9.80 10.27 10.60 10.95 10.20 

Not Presented Picture 5.23 4.60 4.43 4.33 4.83 4.47 
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Table 7 

Summary of Analysis of Variance of the Number of Items Correctly Recalled 

on the Free-Recall Task by Female High and Low Imagers 

Between Subjects a MS F 

Item Series (A) 2 3.85 0.35 

Imagery Level (B) 1 25.60 2.30 

A x B 2 1.61 0.15 

Error (b) 54 11.11 

Within Subjects 

Form of Stimuli on Presentation I (C) 2 3561.20 602.74 £< .001 
A x C 4 47.97 8.12 £< .01 

B x C 2 18.31 3.10 £< .05 
A x B x C 4 1.58 0.27 

7j;rror (w^ 108 5.91 

Form of Stimuli on Presentation II (D) 1 5.38 1.43 

A x D 2 18.04 4.78 £< .05 
B x D 1 1.88 0.50 

A x B x D 2 1.6<» 0.43 

Error (w2) 54 3.77 

C x D 2 18.43 2.97 £< .10 
A x C x D 4 24.87 4.01 £< .01 
B x C x D 2 4.80 0.78 

A x B x C x D 4 1.90 0.31 

Error (W3) 108 6.20 
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Table 8 

Summary of Analysis of Variance of the Number of Items Correctly Recalled 

on the Free-Recall Task by Male High and Low Imagers 

Between Subjects 11 MS F 

Item Series (A) 2 14.17 1.27 

Imagery Level (B) 1 96.10 8.61 £ < .01 

A x B 2 .98 0.09 

Error (b) 54 11.16 

Within Sublects 

Form of Stimuli on Presentation I (C) 2 2786.32 391.A7 £< .001 
A x C A 31.77 A.A6 £< .01 

B x C 2 A7.ll 6.66 £ * .01 

A x B x C A 8.77 1.16 

Error (wp 108 7.12 

Form of Stimuli on Presentation II (D) 1 1.11 0.28 

A x D 2 8.30 2.08 

B x D 1 2.18 0.55 

A x B x D 2 7.15 1.79 

Error (w2) 5A 3.99 

C x D 2 8.05 1.75 

A x C x D A 3.82 8.31 

B x C x D 2 .29 0.06 

A x B x C x D A .92 0.20 

Error (w3) 108 A.60 
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based on the responses of women Ss and F (2,108) * 6.66, £ < .01 for 

the data based on the responses of men. In addition, the main effect 

associated with Imagery Levels for men yielded £ (1 '4) » 8.61, £ < .01. 

In Table 9 it can be seen that the women recalled more items than 

men after Presentation Trial: II. However, of more interest is the 

finding that recall a) is directly related to the form of stimuli on 

the two presentations and b) is affected by the form of the stimuli on 

the recognition trial. Thus, W-W presentation (i.e., word on Presentation 

Trial: I and Presentation Trial: II, disregarding the form on the 

Recognition Trial) results in poorer performance than a P-P presentation 

as can be seen in Table 10. However, either W-W or F-F presentations, 

when interpolated with the other form on the Recognition Trial (thus, 

either WFW or FWF) results in better free-recall than when the same 

form is used in the Recognition Trial (that is, either WWW or FPF). 

The data presented in Table 11 are related to the interaction of 

Imagery Levels with the Form of Stimuli on the Presentation Trials. 

There it can be seen that High Imagers (both men and women) recall more 

items, in general, than do Low Imagers. However, in both groups (that 

is, men and women) High Imagers recall more items depicted pictorially 

than do the Low Imagers. These data, however, must be interpreted 

cautiously. The direct relationship between the difference in word 

and picture recall and the total recall scores (or either word or picture 

recall scores singly) suggests that Imagery Levels may be reflecting a 

general Intellectual factor. Consequently, the data may simply imply 

that the person with the higher ability is able to profit more from the 

optimal treatment which, presumably, is the pictorial presentation of 

stimuli. 
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Table 9 

Mean Numbers of Correct Responses Recalled on Free-Recall Trial 

As a Function of the Effect Due to Form of Stimuli on Presentation Trials 

Form of Stimuli on Sex of Subject 

Presentation Trials Men Women 

Words 8.78 9.71 

Pictures 10.08 11.24 

New* 1.15 1.13 

These are Intrusions from the Recognition Trial. These words or 

pictures were present on the Recognition Trial only and were not 

present on either Presentations I and II. 
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Table 10 

Mean Number of Correct Responses on Free Recall Trial 

Form of Stimuli on Presentation Trial: I, Sex of Subject 

Recognition Trial, and Presentation Trial: II      Men      Women 

Word-Word-Word 

Word-Picture-Word 

Picture-Picture-Picture 

Pic ture-Word-P icture 

None-Word-None 

None-Pic ture-Nonc 

8.5S 9.20 

9.02 10.21 

9.83 10.97 

10.32 11.51 

.91 1.00 

1.33 1.27 



Tabl« 11 

Mon Number of Itmt Corrtctly R«call«d by Han and Women High and Low Inagara 

On Fraa-Racall aa a Function of Fora of Stimuli on Praaant.itIon Trlala 

Pora of Stimuli High Imagara Low laagan 

on Praaantatlon T'lait Han Uoman Total Han Uoman Total 

Uordo 9.63 10.08 9.86 7.93 9.33 8.63 

Piceuros 10.98 11.83 11.40 9.17 10.65 9.91 

Hot Praaoocad 0.9S 0.97 0.96 1.37 1.J0 1.33 

Olff (p-v) 1.3) 1.7S UM 1.24 1.32 1.28 
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Table 12 

Proportion* (Obsorvod/Posslble) of Adjacent Pictures or Words 

In the Free-Rtrall of High and Low Imagers 

Proportion of 

i<Mg*ry LAV«! Word Pairs Picture Pairs 

.U .12 

.12 .18 



Perhaps the most Important implication of the present study is to 

be obtained from an integration of the findings from the recognition and 

free-recall phases which suggest the relative roles of imaging and 

labeling in storage and retrieval processes in memory.  Since pictures 

were more frequently recalled thon words there is the implication that 

words, as highly generalized symbols, refer to idealized attributes or 

qualities and consequently create more interference in recall than do 

pictures.  Speculation regarding the specificity of the referent for 

pictures has been made in the introduction to this paper.  Since pictures 

are relatively more distinctive than words it can be assumed they will 

suffer less from interference during the Recognition Trial. 

The findings also clearly imply that the picture-to-word order 

results in more correct identifications than the word-to-picture order. 

This effect may be the result of factors associated with developmental 

processes, i.e., Ss in the college culture have had more experience in 

providing verbal labels for pictures than in providing images for words. 

Nevertheless, for whatever reason, the finding that providing a label 

for a picture does facilitate recognition more than providing a picture 

for the word is a clear and reliable one. It would appear, by way of 

•xplanatlon. that the verbal response was included in responses to the 

picture but the percept or imaginal (picture) response .»is less likely 

Co be Included In responses to the verbal label for the referent. This 

•splsnstlon Indicates that redundancy on the Presentation, Recognition, 

and Recall TrUls («.g't word-word or picture-picture) is not as efficient 

for recall M Is bi-«odsl presentation. These explanations also apply 

to tlM tndmt* that new words are aora easily recognised than new 

pictvtM. ItoM, because there *t« fewer words and sore pictures 
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Incorporated into the j^'s memory during the first presentation, there will 

be less interference to new words than to new pictures. 

In general, the findings from the present study imply that materials 

are received first as images and then verbally labeled for storage. If 

this assumption is correct, it would also be expected that the picture- 

word order of presentation would yield more correct responses in free 

recall than the word-picture order of presentation, because the latter 

requires S to perform an additional operation of reversing the order. 

The picture-word order should also be superior to the picture-picture 

order which does not provide for labeling thereby hindering effective 

storage, or the word-word order which does not provide a percept to make 

the label easily discriminable (Less generalized). These assumptions 

were provided substantial support in this study. The findings are 

especially interesting since the FPF was not the most efficient order 

of presentation as would have been suggested if only the Ss' performance 

on the recognition trial had been investigated. 

The aforementioned findings and assumptions imply a dual process in 

retrieval of information. On the one hand, recognition depends on the 

distinctiveness of percepts, in which case the pictures are more easily 

identified than words. On the other hand, retrieval depends on encoding 

processes or the strategy by which materials are stored, in which case 

the picture which has been labeled by a word is more easily retrieved 

than words followed by words (which are subject to interference); or 

than words followed by pictures because pictures presumably add little 

to the distinctiveness of a generalized symbol; or than pictures followed 

by pictures because images or percepts are retained only for brief 

periods of time unless they are labeled. 
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The superiority ot the female Ss recall over the males recall is 

undoubtedly due to factors associated with developmental processes. It 

is too early to say what the nature of the factors that account for this 

differential performance might be 

None of the results of the present study provided support for 

Stewart's (1965) findings which she summarizes as follows: 

"High imagers were superior to low imagers in picture recognition 

but inferior in word recognition. Though the picture recognition was 

significantly better for both types of imagers than was the word 

recognition, the high imagers benefit ted to a greater extent." 

Part of the reason for lack of supporting evidence may have been that 

the Ss in the present study achieved higher mean recognition and recall 

scores than those in Stewart's study. Although the interactions 

associated with Imagery Ability on the Free-Recall task implied that 

high Imagers benefited more by pictures than by words, the alternative ' 

explanation remained that such differences might be attributable to 

other ability factors associated with Imagery. Furthermore, while the 

finding that low Imagers tend to organize by words in free-recall and 

high Imagers tend to organize by pictures supports the tendencies of 

the two groups suggested In Stewart's study, the differences were not 

significant. 

Thus, we are led to conclude that the present results point to a 

clear superiority of pictures over words for presentation of learning 

material related to a given referent if that material Is to be recognised 

easily on later occasions. Furthermore, the superiority of the picture 

to word over the word to picture order suggests that percepts sre provided 

verbal labels for storage and that such labels facilitate later retrieval 
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as measured by the number of Items recalled on a free recall task. If 

these treatment variables Interact with Imagery levels to affect 

recognition or recall, the effect must be considered to be a fragile 

one or of limited generalizability at best. 
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Verbal and Imaglnal Processing In Learning and Transfer 

by High and Low Imagers 

Francis J. Dl Vesta 

Both Kuhlman (1960) and Stewart (1965) found that high Imagers 

learned a paired-associate list most easily when the stimuli were 

pictures than when they were words. Furthermore, Stewart (1965) found 

that high Imagers learned tasks In which pictorial stimuli were used 

more easily than did low Imagers while low imagers learned lists in 

which verbal stimuli were used in fewer trials than did high imagers. 

These results imply that investigations of aptitude by treatment inter- 

actions (ATI) may be a useful method for investigating strategies 

employed by Ss during learning and recall. 

The present study was first of all an attempt to replicate, in part, 

one of Stewart's experiments. Such replication appears to be especially 

justifiable in view of Cronbach and Snow's comments, as follows: 

. . . Progress toward the goal of identifying and understanding 

ATI has been slight. We have not examined every pertinent study but 

our survey has probed deeply enough to give us confidence that a truly 

exhaustive sample would not change the general picture as of this moment. 

There are no aolldly established ATI relations even on a laboratory 

scale and no real sign of any hypothesis ready for application and devel- 

opment. There «re intriguing findings here and there, none of, which has 

been pursued through a sufficient serie» of replication, validity 
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generalization, and enhancement studies to make it impressive (1969, 

p. 193; italics ours). 

Secondly, the major purpose of the present study was to investigate 

the effects of learning with pictorial and verbal stimuli on performance 

of a transfer task.  It can be reasoned that pictorial representations 

tend to be more specific than a verbal s. mulus for the same referent. 

Thus, while the pictorial stimulus, bird, will, under most circumstances, 

elicit the verbal mediator "bird" it will also be fairly specific in 

the sense that it cannot be a "template" tor the abstraction of "all 

birds" unless it achiove? symbolic status, as it might in abstract or 

expressionistic painting, at which point its equivalence to a verbal 

symbol can be assumed. In any diagraomatlc repreeentatlon there will be 

some restriction on what is perceived even though it is nothing mot« than 

the restriction that a class of "large birds" or of "smaU birds'* I« 

represented. On the other hand, the verbal stimulus "oird,'* or «ay 

other similar symbol for that matter, la more nearly representative of 

a highly general lied "template.M la the aeaaa that It repreemte a 

Larger claaa of all «xpetiencee the S baa had with btrde. a verbal ayfcul 

should provide a broader baa« for transfer cham the pictorial atlmalam. 

Baaed on the aforegoing rationale he preeeot eiudy aataadai 

S.ewart's Inveetitation» through ao expe'laent deelgned to eaamiae Ik« 

extent to which medial ion proceaaa« differ««! tally lavolv«« f^|«el ot 

verb-i tr«a«form«tloo of ao «spotMac«. Not« epe« in «117. iln imi«mi 

wee to laveatieat« «h«ilwt oa« torn «f ««ilaiiom lab«« «t«r«««at« «ot 

another, ti maa .-fottMaliad Ibel II i«Mcery wee « «nmiaaai pt- '•••i»i 

••clMalam lot alotlag arnd weiag tomctoi« aaiatUI« ilnm itamafat la 

puiotlal t«pt««««iailoaa (gmemettu t«pte«emtaii««a «t ilMlt %«ifeal 



•qulvalcntt) should b« facilltatad wh«n coepsrcd «rich tr«n*f«r to v«rb*J 

r«pr«Mnt«tlons (particularly vtrbal MberdlaatM).    If verbal MdUclM 

was aor« advantatcou« than laagin 1 procMtlag lh«».  »» «M hyfeilM«ia«d, 

tranafar to varbal roproatototloM would he aor« •fftclMl chM Co 

pictorial  rapraaantallona. 

Ic «M alao poMlblo 1« thia ocody co lavooclgoco • ■oowo<loa 

hypotheala.    Ttwa, 1c «M hpyochoolMd choc hoch UMgl^ot Md «ortel 

MdUcloo aifhc ho oaplopod la procoaalat aad. If ao« oaa poaalhlp 

pracadaa cho ochor.   Aecordlaglp» If UMglaal procadoa oarhal aodlaclaa 

choa cho pic torui co «orhal ardor of praaaacactaa «aa hfpachoalaad ca 

ha aara afflclaac choa cht varbal ta flccarlal ardar« aad *lca «araa 

(lochhart. ifMt Palvta, 1H)| VaUla, falvta, * Iwfcm, i* %t     UM 

hppochoaaa ralacad ca laagary, aa aa ladivMoal dlffaraaco «ariabta» 

«ccaad cba abava bymbiiia by M^lylag «*»•« <»*# !■■§■" «MM ba 

«opxuilf baaafltad by «ot ctaataaat faoorlaf iMflaal yracoaoloj «Mia 

«aald ba baaafltad by aay craataaat fooariat «arbal oto'»*«i*i 

«blab c^ld ala» ba gtipbUally yraaMtai by baalt fMMCru 

aa Mlaall darlat wifMat laoraiag.   Iba | laaraai ta 

tlato «icbat cba »arbal at platarui faftaaaacoc laaa at aatb af 

Itb a —bat fta» I ftam0 f.   Iba fan af tba attaall 

fput«to« at «aada) aataai «a a banwoa m*)mit dia—oiaa.    fbo ^ of 

I aatiai aa tba atbat bat«Ma-Mb|acia di 

la acaat a«*ora Co oock o^orioaaiol Cfoocaaoc. 



nw if«ftfti»r ««ah «oMitiai at faai lltit M «diuli iht •(tauli 

l«fff«M«tfl4 MM «f   tO«|   rtUllaMHIM I« llM •! iMttl I   1«  lh§ ftflflMl 

iMfttlM  IMk   ll«C.      nwt,   llM   IUC»  t«r   tlW IfMStOff   IMk «tr« C«MtlM4 

«t ««fb«! Mkof4t«*<«s, gMwifi« ff«frMMi«il«t*, vortel •^»IVAIMI« of 

itu toftooMiotIOM, mi I4ooil4 4l rofiooooucioM hmt e^ootto 

of »tvMOioiloo ot ih» okjoci M wt4 ptooooioi Aiiiot lotilol 

loot«tog.    lock f it«oi«o4 «II looi (ffoo of noMtor odfloli «tucb 

«o«fcioo< o «ttfcf ■■ofc|o>f <i—aim.    ttMli to ifiioilo« 4«ffloi 

«rlglool looraiof oo4 «Mbtt ot <«ftott twpf— co »naoli ui oocli of 

ÜM toot irooofof coMiiiofc« momi oo tko itpwiwn aooooroo.    to 

oMiiloo to tho aiMi ooolytoo of «oruac« off ibooo 4oto, iho of foci of 

oocli of foor «»iMtMlo vottokloo oo iko ooafeor off cortocc roofooooo «oo 

«OlfMi. 

til-U« iWloti«l> 

Mort (If) ooi puioro if} fforao off OI«|II «tooru ooooo «oto poiro4 

«till IIM 4itii• I ikro^ f tot iko lioio «ooi to iko orifiool u«roi«f 

(OL)   ' ••♦       11»  IffflMfOt   OIUMll  OOtO OllkOff «DU«   (V)  Off   »IM«*«*   ffl 

Ui foot toloi i«*«»ii»o io tko otiOMii io iko oi look,    fkoo, iko tffoaofoff 

lloio «offoi   Coaiitioti tk, ookofftfiooio« of iko fnoffU ooooo ftooooiotf 

««tlflf 01«  •.•..   tit ««fi Ot   pUl«fO«  «l«0.  «M «OOi   I«  IkO   IffOMffOI 

took oo o Mkortfiaoio ot iko «ori <oui «Mi la iko 01 iMkt kl Cootftiloo 

Oi, |ooooitl< ffofffooMiot looo off ««illoo 4ro«ia§t ot tlM ftootl« aooi 

fffooiaioi 4«ti«a OL, o.f t o citcio «aa «ooO aa a toftooootsiioaal 

4ffOTi«t of a coMi «I Coatiiioo 01, lokol» «t «ot4 cgoiwcloaia fat iko 

•««aoifftc fflfaiaa «aaO la Ooaiiiiaa Oi, o.g., iko «aN "elfclo" ffoikor 

ikaa iko ffigoff« «UM k« ftooMtoa to Cooiiiioa OLt aatf Coaiitioa i, la 

oki«k iko ffoft«oooiotioaa la iko ttoaotot toak «oto Maatuol io ikaaa la 



ctM at M«k but «wr« pr«Mnc*l la th« oppotlct aod« durlri OL, t.g , If 

• »tciMf of • cola «M froooncod durlni OL, eh« word "coin" would Mrv« 

M • iraoofor «CUMIOO* ond vlco vorM.    Th» •ctaull uood In oil 

coodlitooo or« ^roooBtod in Toblo I. 

Ufid«ff|f«dMio •codMl« •« TIM I'toaoylvonU Stoto Unlvtralty who wor« 

ootollod la aa lairedoccory cowroo la odueacioaal poychology Mrvod •• 

fa.   Alllwath i^y wro «oloacooro, cho |a rocolvod erodit coward choir 

flaal gruU for p«rii<iM"«>i la cho oaporlaoac.    All 8« hod boon 

prowloooty odalalatorad a hatcory of cooto dooi^Md to Motor« iaogory 

aad «M%al ability.   Imipmmt to loaratat eoadltleoa wao rmdoaltod 

wltbla oaa of U.  la all, IM U. of which 94. «oro aalo, yortieipocod In 

BMBOt 21 MIHML miimStt 
Mmam of ladlwldaal dlfforoacoa wara obtalaod for laotory-Ablllcy, 

forbal ability aad AatoaotUatloa. Tbo flogo coot (Tburocoat & Joffroy, 

mt). Spatial lalatlooa Ttat of tba Difforoatlal Aytituda Taat 

(boaaotc. at al., IH»). aai tba Oottacbaldt rifaraa Taat ao daocribod 

by Iborataaa (IK*) «ara aaplayoi ta aoaaaroa laotaryablllcy. Tha 

tttoay Color-word taat aa daaeribad by Iboratooo (lf44) aad tho 

tetoMtUotlaa ft  (tvowaraaa, RUlbor. Roboyoabl, aad Vogol (1968) 

«or« «aai ta aaaaaro «■toaotlaatlaa. A «ocabalary taat, raadlag toot 

(batb of wblcb «ara locally eaaatraetad by coayillat Itoaa froa oslatiog 

taata) mi tba Callafo Baaalaotloe board*o 8cbaUatlc Aytlcudo Toot 

(IMt*IHS). Tba taw acaraa for taata aaaoclatod wich aach faccor woro 

otaadariload for aalaa aad faaalaa oayarataty. Tbo rooulclog T-ocoroa 

wata owiaad aad aoaratM ta obtola aa ovorall factor acoro. High- aad 
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Table 1 

Original and Transfer Stimuli for the 

Learning and Transfer Conditions 

Kesponde 

Inal Learning Transfer 

Generic Subordinate Word for Geometric 

Noun Noun Representation 

Coin Penny Circle 

Horn Hugle Cone 

Cheese Swiss Wedge 

Flower Rose Star 

Snake Python Coil 

Gem Ruby Hexagon 

Tree Spru~e Triangle 

Drum Snare Cylinder 

Note — The figures tor the generic nouns were pictures of :he objects 

listed under original learning. The tigures for the geometric 

representations were pictures of the forms shown in the last 

column. 
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low-scorers were selected from the extremes ot the resulting distributions 

of factor scores for men and women. High scorers had average T-scores 

greater than 55 and low scorers had average T-scores lower than 45. 

Procedure 

Upon arrival at the laboratory the S was randomly assigned to one 

or the other of the OL conditions.  Instructions were provided as to 

the specific nature of the task, i.e., the S u.is either told that he 

would be presented word-number pairs or that he would be presented 

picture-number pairs. The study-test procedure with standard Instructions 

was used. 

During the study trial, stimulus pairs were rear-projected onto a 

translucent screen by a carousel projector at a 2-sec. rate. During 

the recall interval only the stimulus member was presented at a 2-sec. 

rate. The £'s task in the recall phase was to respond with the number 

previously associated with it. Study-recall trials were administered 

until the £ had identified all but one of the paired-digits correctly. 

The transfer task was administered following a rest period of 

2-raln. The S was instructed that he would be presented 32 stimuli most 

of which he had not seen before but all of which had some relationship 

to the words learned during the OL task. He was instructed to respond 

with the same digits employed in OL and was told to base his response 

on possible relationships to the list hr had Just learned. Only one 

presentation of the transfer list was administered. 
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Results 

Original Learning 

The number of crlals to  criterion on the initial learning task were 

analyzed by a mixei analysis of variance.  This analysis yielded 

£ (1,194) - 9.68, £ < .01 for the effect due to the kind of stimuli 

employed.  The list based on words took more trials to learn (,X * 3.50) 

than diil the list based on pictures (X * 2.64).  Thus, while the referent 

In each instance was the same foi pictures and for words, pictorial 

depiction of stimuli clearly resulted in more rapid learning than 

symbolic presentation.  These results suggest differential processing 

of stimuli presented by the two methods.  The effects related co Sex 

of Subject or ltd interaction with the task variable were not significant 

(£ ' .05). 

Transfer Performance 

The number of correct responses for the transfer task were analyzed 

via a mixed analysis of variance with Sex of Subject and Mode of 

Presentation (W or P) during 0L as the between-subiects variables and 

Kind of Stimulus (i.e , SN, GN, GL, and 0) as the withm-subjects 

variable. This analysis yielded £ (1,94) - 12.63, £ < .001, for the 

effect due to the Mode of Presentation during 0L; F (1,194) - 3.82, 

£ - .05 for the effect associated with Sex of Subject; £ (3,582) • 

358.07, £ • .001 for the effect due to the Kind of StimuKs employed 

in the transfer task; and F (3,582) - 7.20, £ < .001 for the interartion 

between Mode of Presentation during Original Learmt.g and Kind of 

Stimulus employed on the ttansfei task  A Scmnary of this analysis is 

presented in Table 2. 
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Table 2 

Summary of Analysis of Variance 

Of the Number of Correct Responses for All Subjects 

Between Subjects M MS F 

Sex (A) 1 27.01 3.82 i = .05 

Presentation Modc:OL(B) 1 89.17 12.63 £ < .001 

A x B 1 2.25 0.32 

Error (b) 194 7.06 

Within Subjects 

Kind of Stimuli:Transfer (C) 3   478.04  358.07     £ <   .001 

A x C 3 

B x C 3     9.62    7.20     £ < .001 

A x B x C 3 

Error (w) 582 

478.04 358.07 

2.46 1.84 

9.62 7.20 

1.31 0.98 

1.34 
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The women made more coireLt responses (X = 4.7 7) on the transfer 

task than did the men (X = 4.39).  The means represented in the interaction 

between Mode of Presentation during OL and transfer are summarized in 

Table 3.  The primary implication of the data in this table is that 

pictorial presentation of stimuli during original learning results in 

greater transfer than does verbal (symbolic) presentation for all 

transfer conditions; the difference, however, is least when the opposite 

mode or subordinate representation is employed in the transfer task.  It 

was particularly disadvantageous for Ss to learn words on the first task 

and then transfer to a geometric representation whethe.: that representa- 

tion was in symbolic or pictorial form. 

Individual Differences 

The investigation of effects asöociated with individual differences 

was made by extending the design to include the high and low imagers as 

a third between-subjects factor. There were 10 Ss in each cell of this 

design. 

This analysis yielded F_  (1,72) » 13.20, £  »M, tot the effect 

associated with Imagery. The mean score for high-Imagers was higher 

(X - 4.90) than that tor low Imagers (X • 4.15) on the transfer cask. 

The hypothesized interaction between individual diftetences in visualization 

and treatments was not supported. None of the interactions was 

significant (£ > .05). 

The same analysis as that described immediately above was conducted 

by replacing the groups of Ss differing on Imagery scores with groups 

of Ss differing on Automatization scores. There were also 10 Ss in 

each group for this analysis, which is summarized in Table 4. The 

unique outcome of this analysis, compared to the earlier one, was that 

the third-order interaction was significant (F [3,216] - 3.13, £ < .05). 
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Table 3 

Mean Number of Correct Responses on the Transfer Task 

As Related to the Original Learning Task. 

Transfer Task Presentation Mode: OL 

Conditions Words    Pictures   Difference 

Opposite Modality 6.15 6.34        .19 

Subordinate Representation 

(Words and Pictures Combined) 5.34 5.76        .42 

Verbal Equivalent of 

Geometric Figure 2.55 3.51        .96 

Geometric Figure 

Representation 2.90 4.03       1.13 
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Table 4 

Summary Analysis of Variance Based on the Mean Number 

Of Correct Responses for High and Low Automatizers 

.. _    -, ,_                 ... ,.,. 

Between Groups MS df F 

Sex of Subject (A) 0.53 0.08 

Presentation Mode: OL(B) 52.00 H.04 - .01 

Automatlzat ion (C) 22.58 3 49 < .10 

A x B 1.65 0.26 

A x C .01 0.00 

B x C 9.45 1.46 

A x B x C .38 0.59 

Error (b) .65 72 

Within 

Kind ol Stimuli : Transfer (D) 213.14 3 180.24 <   .01 

A x D 1.99 3 1.66 

B x D 8.78 3 7.35 <     01 

C x D .57 3 0.48 

A x B x D 2.54 3 2.13 < .10 

A x C x D .38 3 0.31 

B x C x D .84 3 0.70 

A x B x C x Ü 3 73 3 3.13 *   .05 

Error (w) i.:.9 216 
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The means for the groups represented in this interaction are 

summarized in Table 5. As in the previous analyses, all groups were 

found to function more effectively wher. pictures were employed in OL 

than when words were used.  However, the main difference among groups to 

be identified in this table is the generally inferior performance of the 

women who were high Automatizers (i.e., those who take longer to perform 

the automatization tasks) relative to the performance of women who were 

low Automatizers (i.e., those who perform the automatization tasks in a 

shorter period of time) on all transfer tasks following original learning 

with word stimuli.  The women low Automatizers who learned words on the 

original learning task averaged 1.10 more correct answers on the Transfer 

Task than did the high Automatizers.  The average difference in perfor- 

mance on the transfer task between the same groups when pictures were 

used as stimuli during original learning was .03.  Similar comparisons 

for males yielded averages of .65 (with words as stimuli in OL) and .47 

(with pictures as stimuli) correct responses.  If automatization can be 

considered as a measure of one kind of Imagery these results imply that 

the encoding by high-Imagers of verbal stimuli is more detrimental to 

their performance on new tasks than the encoding of pictorial stimuli. 

This difference holds for both women and men but less so for men. 

Comparable analyses based on two other individual difference 

grouping, verbal and anxiety, were also made. The analysis of verbal 

groups yielded F (1,72) - 5.96, £ < .05 for differences in performance 

on the transfer task, associated with verbal ability. As would be 

expected, the group with the higher verbal ability made more correct 

responses (X ■ 4.81) than did the groups with the lower verbal ability 
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(X - 4.15).  In addition, this analysis yielded F (1,72) = 6 19, 

£ < .05 for the effect associated with Sex of Subject; F (3,216) ■ 

141.14, £ < .01 for the effect due to Kind of Stimuli on the transfer 

task; and F (3,216) = 3.29, £ < .05 for the interaction between Kind of 

Stimuli on the OL task and those on the transfer task.  The major 

significance of the analyses described in this paragraph is to indicate 

only that where interactions of individual differences with treatments 

do occur, they are found with individual differences based on measures 

that appear to require some form of imaging.  They do not occur with 

measures of cognitive processes or of personality (i.e., anxiety) 

behavioral tendencies. 

It is interesting to note that the only personality or general 

intellectual ability measure to correlate with the transfer scores for 

female Ss (N = 104) was automatization.  The correlations rangea from 

-.20 to -.25 (£ < .025) for the four modes of presentation on the 

transfer task. However, the correlations between individual difference 

measures and transfer task measures for male subjects (N = 80) 

yielded ranges of .28 to .39 (£ < ,01) for the vocabulary score; .14 

to .33 (£ < .05) for the Gottschaldt Figures Test; and .23 to .35 

(£ < .05) for the SAT scores (both verbal and math).  Thus, automatization 
« 

was the only influential correlate with performance for women J5s while 

only imagery and verbal factors were influential correlates with perfor- 

mance for male Ss. These differences suggest a possible reason for 

differences between the results of the present study and those of 

Stewart (1965). 
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Discussion 

Based on the results from the total group of Ss, It is clear that 

learning pairs of Items with pictures as stimuli Is easier, that is, it 

takes fewer rials, than learning with words as stimuli. This finding 

provides a direct replication of a parallel finding from Stewart's (1965) 

study. 

Howüver, Stewart also found strong aptitude (Imagers) by treatments 

interactions.  Thus, high imagers were Lound to learn pairs with 

pictures as stimulus elements more rapidly than with words as stimulus 

elements.  Low Imagers were found not to differ when the two kinds of 

stimuli were used.  In addition, no significant differences were found 

between the two groups in transferring from pictures to words or vice 

versa, although there was a tendency for the high Imagers to be hindered 

to a greater extent than low imagers by going from words to pictures. 

In this regard, the present study suggests that automatization 

may be the influential behavioral tendency in distinguishing Ss 

performance when they are required to transfer from words to pictures 

compared to transferring from pictures to words. While differences 

between high and low imagers did not interact with treatments in the 

present study it was found that high-automatizers (those who take longer 

to perform the task) were particularly handicapped in transferring from 

words to pictures.  Note that this process is clearly correlated with 

the process involved in performance on the automatization tests.  Thus, 

automatization is measured by facility in labeling pictures without 

Interference from other contextual stimuli; that is, they must go from 

pictures to words quickly and accurately.  For example, in the Stroop 
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color-name test, the J5 is required to read the word printed on the card 

rapidly. He is able to do so to the extent that he does nut experience 

interference from the color of the print which is always different from 

the color-word.  Similarly, on the automatization task, the S^ must name, 

as rapidly and as accurately as possible, the three objects pictured a 

total of 100 times on the card.  He is able to do so in this task to the 

extent that he does not experience interference from the memory traces 

of the pictures already read.  Thus, the significant differences in the 

performance of high and low-automatizers on the transfer task appears 

to reflect the cognitive operations that distinguish the two groups. 

In this respect, the present study replicates the parallel finding from 

Stewart's study. 

The findings regarding the interaction between the original 

learning and transfer tasks indicate that transferring from words to 

pictures is more difficult than to transfer from pictures to words. 

Again this finding replicates one obtained by Stewart (1965). Develop- 

mental variables are undoubtedly implicated in explaining this result. 

In this culture, the S/s typical experience is to label an object or 

picture; the opposite requirement is rare indeed. Moreover, these 

results imply that Ss form a "percept" before providing a label for 

the learning experience. This strategy is assumed to be a more dominant 

one for high-automatizers than it is for low-automatizers. The 

debilitating effects on the performance of high automatizers were 

especially noted when the Ss transferred from words in the original 

learning task to geometric representations and labels for geometric 

representations in the transfer task. The Ss  did have somewhat more 

difficulty in transferring from pictures to verbal or pictorial 
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representations than they did to subordinate categories or to the 

opposite modalities.  However, they made nearly twice as many correct 

responses on the transfer task with the representation stimuli when the 

picture to word sequence was employed than when the word to picture 

sequence was employed. 

The present study suggests clear replications of treatment effects 

related to the use of picture versus words in presenting stimuli and of 

treatment effects related to the strategies employed by J>s in processing 

learning materials. The implication of the differences in the 

processing strategies of high and low automatizers is an intriguing one 

and appears worthy of further Investigation. The results suggest the 

need for careful analysis of processes Involved In measures of individual 

differences and even, perhaps, the employment of task-specific measures 

if aptitude by treatment Interactions are to be found. Our experience 

with the tasks involved in this experiment suggested that celling 

effects were approached if not reached in its conduct. For example, 

the four lists in the transfer task, comprised of a total of 32 items, 

could probably have been answered correctly on the second trial. For 

this reason only one trial had been used. A more sensitive design, 

perhaps coupled with more sensitive measures such as latency, is clearly 

indicated. 

n 

n 
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The Effects of Rated Vividness and Imagery of Learning Materials 

On Learning and Recall of High- and Low-Imagers 

Francis J. Dl Vesta, G. Susan Gray, Gary M. Ingersoll, 

Steven Ross and Phyllis Sunshine 

The learning strategy that differentiates high and low imagers was 

examined, albeit Indirectly, In this study. Previous studies permit 

the conclusion that recall of words Is affected by the qualities of 

vividness (Tulving, McNulty and Ozier, 1965) or Imagery (Paivio, 1970). 

Furthermore, the degree of subjective organization has been found to vary 

according to the vividness of the list. For example, Tulving, McNulty 

and Ozier (1965) comment, "But the fact that the recall of more vivid 

words was ... organized by subjects to a greater extent thatn that of 

less vivid words is compatible with the hypothesis that vividness or 

picturablllty is an Important component of meaning of words that affects 

the ease with which words can be grouped into higher-order memory units" 

(p. 250). However, these authors caution that such explanations are 

often inadequate since experiments in which only levels of vividness 

are manipulated deal only with correlations between stimulus character- 

istics and learning. Thus, for example, in the Tulving, et al. study, 

the effect might have been due to concreteness (or abstractness) or to 

associative relationships among the words In a given list rather than to 

"picturablllty" or other imaginal properties of the stimuli. 

PUG PAGE BUNK 
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In order to examine whether some organizational process related to 

imagery was employed by learners in such tasks as those used by Tulving, 

et^ al_. (1965), Stewart (1965) examined the interaction between ability to 

use imagery as measured by the Flags (Thurstone & Jeffrey, 1959) and 

Spatial Relations (Bennett, Seashore, & Wesman, 1963) tests and the 

characteristics of the material learned. Exactly the same lists 

described by Tulving, et^ al. (1965) were used. As in the earlier study, 

the concrete (vivid) words were recalled more readily than abstract 

words. More interesting was the finding by Stewart (1965) that with 

these same lists the material was increasingly organized by high imagers 

as the vividness ratings of the words in the lists were increased while 

there were no differences in the degree of organization among lists by 

the low-imagers. 

Stewart's results provide one basis for making inferences about 

the kind of processes that are employed by learners when approaching 

different learning tasks. They suggest too, that some treatments are 

more effective for learners who are Imagers than for learners who are 

non-Imagers.  Since vividness (or picturability) implies an imaginal 

characteristic of symbolic stimuli, it would appear that imaginal 

transformations of stimuli (that is, words into "pictures") are as 

relevant as other cognitive processes in organizing materials for 

storage in memory. 

Because of its implications for understanding strategies for 

learning and recall as well as for investigations of aptitude by treat- 

ment interactions, the present study was conducted to determine the 

replicability of Stewart's study. Furthermore, after a careful review 

of the literature on aptitude by treatment interactions, Cronbach and 
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Snow (1969) conclude that investigators have had difficulty in obtaining 

replications of such interactions, thus providing an important justifica- 

tion for attempting a replication of Stewart's study.  The present 

study extends the earlier one by incorporating not only the original 

lists of words but also a set of lists based on the norms published by 

Paivio, Yuille, and Madigan (1968). As in the earlier study, the purpose 

of the present one was to Investigate the hypothesis that the learning 

and recall of high-imagers is significantly greater when learning 

concrete words than when learning abstract words but learning of low- 

imagers is not differentially related to the concreteness or abstractness 

of the stimuli. 

Method 

Design 

The overall procedure consisted of Ss learning lists of words that 

were high, medium, and low in concreteness (i.e., either rated vividness 

or rated imagery). The lists were presented in counterbalanced order. 

Each S^ was presented four trials of e^ch list via the study-free recall 

procedure.  The sequence of trials was different for each j[ learning 

a given list.  The important features of the design Implied a 2 x 3 

mixed analysis of variance in which there were two levels of the 

between-subjects factor (vividness or imagery lists) and three levels 

of the within-subjects factor (high, medium, or low concreteness).  Some 

of the analyses of variance included two levels of individual differences 

(either high and low ivaagers or male and female Ss) and order of presen- 

tation of the lists as between subjects factors.  Correlations were 

computed for relationships between imagery, verbal ability and clustering 

scores. 
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Subjects 

A total of 219 students enrolled In an Introductory educational 

psychology course served as Ss in this study. Of these 104 were males 

and 115 were females. All Ss participated voluntarily but received 

credit toward their final grade for such participation. 

Materials 

Two sets of three word lists were employed: one set was based on 

rated vividness (V) and the other on rated imagery (I). The three lists 

(high, medium, and low) of 16 words within each set differed in the 

degree of rated-vivldness or rated-imagery of their constituent words 

but were very nearly the same in terms of meaningfulness and Thorndike- 

Lorge (1944) frequency. 

The V set of lists was identical to that described by Tulvlng, 

et al. (1965). In obtaining their values for vividness, they defined 

vividness as "the ease with which something could be pictured in the 

mind." Ratings were obtained on a 7-point scale with 1 corresponding 

to no image and 7 to extreme vividness. Meaningfulness of a word was 

obtained by ratings on a scale of 1 (corresponding to meaningless) to 

7 (corresponding to extreme meaningfulness). The three lists in the V 

set are presented in Table 1. 

The I set of lists w.is prepared from the Paivio, Yullle, and 

Madigan (1968) list of 1000 words rated for imagery and meaningfulness. 

The three lists in the I set were constructed in essentially the same 

manner as described for the V set.  In the Paivio, et^ al. (1968) norms 

imagery was defined as the ease or difficulty with which a mental image u 
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was aroused by the word.  Meaning was measured by Noble's (1952) 

production method.  The lists of words in the I set with their associated 

imagery and meaningfulness values are presented in Table 2. 

There were prepared 16 randomized trials of the words comprising 

each of the three lists within both the V and I sets, following the 

procedure described by Stewart (1965); that is, a given word did not 

occur in the same serial position, was not preceded by the same word, 

and was not followed by the same word more than once in all trials, 

eight of which were mirror images of the others. Each set of the 16 

trials for a given list was placed on a single memory drum tape. 

Procedure 

The stimuli were presented to the Ss on a Stowe Memory Drum at a 

rate of one word per second. A given S^was presented each of the three 

lists within a set: that Is, he was presented all three versions, high 

(H), medium (M), and low (L), of either the I set or of the V set. The 

order of presentf.cion of the lists within a set was randomized from one 

S^ to the next with the restriction that each of the possible combinations 

of list orders (LMH, LHM, MHL, MLH, HLM and HML) was equally represented 

at the completion of the study. 

The Ss were administered four trials of a given list, the first 

of which was randomly selected from the 16 on the memory drum tape. 

The study-free-recall procedure, with standard instructions, was used. 

During the study period the S  read aloud each of the 16 words in the 

list as they were presented. The end of the list was signalled by a 

dotted line after which the S_was to write down all the words he could 

remember and in any order he chose. The free recall period was 90-secs. 
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long.  This privedure was to.Uowed tor all four presentations of a list 

following which there was a 2-min. rest period.  The S^ was then adminis- 

tered the next series of items, either H, M, or L, depending on the 

condition to which he had been randomly assigned.  The procedure was 

repeated until all three lists within a set had been presented. 

Tests 

The following tests, fully described in another report (Di Vesta, 

Ingersoll, & Sunshine, 1971, in press) wer« administered to all Ss: 

the Space Thinking (Flags) test, the Spatial Relations test from the 

Differential Aptitude Test Battery, the Gottschaldt Figures test, the 

Stroop Color-Name test, the Automatization test, the Srholastic Aptitude 

(Math and Verbal) test, a vocabulary test, the Remote Associates test, 

a Reading Comprehension test, the Achievement Anxiety Scale and the 

Dogmatism Scale.  The data were factor analyzed by the principal 

components method for the initial factorization.  When the factors were 

rotated via the Varimax routine, three factors of relevance to this 

study were extracted: Verbal (as represented by the Scholastic Aptitude 

Test Verbal score). Imagery (as represented by the Spatial Relations 

test), and Automatization (as represented by the Stroop Color-Name). 

Raw scores for each test were standardized.  The standardized scores 

for each est saturated on a given factor were summed to obtain a 

factor score.  The Imagery factor score was comprised of the Flags, 

Spatial Relations, and Gottschaldt Figures Tests.  The Ss who attained 

the highest 25 scores were classified as low Imagers.  The distributions 

for men and women were considered separately.  The same procedure was 

employed for high and low Automatizers based on the Stroop Color-Name 

The tests are described fully in the report entitled A Factor Analysis 
of Imagery Tests" by Di Vesta, Ingersoll, & Sunshine, presented elsewhere 
in this report. 
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test and Broverman's Autcmatization Test; and for high and low Verbal 

Ability based on the Scholastic Aptitude Test: Verbal Score, a Vocabulary 

test, a Reading Comprehension test, and the Remote Associates Test. 

Results 

Overall Analyses of Number of Correct Responses 

The number of correct responses on the recall trials were analyzed 

initially by an overall mixed analysis of variance in which measures 

of dispositional traits were Ignored, This analysis was conducted to 

examine and determine the gross effects of manipulated variables and 

to aid in decisions about pooling of data for subsequent analyses. 

There were three between subjects variables: Sex of Subject, Kind of 

Lists (Vividness or Imagery), and six Orders of Presentation of lists. 

The within subject variables were: Levels of Concreteness (high, medium 

and low) and four Trials. 

This analysis yielded F (1,168) = 46.89, £ < .001 for the effect 

due to Sex of Subject; F (2,336) = 64.74. £ < .001 for the effect due 

to Levels of Concreteness; F (3,504) » 726.64, £ < .001 for the effect 

due to Trials; and F (3,504) = 18.44, £ < .001 for the effect due to the 

interaction of Sex of Subject and Trials  None of the other iuteracttons 

were significant (£ *  .05). The complete summary table for this 

analysis is displayed in Table 3. 

These results indicated that women Ss averaged more correct 

responses (X - 10.68) per trial than did the men (X • 7.30). The Ss 

averaged more correct responses per trial on the concrete list (X ■ 9.47), 

than on the medium concreteness (X - 9.15) or the abstract (X - 8.35) 

lists. Average numbers of correct responses were 6.05 tor the first. 
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Table 3 

Sununary of Overall Analysis of Variance of Correct Responses 

Between  Subjects MS 1£ F £ 
Sex  (A) 6444.1A 1 46.89 <.001 
Lists  (B) 144.50 1 1.04 
Orders   (C) 8.94 5 0.06 
A x B 6.15 1 0.04 
A x C 12.99 5 0.09 
B x C 21.91 5 0.16 
A x B x C 8.67 5 0.06 

Error  (b) 139.55 168 

Within Subjects 

Levels  (D) 257.00 2 64.74 <.001 
A x D 2.09 2 0.53 
B x D 8.54 2 2.15 
C x D 6.93 10 1.75 <.10 
A x B x D 6.93 2 1.75 
A x C x D 2.28 10 0.56 
B x C x D 3.20 10 0.81 
A x B x C x D 4.19 10 1.06 

Error   (w) 3.97 336 

Trials  (E) 2666.63 3 726.64 <.001 
A x E 67.66 3 18.44 <.001 
B x E 1.99 3 0.54 
C x E 1.85 15 0.50 
A x  B x  E .74 3 0.20 
A x C x E 1.26 15 0.34 
B x C x  E 2.23 15 0.61 
A x B x C s E 2 60 15 0.71 

Error (w) 3.67 504 

D x E 118 6 0.71 
A ic '0 x E .96 1 0.58 
i « • s B 3.15 6 189 «.10 
C x D x E 2.17 30 1.30 
A x B x D x E 1.01 6 0.60 
A x C x D x E L 34 30 0.81 
B x C x D x E 1.74 30 1.05 
AxBxCxDxE £.13 30 0.68 

Error  (w) 1 67 1008 
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8.79 for the second, 10.16 for the third, and 10.95 for the fourth 

trials.  The Sex by Trials interaction indicated that the women Ss 

learned the list more rapidly than men. Additional descriptions of the 

sex differences in learning these tasks will be provided in the analy. es 

of individual differences. 

The findings from this analysis are in substantirl agreement with 

those obtained by Stewart (1965) and Tulving, et^ al.. (1965).  However, 

procedural differences between the ones used in those investigations 

and the present study should be noted as follows: In the present study 

four trials were used instead of eight, both men and wcoen wire used at 

Ss rather than only women, and lists varied in terms of imagery as well 

as vividness were employed.  Deuplce these differences the finding that 

concrete lists arc learned more readily than abstract lists was 

clearly replicated and performance over trials closely approximated the 

perfornance of Tulving, et_ a^.'s (1965) Ss at the end of four trials. 

In addition. It was found that women learn the ta»k aor« readily than 

men and that the Tulving, et^ aK (1965) lists produce essentially the 

•sne results as the lists based on the norms published by Paivio, et aJL 

(1968). Unlike the earlier studies, practice effects or learning-to- 

learn were not observed In the present study. The reason for chia 

difference auy be due partly to the confounding of Lists ana Orders 

and partly to the use of fewer trials than In the carUer studies. 

However, it should be noted that Stewart, who also confounded orders 

and list« found only a very wmtll  effect due to practice: her • 

averaged, over all trials: X • 11.02 for the first list learned, X • 

13.44 word« for the second list: and X • 11.56 for the third list. 
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Individual Difterences in Imagery Related to Performance 

The subsequent analyses of the number of correct responses were 

made by mixed analyses of variance with individual differences in 

Imagery (high and low) as the between variable and Trials and Levels 

of Concreteness (H, M, and L) as the within variables.  Since the main 

effect of Sex as a factor and the interaction of Sex by Trials was 

significant in the Initial analyses, separate analyses were made for 

men and women. Conversely, because t! ere were no significant differences 

due to Kind ot Lists in rhe previous analyses, the data for Ss 

administered the V or I list» w^re pooled for the present analyses. 

(Sec Tables U  and 3.) 

The analysis of variance of data for the men yielded no significant 

differences (£ » .10) for the main effect of Imagery; F (2,96) - 16.^5, 

£ < .001, for the «ftct due to Level« of Concreteness: ..nd F (3,144) ■ 

431.S7, £ - .001 for the effact related to Trials. The effect of 

primary concern in this study, however, la that due tc the interaction 

between last«" «nd La.al ot Ccncratanaaa which yielded P (".96) • 

2.47, £ l .10 > .05. Thr data comprising this interaction ars pxaaanted 

for men and woaan Ss, sapsrstsly, in Figura 1, sod (or tba pooled groups 

In Figure I. 

The anMyais of dsts for woaen yielded F (1,48) • 3.11, £ < .10 

for the affect dua to laagary lavals. Tha main affecta due tu Lavela 

of Concreteness and to Trials wara slgntflcanr (£ < .001) as in the 

pravtous analyse« Thm  affect dua to tha interaction of Imagery by 

Trials yielded F (3,144) • 4.71, £ < .01, tha data for which era presented 

in Figura 3. This ordinal incaractton la idantlcal to tha one obtained 

by Stewart (196)) In all easantt.i raapacta. Nona of the other latar- 

actiona ware aignlfleant (£  .10) in this analysts. 
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n 
The differences between Imagery levels, though not significant 

is Interesting because the low imagers averaged more correct responses 

(X « 11.12) than did the high imagers (X - 10.46) over all trials.  The 

differential performance of these two groups is more analytically 

reflected in the Imagery by Trials interaction.  In this interaction 

(£ < .01) the high imagers perform at a much lower level (X ■ 6.85) 

than the low imagers (X « 7.92) on the first trial but they perform 

at about the same level (X - 12.94) as the low imagers (X - 13.04) on 

the fourth trial. Although the interaction between Imagers and Levels 

of Concreteness for the male Su  was not significant (£ > .10), their 

peiiormance was very much like the women's performance and so have been 

presented in Figure 1 for purposes of comparison. 

In order to provide a more direct comparison with the results from 

Stewart's (1965) study, another analysis was conducted identical to 

that described immediately above except that the high and low Imagers 

were selected on the basis of only the Flags and Spatial Relations 

casts. The raw scores from each test were standardized and the two 

standardized Scotts for each S were then averaged. The women with the 

top 25 ranks on these scores comprised the group of high imagers and 

Ch us with the bottom 25 ranks comprised the group of low Imagers. 

This analysis yielded significant differences (£ ' .001) for the 

main effect due to Levels of Concreteness and to Trials. The effect due 

to the interaction between Imagery and Levels of Concreteness yielded 

F (2,96) - 2.41, £ « .10 and that due to the interaction of Imagery 

and Trials yielded F (3,144) - 3.27, £ <  .05. These effects were 

essentially the same as displayed in Figure 1,2, and 3. 
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The Imagery by Levels of Concreteness interaction, in this analysis 

where only the Flags and Spatial Relations tests were used to identify 

high and low imagers, indicated that women high Imagers obtained an 

average number of 9-85, 10.98 and 11.26 correct responses per trial 

for the low, medium, and high concreteness lists, respectively, while 

the women low imagers obtained an average of 10.40, 11,10 and 10.96 

correct responses per trial for the low, medium, and hig-\ concreteness 

lists, respectively. As can be noted in Figure 1, the pravious analyses 

in which factor scores were used yielded identical trends, though the 

interaction was not significant. As with data obtained from men Ss, 

these findings imply that high imagers benefit by increases in vividness 

or concreteness of the stimulus material where a strategy involving 

imaginal processes are employed.  When concrete stimulus material is 

used, high imagers perform as adequately as the low imagers. The latter, 

on the other hand, perform with relatively equal efficiency on all 

tasks, though slightly less so on the tasks involving concrete materials; 

that is, the low imagers strategy for learning was relatively unaffected 

(unrelated) by the vividness of the task materials. 

The performance differences between high and low imagers take on 

increased importance when compared with similar analyses based on other 

individual differences. Thus, identical analyses to those for imagery 

were made with the individual difference variables based on automatization, 

anxiety, and verbal scores.  Significant differences (£ < .05) were 

found for the main effects of automatization and anxiety based on the 

analysis of data for male Ss only. None of the other main effects (that 

is, the verbal factor for data based on the responses of the men, and 

automatization, anxiety> and verbal Individual differences for data based 
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on the responses of the women) were significant (£ > .05).  However, 

the main effects associated with Trials and Levels of Concretcncss were, 

as might be expected, significant (£ < .01) in every analysis. Among 

all possible interactions in these analyses only Chat between Autonatisa- 

tion and Levels of Concreteness, based on the data for women Ss 

approached significance (£ > .05 < .10). This interaction was very 

similar to that reported above for imagery differences and seems to be 

reasonable since the measures of Automatization were comprised of tasks 

involving visual materials. 

* 
Effect of Imagery-ability on Organization During Recall 

An analysis was made of the free-recall data on Trials 1 through 4 

inclusive of the number ot intertrial !re|>«r tit ions (ITR) and the number 

of correct responses common to trial N am? trial N + 1 (ITC). The 

ITR's were computed following the procedunr i described by Bousfield and 

Bousfield (1966) and corrected by subtracting the expected ITR's from 

the observed ITR's.  The ITC's were computed simply by counting the 

number of correct responses or trial N that were also on Trial N + 1. 

The number of new responses on trial N 4- 1 compared to trial N (ITN) 

were also computed by simple count.  Finally, a sequential consistency 

(3C) score, which is an ITR score based on ratios, was computed 

according to a description by Fagan (1968). 

These data were analyzed initially for possible differences due to 

list.  Since there wre no significant list differences for either measure 

the lists were Ignored in all subsequent analyses.  Nevertheless, the 

two lists were equally represented in all conditions of the analyses 

described below. Although scores from all measures were analyzed, only 

The authors are indebted to Professor Susan Rosner at the University 
of Iowa, for the loan of her program for computing the several clustering 
scores indicated in the heading of Table 6 and Table 7. 
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th« dat« for  the  IT! and  ITC ylalded trrnd* o!   lataresi.    Accoidtotly, 

thaaa ara tha only analyaaa •uanatixad har« thoafh iha data 1"'   ill 

acoraa ara suaaa.i<«d in tha accoapanylnc tablaa of  corralatloas to ba 

praaantad balo«. 

Th« acoraa darivad fro« tha two aaaauraa twra aMljraad la aaparaca« 

■laad aoaljraaa of varlanca la which tha be. «an>a«ib)acta vanablaa vtr« 

Sax of aubjact and  la^ceiy-abillty.    Thara «ata i% St of each aai 

rapraaantaa  In tha high laagary-ablttty and IOM tiucaiyabiUty ttv«^», 

raapactivaiy.    Tha wlthio«aubj«cta varlablaa wara Concratanoaa ifatad 

Uat«ry) «(  Una. and Trlala coaparad (l.a.t Trial  1 v«   Trial 2, 

Trial 2 va. TrUl  3, and Trial  1 v«. TrUl 4). 

Tha analysts of  tha  IT« data yialdad £ (2,192) • 1.90, £ • .003 

for tha affact dua to Coocrataaaaa of  Hat, arod £ (2«192) «9.)*, 

£ <  .001 (or tha affact dua to Trlala.    Tha analyala o( tha ITC data 

yialdad P (1,96) • 11.08, £ <  .001 (or tha a((act ralata<) to IM O( 

aubjact;  F (2,192) • 23.26, £      .001  (or tha at(act dua to Concratanaaa 

of Liat; F (2,192) • 767.11, £ i   .01 (or tha a((act ra'^ad to coafariaon 

aaong Trlala; and F (2,192) * 4.67, £ 1   .01  tot  tht affact dua t@ tha 

Interaction of Trlala by Sax o( Subject.    San* et  the other «sin effecta 

of interaction« «ara algnificaat  in either analyaae.    In fitt»!, theaa 

data Indicate, aapacially (or the ITC acoraa, that waeo Sa orfRl'ed 

the uorde (X • 8.36) note than did aen (X •  7.34); that there la «ore 

organltation of liata with high concrete «orda (X • 8.45) than    f  liata 

with nadiun coacretanaaa (X • 7.97), or low concreteneea (X • 7.U); and 

there ware fewer reaponaea in conaon to Trial« 1 and 2 (X ■ I.6S), than 

there were on Trlala 2 and 3 (X ■ 8.20) or on Ttiale 3 and * (X • 9.70). 
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Cemtttfm— cUatty ta(l«Mc«s ih« ««M vtth «huh « iUt  U 

•«*)•<tttwljr orKMt<«4 b«t tW «MlyM« Uli*« to fitli • •tt»lftcMC 

toc«r*ctl4» with UM««ry«bUUy «acopc for • Mirfiaolly stfalf leant 

(f < «lO) tatorottton botwooo UMfarfAktHty m4 coocrotoaoM of Hot« 

wtMs CIM ITC Kor« «a« «•«i M »ho dopaa^oat v«ri*bU («a« ftfara 4). 

Accordlngly.  It «a» 4acUa4 to coapata corraUttoao botaaaa Immgßry 

tbilitf wora« aa4 tha aavarai claatarlat aoaaara« —ptrtfly for aack 

of KIM tiaco rapraaoattaf 4tffaroat lavaU of coacracaaaaa.   UM «atira 

—*9l9 of  s« (* • 21f) «aa aaai   a ihn aaalyoit, te»o roaalt« of which 

ara taHMrUatf la Tabla 4.    UM corralatloa« coa^tod Mfaracaly far 

aoo «ad —i *• ara «loo oKowa In that tnhla. 

Aa caa W •••n, thorn «tra tlcalfUoat    orralot loan batwnaa 

laoMry-thUlty «ad  It» ncoroa for racall aa tha laat two trial* af tha 

loi^^oacrataaaa* Ilai (r • -.lA, £ <  .0)) and tha first tao trials af 

tha hlth-coacrotaaans Hat  (r, • -.1), £ *  .05).    Althouth both nra low 

cosralatloas. thay lodlcata that lowlaatara achlava hl^or ITB*a thaa 

do htfh laagara. 

It  la lafortaat, of courna, to datarelaa «hathar (ha ralatlooahlpa 

daocrlhad ahows am coafoyadaJ with aoaa othor ahltlcy.    Oafortoaataly. 

it aoald ha la^oaslhlo to far rat oat all nach ^oaalhllltlaa, hat tha 

■oat la^ortant oan a^faatad to ha tha ralatloaahlp hataaao ortanitatloo 

during racall and varhal  (or ganaral   latalllfaaca) ahlllty.    Accordlntly* 

parallal corralatloaa to thonn ahown la Tabla i «ara eoapatcd bf 

aaiploylnt acoran haond or  tha tosts coa^rlnlag thn «nrbnl factor.    Thaaa 

corralatloaa ara aiaaMrlcad In Tabla 7.    Nona of thana corralatloaa waa 

sttnlflcaat at tha .OS laaal coaddanca, for data haaad on tha tatal 

croup tha ralatloaahlp bataaaa verbal ability aad orgoolsatlon ayproachad 
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• IgnlflCMC« (f «   .10) oaly on clw ccmffl*M of  ITC data b—>< on 

tlM iMt two trUU.    Hi«», tter« U at UMC yartUl ••»■•rranc« c)Mt 

in!cr«fu«« cooccnitat tlM «•• of  laagAry •tratcgl«« mn mart «ccvrat« 

«ftea dtacu^Md In th« contau of  üMt«ry abll'tr than of vvrba! ability 

siailar  analyaaa cooductad aayarataly for «ach «aa ladlcata tbat 

tha ralatlooalilpa doacrlbad abova ara alaoat asclutiwiy llaltad to 

faaala fa.    rartbanaora, la tmmy caaaa corralatloaa of alallar aapiltuda 

««ara fouad for ralatlooahlpa batwoao «arbal-ablllty and orgaaixatloo aa 

for ralatlonablpa batwaaa laatary-ablllty aod orgaalsatloo altheutb 

thara wart ball at^la tba lattar coaparlaoaa aa thara «ara for tba 

foraar.    Tha corralatloo battaoao warbal-ability and taaiary ability for 

aub-froupa aaa .16. 

tllacuaaloe 

It  la claar tbat varlatlooa la tba quality of coacrataoaaa 

attrlbutabla to «orda la a Hat at« ralatad dlractly to tba facilitation 

of parforaanca and racall la laarnlai by tha atudy-racall procadura. 

Tbla flndlat !•• of coaroa. a rapllca*loa of tbat obtalaad la aarllar 

atodlaa auch aa thoaa by Staaart  (1965), Tulvla«. at al,.   (IMS), and 

Palvlo UMS..     It uaa alao rapllcatad ulthla tha praaaat atudy «hara 

tuo aata of t*aha «ara aaployad, «ach rapiaaantlot itllfhtly dlff«r«nt 

nor««.    Accord n(ly, although tha atlaulu« «atarlala «ara praaantad 

la a alagla «olallty, th« higher th« laagcry-provoklng «alua or 

plcturablllty of tha «atarlala to ba laarnad th« aaalar thoy ara to 

recall.    Thla affact la analogoua to th« finding that plctutaa ar« 

racallad «or« «aally than varbal oatarlaU «h«n concr«t«n«aa 1« h«ld 

coaatant aa found by St««art  (1965).    Thua« beyond th« Mr« r«pllealIon 



oi  Ihm icl«tlaa b«iwt«n ■out.tmtmam— m\ ptrtoMMOt«. tlw  lm^oii*tU9 

of  tlwM 4M« la itmt ihmj layly « pcoi««« by Mblch %» «afloy pictoiUl 

i*pr«Mnt«t lont, ■tatUr  to tlw« •ufttouod by tto torn "Ikoatc-uutory,** 

*• a atrototy for oacodlat («rRale lyyaa of actarlal. 

Tba aal« affact attrlbucubla la aaa 41ffaraacaa la tafcaaatv« only 

bac«*sa It aaargaa ao coaalataady la atudi«a «hat« taaba of tba aort 

aaployod la tba pcaaaot on« at« uaatf.    Tba flndlna tb*t  tba parlcia«aca 

of aaaaa ta aaa aupati^r  i«> that of aaa Sa ta uadoabtadly  t«lata4 to 

tba aftacta of diffataotlal cultut«! «apoitoncaa on tb« ««qutalttoa cf 

baowladg« aad atratagtaa tor laarntng «nd racall by arn and aoavn.    Sucb 

4tffaraacaa ara raflactod tn dtlUronttal parforaMca on taata of 

(tonaral   Intallactual abtltty tlrovaraan, Klaibar, Kobnyaahl, 4 Vofal, 

um. 
In thta atudy tbara aas no «vidoma for  laarntng to loarn.    Pravtoua 

avldanca In alailar  Invsfttltattcns baa baan controvarslal.    loth Stawart 

(IMS) and Tulvtng, at al,    (19b)) obtalnad  inttaaar^ta in ptlttHMCT 

ovar llata whi.h thay raaaonad war* dua H   laarntng a«ta.    Dallatt 

(IM))« too, »btainad tba aMact   In bta atudlaa.    Murdcck (19*0), oa 

tba othar hand, concludad (roa hla indapandant   invaat iMt ii«na,  that 

natthar laarnlng to laarn or vaia^wp ttftttt aata to ba ubaar^tJ  in 

•ult-trun   fraa fa. all   laatnlnt taaka.     In ravlaaing thalt  raaulta, 

Tulvlng, «1 aL'   n»*i) »uftKatt that, parhapa,  laatnlng to laatn o«.(ut« 

only ahera uncuad  fraa-racall, tathat   than cuad MMll a» in Mutdock's 

aaparlaant, aaa aaployad.    Hcwavar,  thla «xplanat u<n MHM  ba appllad 

to tba praaant aaparlaant  stnca caaa wata not  uaad in tha MMll  pH^a« 

Laarnlng to laatn would appaat  to ba a thaoratlcally raaaonabla .^tt.aa 

of  tha praaant pro*«dura.    Xavarthaleaa, lha findinga froa the praaant 
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•tudy tofattef with th« tact tlut   Stawarc   (IMS) c^t iio#d only v«ry 

■Mit Jii(«r«fv«» ta Iwr •cudy. ftuggasi that tte affact auat ka 

coaaldarad a fr«ttla oaa at ba«t uaiar th« coadltioaa of this «apstlaaat. 

Thara «ara two lataracttoa« hataaan laaeory «ad traataaat« that 

aara of  layortaoco  la thtt study      Ftrot. low i*ii(aia parfora battar 

ovar «11 trial« thaa do high U««t«r«.    Thl« oh«arv«tloa rayllcat«« a 

ceaparahla oaa ohaarvad hy Stewart  (IMS).    Moaaaar, la th« yra««at 

atudy. thara aaa as ordinal  Intatactloa hataaaa loo^ar« aad trial«. 

Aecordlafly, whll« low laafara parfor« «IgalfIcaatly hattar thaa high 

laagara oa tha flrat two arlal« thalr parforaaaca« do aot dlffar 

«tfalflcaatly oe tha l««t two trial«.    Afparantly, high lM««ra «aploy 

th« «arly «c«ta« of l««rnlaf for ld«atlfylat ««ana hy which thalr 

pr«f«rrad «cr«t«ty of  la«i«ry c«a b« laplaaontad la that taak.    A 

parallal flndlo« by Palvle (1969; Eraaat t Palvlo, «9*9; Eraaat 4 Patvlo, 

1971) taileata« that  individual di(f«t«ac«« la iwagary war« pradlctiva 

of locldaet«! mmmoty, ladlc«tiB« dlffaraaca« la laaralat «cr«t«tl«« of 

high «nd low la«g«r«     Thu«, ha  found that  high la«g«r« r«c«ll«d «or« 

lacidaotal coaponoot« ci « roapouad «tiaula« or r««poo««  it«» than did 

low UMg«r« but th« two group« did not dlffar  In lnt«ntlon«l  l««rnlng. 

Th« «vldanc« «ccuaulatlng to data auggaata that  low laagara a: d high 

laagora «aploy quit« dllf«r«nt  •tr«t«gl«« In «tudylng and t«c«ll with 

th« <an««qu«nt «ff«rt  on rat« of   I««rnlng and on tha aaount and natut« 

of what   1« r«c«Il«d 

Th« «acond latara<tlon of  laport«!* 3 w«« that bataaan laagara and 

laaal« of coBcr«t«n««« r«pt««««\t«d by word« la « glv«a list.    A «art«« 

of t-t««t« «wmg aaana Indtfatad that high laagara had difficulty (n 

laarnlng a ll«t of  low coocratanaaa (1.«.* of «b«er«ct word«).    Nowavar, 

n 
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tiMlr fttotuaac* Untmmm4 «isAlf Icaaily vlth IOOMMS 1B .   n<f«i»n«»» 

AgAta, chit flntftnt r«pllc«t«« OM obcalMd by Stanatt   (IMS),    rvtitrntmorm, 

ttommt k Patvio (19M) also raporta aUular aax 41f(ataacaa, ftndiat 

baccar lacl4aatal mmory far high twtary taaalaa bat not (ar aalaa.    Aa 

P*ivio (lf70) auggaai«. "It la toe aarly ta aay «hat this Bt(ht wan. 

but davalopaaatal (actora cartalaly aaat b«  lapU«.ata4.M 

Of  lataraat  la tha atudy ol aptiiw^ by traatacnt   lataractloaa 

la tha (Indlnt that crgaataatton !• net aanliaat until tha laat tflala 

on th« aara difficult  (abatract) Hat and la aanilaatad on tlM firat 

triala of tha aaaiar (concrata) Hat.    Houavai, tha layllcatiana of nach 

diffart thay sutgaat that thara aranata ar laaa «apricioua attaapta 

at artauitatian an tha first triala af tha abstract  liat by both group». 

ahila bath graupa (i.a.* high and low laagara) otganita tha concrata 

liat about aqually aftar tha drat twa trials     Tha ccrralat.M« baaad 

an ITC data daaonstrata dlffaranca« In tha atratatia» «aployad by tha 

two group» aoMwhat nora daflnitivaly.    Thua. high inagar» «chiava 

«ignificaatly (£ <  .10)  laaa organisation than do low isMgars on «11 

coapariaona of adjacant triala ol  tha liata conprisad oi words with 

low-rstad laagary, and on tha conp«rl«on ol  th« «djat.cnt  tfiilt ol  th« 

firat thraa trials af tha lists coaprisad of aadita ratad la»gary. 

Tha dagraa of  ia«g«ry-«blllty i« unr«l«t«d to parloraanc« on «ny of tha 

trial coaparlaon« for th« Hats raaprlaad of words ratad high ■ laagary. 

Thaaa data auggaat  that tha htgh laagara aay att«npt to «nploy an 

in«ppropri«c« «tr«t«gy for th« «b«tr«(t word« thu« hindattng their 

p«Tforaanca on tha low ratad-laag«ry ll«t« .-«  word« «nd to « l««s«r 

astant on tha nadlun laagary word«.    On th«    th«i h«nd, th«  tajnery 

str«tcgy a«y b« a« approprtat« for o-gantting th« high  iiugery Hat aa 
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I»   III\   . t lu r   »ttJi^ity employed by S» with  low  laagery ability      Or, 

p«-it<'p». b. ih i(i• up» eaploy the fcaae strdtegy when  learning lists ot 

c:iK.rete ««ids-     In cither CM9«  the cci.elation* ate not  signit icam^y 

diticrent  troa terc  !.r  the concrete  list       In genet^x,  ehe ccrrelstion 

data   lead t • the conclusion that while   imagery ability  Is not   the 

estlusive factor  Invel^ed  in organliatxon  m recall,  it  is no  'ess 

lapuitant   »han vrtbal  ability. 

These data lepottcd hcie,  together  with those  troa other  studies, 

tor»her   suggvsi   rhai   the prelerted nethod of  high Imagers  toi   encoding 

materials  (that   is,   iaiaging)   is  inappropriate  fci   low-conrretenese 

tmrds thus  lap.iirlng their pettoimance.     However,  the method  is an 

el tic lent  me when applied to materials that  represent  concrete reletents 

or  that  can be   imagined  (pictured) easily.    Accordingly,  nlvlr  (i e   , 

high  imagetsi  perlo^mance  improved in correspondence with increases 

in .oncreteness      The low imagers, who are hypothesized to employ ether 

learning strategies, were  relatively unaffected by charged in 

-oneretcness 
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A Factor Analyals of lugcry Taata 

Francis J. Dl Vesta, Gary Ingeraoll and Phyllis Sunshine 

The mentaliatlc aoundlng conatruct "iaagery" haa gained renewed 

acceptance on several experimental fronta during the paat decade and 

undeniably haa led to a number of fruitful insights on learning proceaaea. 

Despite its many deflnltiona (Holt, 1964), recent inveatlgatora have 

found that to provide this concept with operational meaning, either by 

reference to the S/s behavior or by inference from objective descriptlona 

of experimental conditions, was a relatively straightforward matter. 

Several orientations in studies of imagery can be identified in the 

current literature.  In one, represented by the work of Paivio (for 

example, see Paivio, 1970), the concern haa been with the effects of 

stimulus characteristics, such as the perceived vividness or concreteness 

of events, usually language symbols, on the efficiency of learning 

processes.  In another, the emphasis is on imagery aa a proceas or 

strategy by which experiences become encoded or tranaforme«. for storage 

In, or later retrieval from long-term memory. Bower's (tor example, 

see Bower, 1970) research is an illustration of this category of 

investigations. Within a third framework, imagery has been defined 

in terms of individual differences based on the subjects' reports of 
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vtvUo««« of Uutüi«! •■j>#rl»ncc« (for o&aapl«. Col loo . 1M0. IMJ; 

tlchor4Mo( 1H9) or on oceroo for okJocUvo tmf  (for «koaploo. 

TlH»r«cooo( mi). 

A potMttoUy fruitful o«t«uiiao of cho ofon—tlwio< ortontoctooo mmf 

o«to( wtthlo tho *p;.tuAr  »j IXSJULSfi l_',.'*L"fJ,JL*ll (*T!) fra—worW propooo4 

by Crooboch (lfS7) M a fonorol Mtkadoloty for blvndin« tho oaporlMotol mi 

corroUtlonol wtlüoOft. It «M thU orlaococtoo tlioc pr<rvi4oa tho Upotvs for 

th« pr«Mo( tCudjr.  tsoo^lo» of ih# «ppttcattoo of ATI U ih» »twdT of tMgory 

oro to bo found m tnv««i i««i ion» doocrlbod by Hoilooborf (If70) m4 ttowMt 

(IMS). Only • fow much  »todloo hovo boon condoetod to tho prooont. «otor- 

tholooo. It U bocoslng Incrooolnily »pptunn  (Pnlvto, lf70; hohwor, l»70) 

ihoi hypotbooo« roUtod to tho dlffornntUl offocc« on porfornmco of nonlpn- 

lotod «nrlohloo no thoy Intoroct «rlth dlffornncon in nhilUy (or proforonco) 

to noo ihanlc inofory vorono trorhol loot Ion •trotofl«« In Khlnklng oio |nlnln§ 

nccnntloo. 

An ooo«ntlAl Wpi—1 for «tudinn olihio tho ATI ortontntlon !• n 

rolinhlo ood volld nooowro of inogvry. Introopoctlon «no tho hoolo for tho 

oorlior nooouroo proponod hy Col too ond «no rotoiood in tho nor« mcont mmmu] 

by Richordoon (IMf) «ho doocribod tho roviood ocnlnn oritinniiy Mployod by 

■otto (1909) and Cordon (1949). A ohopticol »low of tho roliobility of 

•olf-roports of iaafory ond tho coooo^oont onorch for nor« oh joe Civ« nvoouroo 

pronptod Hollonborg. in hor invootigntiono of vtauol tMgory «ith chlldroo. 

ond Stewart, in hor otudioo «ith coll«go otudonto, to rojoct tho oolf-roport 

procoduro ond to anploy opotlal noaipulatiooo toot« inatood. 

loth Hollonborg (1970) and Stonart (IMS) Mda oow further aaauaptiono 

that iafluoncod not only tho cboico of thoir toata but oloo tho incorprotocion 

of tho acoroa. Thay raaaonod chat individual diffarancaa in thinhing by tha 



•M of 1—f w (BfiitU—wOt M t*m OM hmd, «r *y ihm «M of loagHOfi 

•yofcttU (vorWllMro). oo tko oclMr, «oto tho »ro^ycf of cho iailvUool*« 

UBMUO htotory of rooorio mi fmittmmt» for —»loytf • §!««■ ■tr«t«tT* 

PovaiMi^MMM to chtl#>croioUt «oo kolUvoi to toflooMO cito COOCUMIO4 

of I—f 17 ooi of lipioa» koblto roloto4 to loogory.    Coiiooco In cbo 

of oyabolo ooc iiroctlf I—i oo porcoftool «lollorltioa «to» roooo«o4 to 

•ocourot* tho ooo of vorkoUsocioM to think lag.    AO Cbo chiU boftoo Co 

think ckrowgh cho «oo of oyvholo,  ihoolc tMfory woo —j co fodo; choc la. 

oorholUocioo U oohoctcocoi for Immtßty.    Th— «oouayciooo U4 hoch 

lavooclfotoro (Holloohort* I9f0i SCooorc. IHS) co tm**»! coo •poci** nmtr* 

wloclooo cooco oo though laoftry «oo loirorooly rolocoi to «orhol «bllttr; 

Choc io«  thoy o»ouoo4 high ocoroo roprooantod taatoro ootf low ocoroo ropro» 

oooco4 vorhoiUoro.    Tkim loforooco «oo aopporcod,  to pore, by cho dtooritool 

locoroctioioo fovAtf hocwooo croocsMCo oo4 opcicudoo.    Tbuo. hlgh>loagory 

owhjocc« (vlooaliaoro) condod co porfon aero offoctivoljr ch^o low-ioogory 

oohjocco •• cook« hypothooUod to fooor ihoolc ••dLocioo whilo low-taogory 

ouhjocco (ooctelUoro) ooK^rforaod cho high laogory oohjooto oo cooho choc 
o 

fovorod «orhol oodlocioo. 

Thlo hriof rovtow ooggooco cho hypochoooo Choc (o) ■•oouros of iaagory 

ood «orhol ohllicy oro Indopoodooc (orchogenol). If ooc hl-polor, foccoro; 

ood (h) «ooporoo of ioogory hoood oo locroopocdeo oro dlfforoac froo oad/or 

looo rollohlo choa MOOOTOO hoood oo ohjocdvo cooco. Thooo hypochonoo, of 

couroo. oro dlroecod cooord oo otoroloocloo of cho cooocmcc «olldlcy 

(Croohoch 4 Naohl, lf5i) of laog«nr oo OB lodtvlduol dlfforoaco «orlohlo. 

Ooo BOOM of cooclog chooo hypochoooo lo co docorwloo cho rolocionohlpo 

hocoooo tho chroo hiodo (lacroopoctivo roporto of laogory, ohjocdvoly 

doftood tooco of opotlol —Ifolotioo, ood toot« of «orhol ohlllty) of tooto 
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to Ch« pcrfonMun.« of S» am  ta*k« •■•u«xl to be f«clli(«tc4 dlf(«r^iUllt 

by v#rb«: «rul UMglft«! pro«««Ms. Tbl« «pproacli ««M th« IHM Mpley«4 by 

Hollrnb«r< «ft«! Stewart. However. Attempt» eo r*pllcat« St«w*rt'« •mpcrlaMita 

In our laboratory «wro only partially «intccaaaful. AceorainaW. foUowlnf 

larratt (t^SI). tbo altarnativ« proco4vn* of taatinf tbaaa hypothoaoa *U 

factor analytic procodur«» waa uaad. nnd la tha aubjact of tblo roport. Thm 

voaorlyiag aiapla atmctura roprcaeotad In aamaral taata waa «aoainMl in two 

aaparat« atudU«. la tt * ftrat atudy, tbo hypotbaala ralat«! to tha ittdapw 

danca of verbal ability and iaagary waa aaaaiaad; in tba aacood atudy tha 

ralatiooahip bot«f«ao latroapoctiva and objactivo taata of immgßry «aa 

invaatisatod. 

ItotnOQ 

Sttbjacta 

Tbara «are 1S4 Sa in Study I and 2)2 £• Is Study II. All Sa war« 

anrollad la an Introductory couraa In Mucatlonal paycbology. Though 

participation waa voluntary. Sa racelvad credit toward their courae grade 

for participating in the atwdy. Moat Sa had cabaa part U one or «ore 

esperlacnta prior to anrollaeat In thla courae. 

Watarlala 

Study I.    The battery of teeta for Study t waa purpoaely contrived to 

conalat of at leaat two factorai Oaa group of taata waa hypothaalsed to 

depend prlaarlly on perceptual •kill» or apatUl wanlpulatlon. The aacond 

group conelated of teeta related to verbal and general Intellectual abllltlaa. 

Another group, conprleed of ganerel peraonellty varlablea, waa Included to 

prevent reeerlctlona on the estrection of factora. The epeclflc taata la 

thla battjry are deacrlbad laMdUtely below. 

The Cottachnldt Flau raj Teat aa described by Thuratona (1H4) conelated 

of SI teat ItaM divided into five parta. There were 27 itewa In Part A, 



7 iCflM la Part It 7 itmm im Part C; 10 it— la Part D; mi 10 lt«M la 

Part t.    NAslata CIM llaits «ara two, «aa. tht—, tarnt, «od four aUvcat for 

•*cb part, raapacdvaly.    Tha acora «aa tha aaakar af 4aaltaa correctly traca4 

«Itlila tfc* tia* allowai. 

UM taaca ialailaaa taac of tha t>tfUr«>tui ^tit«d« Jm»i hattorj 

(laaaatt, iaaalMra, 4 Maaaaw,   194)) v«a aaployad aa a «aaaara of tha afclllty 

to vlauolla« iha rotation of a plctura or pactarn la throa dtaaoaloaal apaea. 

Tha a^ora far tha tatal nuafcar af corract cholcaa «aa ohtalaatf. 

ti.« taaca Thlakloa (FUaa)  (Thorataat 4 Jaffray,  19Sf) taat «aa Intaodad 

ta aaaavra aa ahlllty alallar ta that 4aacrlha4 far tha Soaca ftoUtloaa taat. 

A tlaa Halt af 20 alautaa «aa lapoaatf.    Tha acora racardad «aa tho otabar 

tight aim»* tha auabar «roaf. 

Tha ttrooa Color-Word Intarfaraoca Taat  (itroop.  191S) «aa coaatr«ctad 

accordla« to ataadard pracadvraa (for aaaapla. aaa Jaoaaa aad Rohwar.  1944; 

Thorataoa.  1944).    Thraa fanM «ara adalalatarad ta aach $•    la aaa tha £ 

raad tha aaaaa af color a prlatad la black.    la a aacood, ha aaaad tha calara 

af patchaa of color.    Tha third varaloa «aa tha calor-«ord latarfaraaca caah 

la «hieb aach «wed «aa prlatad la a color othar thaa Ita calar aaaa.    Tha 

total tlM for raadiac «.«eh «araloa carractlp «aa racardad. 

Tha ÄMtaaatlaatiaa Taa    (Irovaraaa, 1944; Irovaraaa, Klalbar, Robayaahl. 

4 Vofal.  1940) ataaurad tha $*• rata af turning thraa abjacta (traa, fly, aad cop) 

rapaatad a^ually aftaa aa a card.    Thara «ara daplctad 110 rapraaaotatlona af 

thaaa object a on tho card.    Tha fa acara «aa tha «ouat af tlM takan to 

all objacta corroctly. 

A foc^olarr Taat «aa apaclfUallp davlaad for thla atudy by aodlfylag 

la ■altlpla-ckoica fan, aavaral Itaaa aalactad fro« tha Hanaoa-llalaoB Taat 
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of mim» v«rb*:  •i^.o^i*«,  17 vocaWUry 4«fUUloM or wAoln«». mad four 

owe« t CM. 

Xh* Scholastic Aptuxdo To«t  (SAT) of ctw COIUEO tetroo».o toMaaodoo 

fcMird  (1962-19*1) hod booo «dolnlocotod to «11  S« prior to ontronc« to tho 

wntvoratty.    Tltolr verb«» «ad ■otho^Kico acoroa oa thl« toat «ara ahtalaad 

fro« thalr colloga racorda. 

Tha IU<adiaa Coaor»h«a>loa taac (Lladaay. VUIUM. & racarMa.  19*9) 

aaa dovalopod by the Stwdaat Affairs iaaaarcli Off lea at tba raaaaylvaata 

St«.a Oalvaralty.    mt coaalatad af 12 paragr«^«. aach of which «aa fallawad 

by two or «or« coac Urn» for oach paragraph, far a total af 30 ttaaa.    Thla 

taat had boon adalolatarad te tha Sa durlaf thalr fyh—a yaar.    Scoraa 

«ora obtalaod fro« thalr colloga racorda. 

Tha Umtf Aaaoclata« Taat  (Madalch 4 Nadnlck.   1947) «aa adalnlatarad 

aa a taat  af ability to aaka aadlatlng llaka In groupa of «ordo aad. haaca, 

was eooaldarad aa a potaatlal coatrlbutar ta tha varhal factor.    It «aa 

adalalatarad wlta a )0-mla. ttM Halt.    Tha acora «aa tha auabar af Itana 

aaawarad corractly according to tha hay proirlded la tha «aaual. 

Tha paroooallty «aaauraa coaalatad of tha Achlawaaaot Aaalaty Tact 

(Aipart 4 Habar.  1940) fro« which dobllltatiag aaslaty aad facilitating 

anal,  y acoroa wara obtalaad; tha Tolaraaca for dablaoltr taat dawiaad by 

•udoar (1943); aad tha Do«—tl— Scala (Rokaach,  1940).    Thaaa taata wrra 

dawiaad, adalnlatarad. aad acorad following daacrlptlona provided la aach 

af tha rafarancaa ahowit. 

Stadr II.    Tha taat bactary for Study II laeludad tha Saaca Thlnklna 

(flat«) Taat; tha Schcla«tlc Aetltuda Taat (SAT); tha Spatial lalatlon« T««t; 

aad tha Cottachaidt Hlcdan riauraa Taat. ail of which hava baaa daacrlbad 

uadar Study I.    la addition,  tha following «ana adaialatarad:    tha Diait Spaa 
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ft ttum   ht W^haltr Adttlf !iirtliucac< $€•!• (Utchslcr, 19SS): thm 

ToUraac« for »mbiauitv 8caU (•u4iMr. 194)); thm torUl DMlfbility fflo 

(CroMM, & lUrlPM,  19*4) t th« H—ory-for-O^Um T—t (CrahM 4 ic*nd«n . 

1940); the itt» fl»14i>«M oT liumonr >«U fBotca,  1909); •ad th« Cortoa 

To»t of VUyl tomonr Control  (Cordon.  1949'«.    f»^ laccor two toacs *#or« 

«■ployod •• 4«»crl4«d  In tichardooo (1949).    !>»♦•• CMt«, too, «Mr« 4«vl«o4. 

•dslnistorod, «ad oeorod t.» doacrlkod In th« r«f«r«acM cltod. 

frocod^r«» 

Th« CMC« for «oth «tudi«« «««r« •d*lol«c«r«d «ccordlng to •t««J   -di«#d 

Instruct Ion« and proc«dur«8 provlu«d In ««nuala and r«f«r«oc«« for ih« c««C«. 

Th«r« ««r«, hoM«««r,  two «scvptiooa:    Th« itaaa for tha Digit  Span T««C «Mr« 

r«cord«d and tha Itaaa for tha H«aory-for-Oaaigna taata «Mra placad on ))-■•. 

«lid««, «o that  th«y could b« pr«a«ntad to «««11 group« rathar Chan individ- 

ually.    Tha Scroop Color-Word Taata and tha AuCoaatltadoo Taat «Mra ad«ln- 

latarad individually Co th« £ uauaily prior to or follovln« participation in 

«oothar «sp«ria«ac.    All «Char taat« «Mra ad«inlat«r«d to Sa la «aall t^oupa 

•f 15-25 £• «diich «Mr« ■»aic«r«d by t«#o En. 

I««ulc« 

la both Study 1 «ad Study II th« h««ic d«ta «Mr« th« rau «cor«« fro« 

tha taata aapleyad in «ach atydy.    P«ar«on product-ttoaMnt corr«l«Cion« aaoog 

«11 «cor«« within « atudy «Mr« calculated and Chan uaad in cha principal 

coaponanta «nalytia for initial faccoritacion.    Six factora «Mra axtraccad 

«rich «lf«nvaluaa gr««t«r than 1.00 in both atudiaa.    Tha factora astraccad 

«Mr« rocatad via th« V«riaax routina (Kaiaar.   195S).    Stability of th« 

foctor atructur« «M« «chi«v«d for th« rotation of four factora in Study I 

«ad for Cbra« f«cCor« la SCudy II.    Th« raaulta of th««« analyaaa «r« 

dcvcribad b«low. 
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>m4y i-    i»»«   iint •ludy v«« conetrtmi trtth cb« qiMttlo« ot 

trfjtfth«*  UMt«ry «»4 v«rb«l ablllcy »*»r# tApArabU lo^lvWu«! difUrvnc« 

clMr«ci«rUUcs or wh«th«r th«y »*tr« couacicumc« cf m aor« g«n«r«l 

lat«ll«ctiMl «biltty.    Tb« mum» «ad standard d«vtr: loos of »cor«« fro« 

t!.r 20 optitud« tMts  irr siaaMrUod m Tab!« I Mparacoly for MIOS 

«nd fo*alo».    Tb« iatorcorrolotlons oaong «11 vorlAblo« for «11 St 

(M • IS*) or« dUployod In Toblo 2.    Not« chot SOB WM tocludod *• • 

"•cor*" (Moa«M *»• «sployod for foaalios «nd "two" for Ml«*)  in • «imiMr 

•tailor to tb«t «aployod In Thurstooo's (1944) «or 1 tor studios of 

porcoptlon.    Tbo autbors tioro awaro of difficult los aasocistsd with this 

practico but  in view of tbo siailaricjr in results obtsinod vis sspsrsts 

analpsos for oscb MB,  it was docldod that  tbo aost parslaonlus nssns 

of prosonting doscriptivo dscs for tb« «ntir« group «ras by th« suasuiry 

of tbo snalysis basod on sll Ss. 

tbo rssults ot  tbo analysos srs shoun In Tsbl« 3.    Th« first factor 

is coaprisod of Raadlng Coapr«b«naion, th« Scholastic Aptitude Test, th« 

Vocabulary Test,  and th« Reante Associates Tost.     These Measures appear 

to bo cloarly claaslflsbl« «s Vsrbsl or Syabollc  laagsry. 

Th« ««cond factor Is coaprisod of ths Klsgs, Spatial Raise  ons, 

GoU»<i.haldt, and th« SAT:Math tasts scorss.    This fsctor, with ths 

«BC«ptlon of th« SAT:Kath test   (which hss ths lowsst of ths losdings) 

can b« d«t in«d aa Ikonic laagary. 

Th« third coaponont extracted was nsasd Autoastlist ion.    It wss 

coaprissd of  th« three  forms of  ths Stroop Color-Word Tost and ths 

Auvoastisst ion tsst.    Althougl   it had been assumed chst  these tests 

aight have had largs "imsglnsi" components it  is clear that the factor 

is sspsrstsly defined troa Ikonic Imagery thereby supporting results 
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Table 1 

MMM «ad fcaadard Oavlaclona for P«M1M and Nalaa 

On IWaacy Hsaauraa: Study I 

Tasc 

Feaales Males 

(N- 104) (N- 80) 

X SD X SD 

106.40 19.98 115.50 12.84 

68.39 16.77 76.35 15.91 

16.59 7.43 18.41 7.82 

5.28 2.02 5.80 1.85 

4.62 1.98 5.19 1.77 

4.59 2.64 5.85 2.94 

6.39 2.04 7.30 2.05 

38.02/ 4.94 40.41 4.75 

52.29 7.03 56.83 7.84 

93.21 15.69 100.30 19.04 

53.06 7.81 54.40 6.70 

549.50 83.07 569.00 78.41 

527.30 91.24 500.80 78.81 

19.13 3.73 18.23 3.97 

13.40 5.06 13.59 4.51 

16.21 4.35 16.24 4.62 

27.59 6.48 25.29 4.92 

24.36 4.80 26.01 4.07 

41.35 8.83 42.48 8.76 

128.90 19.14 130.70 18.00 

nags 

Spacisl Relations 

Coctschaldt Figures Test: I  . 

Gottschaldc Figures Test: II 

Cottschaldt Figures Test: III 

Gottsehaldt Figures Test: IV 

Cottschaldt Figures Test: V 

Stroop: Word Score (sees.) 

Stroop: Color Score (sees.) 

Stroop: Interference Score (sees.)  93.21 
» 

AutosMtisation 

SAT: Math 

SAT: Verbal 

Vocsbulary 

Remote Associates Test 

Reeding Comprehension 

Debilitating Anxiety 

Facilitating Anxiety 

Tolerance of Ambiguity 

Dogmatism 
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Table 3 

Summary of Factor Loadings for Tests Associated with 

Four Varlmax Factors: Study I 

Factor 

. I II III IV 

Test Verbal Imagery Automatization Anxiety h2 

Flags -.12 .57 .08 .09 .42 

Spatial Relations .09 .58 .22 -.15 .46 

Gottschaldt Figures Test: I .03 .57 -.08 .08 .35 

Gottschaldt Figures Test: 11 .18 .67 -.06 -.04 .54 

Gottschaldt Figures Test: III -.06 .65 -.04 .03 .60 

Gottschaldt Figures Test: IV .iox .70  ■ -.02 .07 .57 

Gottschaldt Figures Test: V .16 .77 .04 -.02 .63 

Stroop Test: Word -.21 .14 .73 -.08 .60 

Stroop Test: Color -.02 .04 .86 .00 .75 

Stroop Test: Word/Color -.07 -.11 .86 .03 .76 

Automatization .00 -.11 .78 -.10 .65 

SAT: Math .50 .49 .06 .04 .51 

SAT: Verbal .83 .02 -.17 .11 .73 

Vocabulary •  .81 -.05 -.17 .10 .70 

Remote Associates Test .50 .10 .06 .02 .32 

Reading Comprehension .63 -.00 -.10 .20 .61 

Debilitating Anxiety -.15 -.05 .04 -.85 .74 

Facilitating Anxiety .15 .11 -.03 .83 .74 

Tolerance of Ambiguity -.15 .26 -.12 -.06 .42 

Dogmatism -.15 .19 .10 -.35 .51 

- ** Sax «.19 .37 .34 .39 .46 

Eigenvalues 2.12 3.78 3.35 1.49 ' 

N ■ 80 males and 104 females. 

1 • Females; 2 - Males. 
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obtained by Broverman (1964),  This factor refers to the S/s ability to 

perform simple repetitive tasks without being distracted by interfering 

influences, such as the general effect produced when the actual colors 

of the printing interfere with reading color-names. 

The fourth factor obtained was Anxiety. As one might expect, this 

factor was comprised of the two scores, representing facilitating and 

debilitating anxiety, from the Achievement Anxiety Scale. This factor 

is interesting only because the two scores are differentially polarized 

on the factor, thereby providing a degree of validity for the constructs 

as hypothesized in the development of the scales (Alpert & Haber, 1960). 

None of the loadings of the sex variable are high for any of the 

factors.  Nevertheless, it is of interest to note the directions of the 

correlations: the Verbal factor was inversely correlated and the other 

factors were positively correlated with sex indicating that females 

tended to achieve higher scores on the Vetbal factor than did males and 

males tended to achieve higher scores on the Automatization and Ikonic 

Imagery factors than did females. A similar tendency was noted by 

Thurstone (1944). 

Study II. The analysis ot data obtained tor the second study was 

directed toward examining the validity of the notion that introspective 

reports and objective tests of imagery ability provide measures of the 

same individual difference characteristics. The means and standard 

deviations of scores tor all tests in this study are summarized in 

Table 4. 

These data are based on the entire pool of Ss for Study II. A 

comparison with Study I indicates the results from the two studies were 

within a standard deviation ot one another for overlapping tests, 
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Table 4 

Means and Standard Deviations for Scores 

* 
On Ten Tests: Study II 

Test X SD 

Social Desirability 1A.65 5.06 

Vividness of Imagery 196.94 29.68 
i 

Control of Imagery 29.86 6.79 

Digit Span 9.26 2.05 

Memory for Figures 16.47 3.71 

SAT: Verbal V   509.47 88.04 

SAT: Math 552.13 86.86 

Gottschaldt Figures Test 36.10 11.89 

Flags 108.93 19.98 

Spatial Relations 67.72 17.68 

* N - 232 
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although in each case the  Man acor«« fot Ss In Study I «wr* higher 

than thoae tor S» in Study II. Thus, for Studies I and II, rsspsctIvsly, 

the SAT:Verbal storca were S15.80 and S09.47, the SAT:Hath acotes were 

358.00 and 552.13, the Fiaga Teat acorea were 110.40 and 108.93. the 

Gottachaldt Figurea Test acorea wre 39 65 and 36.10, and the Spatial 

Relations Teat acorea were 71 .85 and 6 7.72. 

Tl o intercorrelations aaong all variables in Study 11 are presented 

in Table 5  The correlations between the sane variables in Study I and 

Study 11 wt   comparable except for the correlations between SAT:VerbaI 

and the Spatial Relations test which were -.04 in Study 1 and .21 in 

Study II; and between SAT:Math and SAT:Verbal which were .35 and .54 ir 

Study I and Study II, respectively. 

The summary of the rotated factor matrix for Study II is shown in 

Table 6.  The results presented there provide a clear reproduction of 

the Verbal and Imagery factors extracted in the factor analysis for 

Study I.  As in Study I, women were found to be more facile in verbal 

than were the men and men were higher in imagery ability than were women. 

In addition, there was extracted a third factor described by the label 

Social Desirability. The constituents of this factor were the Control 

of Imagery Scale, the Vividness of Imagery Scale, and the Social 

Desirability Scale. 

In summary, Study II provided a replication of the distinction 

between verbal and imagery abilities and, in addition, indicated that 

objective tests provide measures of abilities that may be quite different 

from those provided by introspective reports. 

; 
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Tab!« 3 
I 

Matiis of lotarcorraUcloo* among VarUblcs la Study II 

VarUblM 

VarUblca 

80  VI  CI  DS  HFF  SATV  SATM  CPT   P   SR 

I     8.x** 04  01 04 -11 00 12 -05 03 -22 -14 

Social Desirability 29 20 -07 05 -12 -06 02 -03 -04 

Vividness of laagsry 45 00 13 -06 00 06 -04 -04 

.ontrol of laagsry 
^ 

03 07 09 14 09 -01 -08 

Digit Span 02 22 18 02 05 07 

Memory for Figures 15 28 26 24 38 

SAT: Verbal 
/ 

54 30 -06 21 

SAT: Math 44 25 29 

Gottschaldt Figures Test 1 
/ 28 34 

Flags 37 

Spatial Relations 

Decimal points have been omitted In correlation coefficients. 

In this study men were assigned a score of one and women were assigned a score 

of two. 

1 
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Tabl« 6 

tiii—irr of Factor Loading« fer Taats 

Aaaociacad with Thr < Varlwui Factor«:    Study II 

Factor 
• 

I II III 

T««t« Verbal Imagery 
Social 

Desirability 
h2 . 1 

Flag« -.02 
i 

.78 .04 .61 • 

Spatial Relation« 

Gott«chaldt Figure« Tost \.51 

.70 

.44 

.08 

-.16 

.56 

.48 
D 

Memory for Figure« .26 .53 -.21 .40 D 
Control of Imagery .17 -.08 -.75 .59 

D Vividness of Imagery -.0A .01 -.81 .66 

Social Deeirability -.20 ,        .03 -.62 .43 

.: 
SAT: Math .75 .32 -.06 .67 

SAT: Verbal .86 -.07 .04 .76 D 
Digit Span .37 -.01 .09 .14 

D * 
Sex .26 -.47 -.12 .31 

Eigenvalue 1.A0 2.52 1.70 ■■ 

*  In this «tudy men were assigned a score of one and women were assigned 
! 

a score 

of two. 
' 
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Diacuuion 

The result» of this study « learly contlr» tlie stability of iaagery 

as an individual duterence vaiiable.  In large part, the tests 

coaprising this factor have M apparent dependeme on obvious aeaningtul 

associations  An analysis o: manipulations required for each set of 

tasks would imply that they cculd only be ac.ompliähed with inlnim.il 

benefit from verbal associations, labeling, or conceptualizations. 

Furthermore, it appears that successful pertormance on these tasks 

required those mental abilities with imaglnal rather than symbolic 

properties. 

The processes, presumably indexed by the imagery factor can be 

inferred from an analysis of the kinds of skills required to perform the 

tests which saturate this factor in both studies.  The ability to hold 

a percept in memory long enough to werk with it was measured by the 

Memory-for-Designs test.  The Flags and Spatial Relations tests require 

the S^ not only to hold the percept in memory but to rotate it or to 

unfold it in various ways, that is, to "view" it from many perspectives. 

However, these are relatively primitive abilities.  The measure of the 

higher forms of imagery would require a task in which thu figure would be 

changed or reorganized  To some extent this function was served by the 

Gottschaldt Figures Test.  In these tasks, the critical figure to be 

identified was camouflaged by extraneous lines.  In order to perceive 

the hiüden, less obvious stimulus relationship the initial more obvious 

percepts had to be subdued.  Thus, the underlying process in the 

Gottschaldt test appears to be one of not only holding the stimulus in 

memory but also of restructuring the percept. 
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The present lac tor analysis, of course, only laplles chat the 

Plags, spit ill Relations, Henory-tor-Designs and Gottschaldt tests 

coaprlse a cluster of tasks that presumably require »one coanon process. 

It does not, except by Inference, Indicate whether imaglnal, visualiza- 

tion, per eptual, or some ether process underlies performance of the 

tasks involved.  An integration of a finding from Barratt's (1953) 

study, with the findings from the present study, may help to provide a 

partial answer to this question.  He required his Ss to perform sample 

tasks representing each factor extracted and then to race their use of 

imagery during the performance of these tasks.  It was found thac hlgh- 

imagers performed better than iow-imagers on the Spatial Manipulations 

Casks but Che performance of the two groups on Che Spatial Recognition 

aid Spatial Reasoning Casks was not difterentiated.  BarraCC indlcaces 

Chat Chese results justify ehe use of these tests for measuring Imagery. 

In view of the cross-validation achieved by differences In performance 

of ehe two imagery groups on ehe Casks representing Che separaCe faccors 

his reasoning Is warranted, at lease In pare. Nevercheless. In view of 

Che present findings regarding the possibility ChaC Introspective 

reports are partially confounded wich social desirability, complete 

answers to the validity of the Imagery construcC can only come fi.om 

further development of a carefully constructed nomologlcal net, a pare 

of which muse necessarily be comprised of Che findings from Barratt's 

and from Stewart's sCudles. 

The separate exeracCion of the Automatization factor from Che 

Imagery factor, was in a sense, predictable from Broverman's (1964) 

scudles.  On the surface iC may appear thac boeh Che GoCCschaldt Figures 

Test and the Scroop Color-Word Test are similar to Che exCene ChaC they 

D 
:: 
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involve interference et performance by the pretence of Irrelevant stinuli. 

However, the distinctiveness ct the tasks lies in the relationship between 

the interfering stimuli M rhe critical stimuli in each. Accordingly, 

in the Stroop Color-Word Test the stimulus attribute is readily 

perceived.  Successful performance is dependent on a set to respond to 

certain obvious features ct the stimulus and r.ot to respond to the wrong, 

interfering, though equally obvious features  This set-tc-respond in 

certain ways is undoubtedly present m Autoraotizaticn.  It is clearly 

distinct from the reorganization of stimulus structure required In 

Imagery, as represented! in the Gcttschaldt test. 

The Verbal factor identified in both studies is sc familiar that 

very little additional explanation to that already provided in textbooks 

and manuals seems necessary.  As one can readily see, it is the factor 

comprised of acquired verbalizations and language symbols and the 

ability to employ these symbols, in various ways, within tasks where 

general mental ability and symbolic transformations of incoming stimuli 

facilitate performance.  Similarly, the extraction of the Anxiety 

factor in Study I was not unanticipated since, in two ways, it was quite 

unlike any of the other measures.  First, it was a self-report or 

introspective measure rather than an objective test and second, the 

questions related to the affective domain of behaviors rather than to the 

cognitive domain.  Nevertheless, the extraction of the Verbal and 

Anxiety factors are important to the present discussion to the extent 

that, except for the loading of the SAT:Math scute on Imagery, none of the 

other loadings on these factors overlapped significantly with those of 

Imagery.  Thus, the data provide lurthei evidence that Imagery is a 

separate constituent of cognitive structure or a separate cognitive 

strategy from Verbal ability. 
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The final factor to be discussed is Social Desirability.  It was 

not altogether surprising that one component of this factor, the 

introspective reports of ability to control imagery and vlvifli ess of 

imagery loaded heavily on a factor other than that represented by the 

objective tests of imagery.  However, it was surprising uhat they should 

be heavily weighted on Social Desirability.  Inspection of the items on 

these scales suggest a possible explanation: The scales for the intro- 

spective reports of imagery may imply to some J3s that to be able "to 

control one's imagery" and "to experience vivid images" is a highly 

valued characteristic comparable, for example, to possessing a high I.Q. 

The Social Desirability scale also measures qualities of behavior that 

reflect dependence on the acceptance, recognition and approval of 

others.  If ability to conjure up images is believed to be a culturally 

desirable trait then it is consistent that this bias will affect the 

scores on the scale.  It is most interesting to note that Richardson 

(1969, p. 87) does indicate a correlation between the richness of 

fantasy (measured by introspective reports) and persuasibility (defined 

as readiness to accept social Influence regardless of what is known 

about the communicator).  However, nowhere in the book could the present 

investigator find where response bias, need for approval, or similar 

behavioral qualities were considered in the interpretation of data 

presented. Nevertheless, it was clear that differential performances 

such as "perceptual achievements, ... involved in responding to an 

ambiguous ink blot or In recognition of an object" (Richardson, 1969, p. 

131) and other similar behaviors attributed by Richardson to differences 

between high and low visualizers could also be influenced by social 

desirability and thereby would provide alternative explanations. 
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In summary, the results of the present investigation appear to 

warrant two conclusions.  First, imagery as defined by objective tests 

appears to be a distinctive individual difference variable.  Relating 

underlying processes such as those tentatively described above to 

performance in situations predominantly concrete or abstract should be 

a fruitful source of hypotheses for further investigations.  In this 

context, the present investigator wishes to reemphasize the caution 

certainly familiar to potential investigators, that is, hypotheses should 

be based on processes assumed to underlie the factors rather than on the 

labels attached to the factors.  At best, such labels reflect the 

idiosyncracies of the investigator and by themselves are more often 

misleading than not. A case in point is the ambiguity associated with 

a term such as automatization which can be Interpreted variously as 

"readiness to respond," "rigidity," "set to respond to given attributes," 

or even perhaps as "fluency in translating pictures into word*." We 

have already pointed out in the introduction the namerous definitions 

attached to imagery. The term Imagery, even as it is used here, does no 

more than Imply a non-linguistic category. The question of whether 

it is an Ikon, engram, or non-linguistic meaning category is certainly 

unresolved. Our present inclin ation is to restrict its definition to 

those processes presumably Involved in test performance.  Still further 

refinement of these definitions appear to be imperative if the elusive 

aptitude by treatment interactions are to be captured in systematic 

Investigations. 

A second conclusion from the present study is that introspective 

reports, as measures of imagery, do not possess construct validity. 

This conclusion was implied not only by the results of the present 
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Investigation but by the examination of data presented in repotts of 

studies where introspective scales were employed. Where such Introspective 

scales have been employed, as they were in studies reported by Richardson 

(1969), the data crediting differences in performance to differences in 

imagery should be interpreted with caution. Some consideration may be 

given to further development 01 these scales with an attempt to remove 

response bias or their heavy dependence on social desirability.  For 

the present, they must be considered to be confounded with response bias. 

This study provides only a description of one structure of Imagery. 

It does not answer important and interesting developmental questions 

such as the degree of imagery relative to verbal ability in children 

compared to adults. Nor does it indicate how naich the use of imagery 

reflects a skill as it probably does with adults. These kinds of 

distinctions suggest interaction with manipulations of task characteristics 

(such as concreteneas) in the former ami with manipulations of 

motivational levels in the latter. The interpretations provided here 

should provide a basis for further factorial studies to differentiate 

among imagery structures or specific kinds of imagery that may vary for 

the senses. However, the primary Interest is to determine whether 

i 
imagery as Isolated here is descriptive of Intellectual performance 

that transcends purely perceptual effects. In view of the potential 

fruit fulness of the approach and the current popularity of Imagery as a 

cognitive process, investigations of the antecedent conditions associated 

with it and of its interactions with task and stimulus variables are in 

order. 
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Imagery Ability, Abstractness and Word Order 

As Variables In Recall of Adjectives and Nouns 

Francis J. Di Vesta and Steven M. Koss 

Among the empirical results of experiments on item imagery-arousal are 

the findings that word pairs are mort easily learned in the noun-adjective 

order as opposed to adjective noun order (Lambert & Paiviu, 1950: Pnivio, 

1963; Kusytzyn & Palvio, 1966; Yullle, Paivio & Lambert, 1969); that 

concrete nouns, but not abstract nouns are more effective associative cues 

Chan adjectives (Lockhart, 1969): and that pictures arc easier to remember 

than com ret« nouns (Stewart, 1965* Paivio, 1969). Although Investigations 

of iaa%ery a* a stianilus attribute has yielded generally consistent and 

raaaonably concluaiv« evidence, thera is considerably lata aapirical aupport 

for theoretical ooclona ragardlDR iaagary aa a tranafonsetional procaaa 

influenced by individual diffarencaa In iaagaryabilicy. 

A potentially fruitful approach in dafininf IsMRery abillciea haa 

iavolvad ttM uas of apatial s^nipulation caaka. 'amg theae Maaurea, 

Crnaac and 9alvio (1969; 19'0) fsund chat female high laagara are »ore 

aceurat« la recalllag incidental ■atarial than feaala low laagers, and that 

high laagora of both aaxaa hav« graatar raset ion tinaa la aaaoclating 

abstract aciaull than in aaaoclating concrete stiauli. Stewart (1963) too, 

•       haa raportad that the parforaanc« of high laegara vaa tacllitatad by 

concrete atlaulua aatarlala in several loamlng situation*. 

I Tha praaaot Invaatlga^i^ v*«. In P*'t, a replication of one by Yullla, 

Paivio, and Laabart (1969) in which tha order of present in* pairad-aaaociataa 
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was manipulated; that is, Ss were presented pairs of words In either the 

noun-adjective or adjective-noun order. In addition, controls were provided 

for the abstract-concrete characteristics of the adjectives as well as of 

the nouns. It was found that recall was superior for the noun-adjective 

order, for high-Imagery rather than low-Imagery stimulus elements, and for 

high-Imagery rather than low-Imagery response elements. Overall, stimulus 

Imagery emerges as the most critical factor in accounting for differances 

in item recall. 

The main purpose of the present study, however, was to extend the one 

conducted by Yuille, et al., (1969) by incorporating levels of Imagery, 

as an individual difference variable. This fector wee included in order to 

investigate the hypothesis that levels of imagery ability interact with 

treatments to affect performance. Specifically, it was hypothesized that, 

relative to low imaging ability, high imagery ability would facilitate the 

learning of abstract etimuli more than of concrete acimuli. These lypotheses 

were euggested in eeveral studies by Palvio end hie colleagues. For example. 

Palvio and Poth (1970) demonetreted that mediation instructions emphasising 

Imaginal proceeeee reeulted in greater recall of abstraci pafra than 

mediation Inacructlone emphaeiting «erbel proceeeee. Ernest end Palvio (1971) 

ehowed that the reletlve superiority of high imegers over low imegers in 

reeccion epeed wee greeter when the stimuli to be eeaociated «ere ebstrect 

for both imaflnal end verbal Instructions. In general, these (Indinge 

euggest thet Imaginal proceeeee complement verbal aeeoc let lone with the 

preeentation of abstract edmull. Concrete stimuli, on the other hand, 

elicit eaeily detectable cues that are ee ecceeelble for dual processing 

along with verbal cuee by high Imagere end non-imagrrs alike. However» 

non-imagere are presumably leee eble to establish p ctorlal eeeoclet lone and. 
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as a result, are lese efficient at retrieving the particular response when 

abstract stimuli are used. Therefore it was hypothesised that high Imagers 

would have relatively greater recall for abatract pairs than would low 

Imagers. 

Method 

Design 

The Ss were presented twc study-recall trials of a list of paired- 

associates. The word pairs appearing in a given list were presented in 

either a noun-adjective (N-A) or adjective-noun (A-N) order. Thus, in one 

condition, nouns served as the stimulus elements and adjectives as the 

response elements. In the other condition, adjectives served as stimuli 

while nouns served as response elements. Imagery arouaal (O of the noun 

aeaociatee was employed as a within-itubjeccs variable with two level«. 

Using the rating scales by Paivio, Yullle, and Madigen (1968), half of the 

nouns were eelected on the basis of high imsg^ry end concreteness, end the 

other half were selected on the besis of low imagery end abstrsctness. 

Thia variable was orthogonally crossed with a similar set of conditions in 

uhlch the imagery arousal (I) of the adjective aasockates as another 

wUhin-subjects variable wma manipulated. Thue, within each order (N-A or 

A-N), a given list of word-pairs was comprised of equal number« of word pair« 

la which both mmsbers of « pair had high rated iMgery, in which on« member 

had high rated Imagery and the other hod low rated imagery, and in which 

both mem ere had low Imagery. The b«tw««n futj«ct« v«riable of llat order 

was orthogonally crossed with another b«tw««n-«ttbj«ct« variable, that of 

imagery ability a« an individual difference variable. Thua, half of the S« 

war« classified a« high Uagera «ad the other half a« low imagar« according 

to their performance on epetial reletions test«. All S« vere given two 
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study-recall trials.  In summary, these manipulations implied a2x2x2x2x2 

analysis ot variance with the between-subjects factors being two orders of 

presentation (N-A and A-N), and two imagery aptitude groups (hlgh-lmagers and 

I-w-imagers); and the within-subject* factors being two levels of stimulus 

imagery (High-1 and Low-I), two levels ot response imagery (High-I and Low-I), 

and two study-recall trials. 

Subjects 

The S pool for this experlmeat consisted of approximately 300 undergraduates 

enrolled in an introductory educational psychology course at the Pennsylvania 

State University. Sixty-five high imagers and 65 tow imagers were ■elected 

as potential Ss according to their average standard score (T) on a test 

battery of three •petial relations tests: Flags: A Test of Spatial Vhinking 

(Thurstone k  Jeffrey, 1956), A Space Relations Test fro« the Dltterential 

Apt itude Test (Bennett, Seashore, & Uesaan, 1947), and the Cottschaldt Figure« 

Test as described by Thurstone (1964). 0( chess, 54 high laagsrs (svsrsgs 

T-score • 59.50) and 54 low laagers (avstags T-score • 37.75) sgrssd to 

participate in the present experiment, and were extended credit towards 

the courss grade. The experlawntal variations were sdalnlstsrsd to Ss in 

gtoups of 3. All Ss were randoaly assigned to sspsrst« conditions upon entry 

into the laboratory. 

Word lists 

A stlaulus list consisted of 24 adjective-noun (A-N) pairs; sis pslrs 

of which were coaprlsed cl high-iBagetv sdjsccivss snd hlgh-laagary nouns (HH); 

six pairs were high-isMgery adjective» snd low-isMgsry nouns (HL); six psirs 

were low-laagery adjectivss and high-lasgsry nouns (LH); snd six psirs were 

low-iaagery adjectives and low-laagery nouns (LL). Three rsndoaltsd lists 

were prepared, thus requiring a pool of 36 adjectives snd 36 nouns. Itsas 
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for the pairs wete randomly selected trom this pool without replacement.  The 

noun-adjective (N-A) lists were formed by reversing the pairs in the A-N 

lists  Altogether S'.x lis'% were prepared, «M 'i with two random orders of 

presentation.  No word-pair occurred more than once in either the A-N or 

N-A Presentation Order. 

The 18 hig'.i-imagcry (concrete« nouns had average ratings of 6.60 on the 

imagery scle and 6.80 en the concreteness scale; the 18 low imagery 

(abstract) nouns had imagery and concreteness ratings ct 3.50 and 1.77 

respectively. These words wtre stlectcd tr.m -.he Par 10, YulKc, and 

Hadigan (1968. mriss. Separate norms tor a sat of 75 adltctives and f iv« 

nouns were obtained specifically lor this study inasmuch as ratings of 

ndjsrtives on the imagery and  concrcttnsss seal« vert net readily available 

Th« five nouns were selected at random from the Paivi ei al. (1968) norsM 

in order to provide a basis fct determining similarity in ratings lor the 

two groups. The set of 79 ad.ectlvts and i.ve nouns were rated lor imagery 

arousal by 15 undergraduate volunteers who wer« [gw the same S pr.l at that 

employed for the experiment  On the basis ot their ratings, IS iligh-i 

adjectives averaging 6.29 on a 7-pclnt tcalt, and !8 U-w-l adjectives 

averaging 2.7« were «tlected. The average ratings ol the live n. uns vas 

4.22 which did not dlller sigr.iilcanily from dM * 02 Stained by r «raging 

the corresponding ^ scores Irom the Nivl «*. si  .1968) n^rms  Thus, it w^s 

assumed that the 'stings ol adjectives were comparable to the ratings ol 

nouns available from Pelvic, et al.'s norms. 

Following the selection cl the Individual wttds, each adjective was 

paired with both I High-! »nd a !.rv-l mun. Thase pairs are displayed in 

Tsble 1. Each word-pair was printed on a 3x5 in. card. 
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Tabl« 1 

Nouns and Adjectives used In the Psired-Assoclste Lists 

Adjsctlvss* Nouns 

Igh lasgsry Low Imagery High Imagery Low lasgsry 

Dark Boring Blephar.t Sstirs 

Hairy Known Fox Spirit 

Round Bad Camp Edition 

Bumpy Suhtla Hurdle Crisis 

Vertical Mature Acrobat Quslity 

Rocky Usual ' Volcano • Disposition 

Fussy Trite Clothing Jeslousy 

Blue Hungry Reptile Obsession 

Sharp Best Corner Anger 

Colorful Actual Factory Honor 

Cloudy Personal Alcohol Belief 

Glassy Different Skillet Pleaeure 

Smooth Popular Jelly Intellect 

Shiny Quiet Revolver Memory 

Ust Obvious Barrel Sensation 

Burnt Dominant Headlight Betrayal 

Small Tardy Uhale Idea 

Bloody Baal Tueesere Virtue 

* Bach adjective (Hlgh-I and Low-X) 
and Low-I nouns. 

paired with the corresponding Righrl 
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Proctdurt 

T.iree S« were scheduled for «ach ttxperiaental ••■■Ion and war« seated 

at separate locations In th« laboratory. Prior to Ss arrival «t th« session, 

on« of th« six decks of 3 x 5 inch card« had baan placed randomly at each of 

th« three position«. Thu«, «ach S within a group received a unique deck 

con«l«tlng of two study-recall trial« In either the A-N or N-A order. 

All S« wer«; given standard-paired associate instructions administered 

by neans of a tap« recorder. The E wa« always present to supervis« the 

general adainietration and to respond to que«tions regarding the procedure. 

Th« basic task wa« identic«! for «II treatment conditions. At the sound of 

a ball, S viewed the first pair by flipping over the top index carl. Ten 

seconds were allotted to study each pair after which S was again directed 

by th« bell to proceed to th« next card. Verbal instructions announced th« 

end of the study list and th« beginning of the recall ««««ion. During recall 

only th« «tiaulu« elements of th« individual word pair« appeared on the 

index cards. An Interval of IS seconds wa« provided for S to write down 

the appropriate r««ponse eleaent. Cover sheets wer« used to obscure all 

previous answer«. When the recall trial waa completed the answer sheet wai 

collected and E proceeded to administer the second study-recall prcsentetion 

of th« s«ae jtalra via the «am« procedure employed for th« first trial. 

R««ult« 

Th« number of correct responses ware analyzed by a mixed analysis of 

variance with two between-subject« and three wlthln-subject« variables. The 

between-sukjscts factor« were two Presentation Orders (N-A and A-N), and two 

level« of lasgary (high laager« and low laager«); th« wlthln-«ubjcct« f«cior« 

ware the two level« of Stiaulue Imagary (High X and Low I) two level« of 

Respons« Imagery (High I and Low I), and two Recall Trial«. 
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The dlgniileant main effacta *•(■ aa follova: Tha affaet dua to 

Presentation Orders yielded P (1,104) - IS.09, £< .001, Indicating that 

the N-A order (X - 4.36) was superior to the A-N rrdar (X - 3.58) acroaa 

conditions. The effect due to Stinulus Imagery yielded P (1,104) - 134.96, 

£ < .001. The effect due to Responaa Imagery yielded F (1,104) - 36.17, 

£ < .001. These findings imply that Hlg'u-I words ware more eaally associated 

than Low-I worda whether in atiiulua or reaponaa poaitions. Aa would be 

expected the eftect due to Recall Trials waa highly algnlflcant yielding 

P (1,104) - 332.35, £ < .001. These main effacta and the non-algnlfleant 

(£ > .05) effect aasociated with Imagery levela wara qualified by the inter- 

actions diseuaaed in the paragraphs that follow. 

The effect due to the interaction between Preaentation Order and Recall 

Trials yielded F (1,104) - 6.09, £ < .05. Though more worda wara correctly 

recalled during the eecond recall trial for both tha N-A and A-N ordara, tha 

degree of Improvement waa more pronounced for tha A-N condition. This affect 

la almoat certainly attributable to the near ceiling performance of Sa in the 

N-A condition during tha firat recall trial (X - 4.68). If thia ia contraated 

with the average recall in tha A-N condition (X • 2.48), it ia obvioue that 

comparative potential it iaa for improvement wara markedly uneven (the ceiling 

acora waa '.00). Tha aama interpretation can probably be applU * to tha effect 

due to the interaction between Stimulus Imagery and Recall Triala which 

yielded P (1,104) a 11.98, £ < .001; the hlgh-I etimulue paira ware recalled 

at a near ceiling level during the firet recall trial. Nevertheleee, theee 

findinga indicate that tha effect of imagery ia readily damonatrable during the 

initial stages of learning. 

The interaction between Preaentation Order and Reaponaa Imagery yielded 

F (1,104) p 3.05, £ < .05. Thia finding indicetee that, ia tha reeponee 
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position, noun inutRery Is a more critical  factor than adjective 

Imagery.     In contrast, the effect due to the interaction between 

Presentation Order and Stimulus  Imagery was not significant  (£ >   .05). 

Thus,  imagery is a more Important variable in the stimulus than in 

the response element of a word pair, whethe" the stimulus is a noun 

or adjective.    This result shown  in Figure 1 corroborates the findings 

of Paivio and his associates  (Yuille,   Paivio,  & Lambert,   1969;  Paivio, 

1970). 

Further supoort  iJt the "stimulus peg" notion is provided by 

.. lalyscs of the eifect due to the first order interaction between 

Stimulus  laaguty and Kespcrae  imagery which yielded F (1,104) - 20.23, 

£ <  .001.    Tie order of difficulty for learning under the various 

stimulus-response imagery conditions (from easiest to most difficult) 

was Hlgh-I Stimulus  • High-l  Response  (X - 4.95), High-1  Stimulus - 

Low-1 Response (X - 4.25), Law-I  Stimulus - High-l Response (X ■  3.38), 

and Low-I Stimulus - Low-I Psspcnse  (X -  3.29).    These results indicate 

that increasirgly greater gains vere demonstrated as the pairs 

increased in concreteness.    Thus,  a High-1 response element had a 

greater facilit&tlve effect when the stir.ulus element vas also a 

High-I noun or rdloctive.     However,  the significant  triple  interaction 

betveen the above factors and -ecall  trials provides further qualifi- 

cation of this conclusion.    This  interaction,  graphically displayed 

in Figure 2,  is mostly attributable to the previously discussed 

ceiling effect  that occurred  in Trial 2.    However,  another differential 

uffect between trials occurred in the ordering of the means where the 
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hypothesized superiority of l.ow-l - HiRh-i pairs over Low-I - Low-I 

pairs was reversed lit trial 1, although they were not significantly 

ditfersnt u • I.00). A substquent analysis was parformad on tha data 

in tha calls dascrlbad abovs to test dtractly tha hypothasli Chat Inagary 

is aors affaccivs on tha stimulus aids than on tha raaponaa aids of 

pairad-aaaoclataa. In affact, all palra with High-I atlnulua alaaanct 

(X • hit  in Trial I and X • 5.48) in frial 2) wara comparad with thoaa 

containing Low-I atlmiU (X - 2.37 in Trial 1 and X • 4.45 in Trial 2), 

and aUllarly for tha High-I (X • 3.22 in Trial I and X • 5.12 in Trial 2) 

and Low-I (X • 2.88 in Trial I and X • 4.81 In TrUl 2) raaponaa alaaanta. 

Tha overall cosipariaon indicatad that in both Recall Trial I (t, •- 9.62. 

£ < .001) and Racall Trial 2 (t, • 6.57. £ < .001) atlmulua iaagar.* was a 

■ore critical datanainant of racall (a-ility than «a« raaponaa iaagary . 

UMgary aptituda waa involvad in a aignifleant four-way intaraction 

with Praaantation Ordar, Stiaulua Isiagary, and Racall Triala [F (1,104) - 

4.75, £ < .05). A ausnary of tha BMana ralatad to thia lutaraction ia 

praaantad in TabU 2.    Although tha affacta ara not axtrasM, it ia apparant 

that High IsMgacy  lllty waa moat affactiva in tha racall of Low-I stimulus 

paira. Thia raault waa more apparant In tha A-N ordar during Trial 1 and 

in tha N-A ordar during Trial 2. It ia difficult to account for thia ordar 

ravaraal batwaen tri.-Ia, but it ia probably of quaatlonabla thaoratical 

aignificince when tha ceiling affect daacrlbad above ia taken into conaldara- 

tlun. It ahould be noted that the performance of Low Imagera aurpaaaaa that of High 

[ 
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Tabl« 2 

MMH Nuabar of Correct Rotpona«* on Trial 1 and Trial 2 

Aa a Punction of Xaagary Aptltuda, Praaantatlon Ordar, and Stlaulua XMgary 

Stlaulua Xaaiory 

laagary Aptltuda 

Conerat« Stlaulua 

Hlgh-Iaaitara 

Lo«r-Iaat«rs 

Abacracc Sclaulua 

Hlth-laaiaro 

Praaantatlon Ordar 

Adjaetlva-Noun 

Trial 1     Trial 2 

Noun-Adjactlva 

Trial 1 Trial 2 

3.02. 

\ 

3.37 4.36 
1 

S.81 

3.30 
« 

3.00 4.07 3.72 

\ 

2.02 4.37 

•            • 

2.80 4.98 

1.37 
* 

3.90 2.46 4.48 

/ ' 

:: 

:: 
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Imagerb when the High I stlmulue was an adjective (A-N order)« Thus, the 

data dlrectlonally support the hypothesla that the euperiorlty of High 

Inagers over Low Imagera la greater when the etlnulue le Low I. Additional 

support for thia hypothesie was provided by the interaction between Imagery, 

Stlaulus Imagery, Reaponse Imagery and Recall Trials which yielded F (1,104) • 

2.62, £ > .10 < .20. Though thin interaction was not significant, and 

Indicates on.y a tendency, it euggests that the superiority of High Imsgere 

over Low Imegers was most pronounced for Low-I - Hlgh-I pairs in Trial 1 

(mean difference (d) • ♦.58), end for Low-I - Low-I pairs in Trial 2 (d • •f.Sl). 

On the other hand, the smallest differences between the two groups appeared 

in the learning of Hlgh-I - Hlgh-I pa ire la Trial I (7 - -.02) and aleo in 

Trial 2 (d • ♦. 18). None of the other main effect« or interact lone were 

found to be eifnlfleant. 

Discussion 

The results of the present etudy provide clear support of Tuille, et. al'e 

(19b9) findlnge that imagery of nouna influencee paired-aaaoclate learning 

more than dome Imagery of adjectives. With high imegery edjectlvee, nouns 

In the N-A order were more influential then were nouns in the A-N order. 

However, it ie interesting that low imegery nouna coupled with high imegery 

edjectlvee were more effective in feel, itetlng performence in the A-N then 

in the N-A order. Wien low imagery edjectlvee were employed, the N-A order 

wee more effective then the A-N order whether high or low imagery noune were 

need. These reeults Imply that it ia the rated imagery of the etlmulua 

member of the pair that ie moet influential in ite effect on rate of learning 

and retention. It ie the concreteness of the stimulus rather than ite form 

class that ie the importent variable. In contraat, the effect of meaningfulneoe 

of the reeponae member haa been found to be more influential in fecilitating 

performence (Underwood 6 Schule, I960). 
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Although th« results concerning individual differences In imagery 

ability were only suggestive, they are of theoretical importance. As 

Ernest and Paivio (1969) indicate, "Whether the Imagery hypothesis may be 

extunded to oncompass Individual differences in Imagery ability ie of 

considerable theoretical import. Successful predictions of performance 

based on such differences would provide further convergent evidence Chat a 

coaaon intervening process is involved whothor imagery Is defined by stimulus 

attributes, mnemonic Instructions, or individual differences" (p. 181). The 

present data indicate that high-lmigere have an advantage over low-lmagers 

when the etimulue le of low rated imagery* On the other hand, there Is less 

difference in performance oecween Che two groupe when the stimulus is of 

high rsted imagery. Prom these date, it appears that Imagery ability affecte 

performance for the earns reaaone that concrete stimuli do. When stimuli ere 

concrete there ie no further edvencage to be geined by having high Imagery 

ability; the stimuli ere equally diecrlmlnable to both high and low imagere. 

However, when stimuli are of low-rated Imagery, that le, when they ere 

abetrect, their ambiguity can be lessened by the imaginal abllit« of the high 

imeger. 

Though these data by themselves are of marginal significance, they 

gain importance when coupled with the results of eerlier studies. Thus, 

Ernest and Paivio (1969) found that incidental recall wae consistently better 

for high imagere than for low Imagere. They (Erneet k Paivio, 1971) also 

found that, aa measured by reaction timee to elicit a verbal associate or to 

arouse an image, the high imeger*e performance wae auperior (i.e., latencies 

were shorter) to that of the low imeger when the stimuli «fere ebetraet. The 

l        findings of the present study support this reeult. Of further support to 

this hypocheeie ie the study by Paivio 6 Poth (1970) whose Se were required to 
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either writ« sencencet or draw picture« for • verbal mediation condition, 

or an Imagery mediation condition, reapectively. They found that verbal 

mediation facilitated the learning of abatraet paira, while imagery 

feeilitated the learning of concrete paira. However, in another condition, 

the Sa were merely provided mediation inatructiona (i.e., to generat« 

cither verbal or imaginal madtetore) but were net required to employ 

aentencee or drawinae. Under thia eircumataace imagery wee found to be 

better then verbal mediation for abatraet paira. Thia finding euggeete that 

abatraet paira can be more eaaily learned with the aid of Imagery proceeeee. 

Thue, if imagery inatructiona are available but not foread upon 8 (Faivio ft 

roth, 1970) or if £ haa high Imagery ability (Bnv.at 4 Paivlo. 1971) there 

will be a poaitive effect upon abatraet pair la rning. Other evidence euggeete 

that Imagery ability may affect learning of abetract paira differenuy from 

the recall of pictorial or verbal etimuli. Thue, Stewert (IMS) and fuhlman 

(1960) found that high-imagere recalled more itemo preeented in pictorial 

than im vorbei foim, while the low-imegere recalled more verbal than pictorial 

iteme. Accordingly, it la hypotheeited that ecquieition and retrievel 

etretegiee generated in the free-recall teak employed by S'cewnrt end tohlmen 

differ from thoee genereted in a word-aeeociation or paired-eeeociate learning 

taak. Cluetering end «ubjectlve organiaation baaed on picturee vereue worde 

in a free-recall taak impllea a preference for a given etretegy (i.e.. Imaging) 

over enother (e.g., employing verbal mediatora). On the other hand, the 

effect of imagery in peired-eeeociate learning Impllea the ability of the 

individual to employ a etretegy that efficiently traneforme the etlmnlua to 

a form neceeeary for effect!-« hook-up with the reeponae. Although imagery 

ability appear a to be functionally releted to learning and memory there la 

atill inaufficient evidence to Indlcete thet thia ability raflecte the eame 
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Footnotes 

In a previous anulyele Preientatlon I.let was Included ue a factor. It 

vae not significant as a main effect but was involved 4n a significant 

Interaction with Stimulus InaKery (£ < .0r. » .01) and in a five way 

Interaction with Presentation Order, Individual Aptitude, Recall Trials, 

and Response Imagery (£ • .05 > .01). Because the items in the list were 

selected at random there was no explauation for these differences. 

Inasmuch as the differences were not disordinal (lr the interaction wich 

Stimulus Imagery) or systematic in the five-way interaction, these 

Interactions were disregarded in subsequent anslysss. 
I 
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The Kotrieval o( Abstract and Concrete Materials 

By HiRh cind Low Ima^ers Employing Imaginal and Verbal Mediation 

With Abstract and Concrete Mnemonic Aids 

Francis J. l)i Vesta and Phyllis M. Sunshine 

On the basis of a review ot an extensive number of studies, Paivio 

(1969b) has suggested that a two stage model was Implied for associative 

learning of noun pairs. Thus, the meaning of concrete nouns is acquired 

through both direct experience with the referont and association with 

other words.  The consequence is that either verbal associations or 

nonverbal images might be evoked by these nouns to influence learning and 

recall.  The meanings of abstract words, on the other hand, are acquired 

primarily, if not exclusively, through intraverbai experience. 

Accordingly, abstract words tend to elicit verbal rather than imaginal 

associations.  Stated in a slightly different manner, the leaner 

confronted with a task consisting of associating concrete nouns might 

employ both verbal and imaginal processes or strategies.  However, 

either because he has a preference tor using images or because images 

are more available than words, the learner tends to use the imagery 

strategy with concrete words.  This conclusion is supported by both the 

subjects' subjective reports and by comparison of learning scores under 

the two strategies.  Confronted with a task in which he is required to 

associate abstract terms, the learner employs the strategy emphasizing 

verbal association. 
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While a number of experimental procedures have been used to test 

these hypotheses, two methods in particular are of concern in the 

present study. One of these methods employs the "one is a bun" mnemonic 

device for facilitating recall. The jingle in this mnemonic aid can be 

composed of concrete pegwords, in which case it should facilitate the 

use of an imagery strategy, or it can be composed of abstract pegwords 

thereby facilitating the use of a verbal strategy.  In the other 

research method of concern here instructions are employed to induce the 

subject to use either imagery or verbal associations when associating 

the word-pairs. On occasion both repetition-set and no-set conditions 

have been incorporated into the design as controls (e.g., Paivio & 

Yuille, 1969).  Inasmuch as comparison with the latter two treatments 

indicate a clear superiority of verbal and imaginal processes for 

learning abstract and concrete pairs, respectively, the control 

conditions were not considered further for the present study. 

Induction of these sets, through instructions only, does not always 

provide a strong effect. Accordingly, the procedure had been modified 

by Paivio & Foih (1970) by requiring the subject, in the Imaginal set 

treatment, to draw a picture linking the pegword to its serial counterpart 

in the list to be learned; and by requiring the subject, in the verbal 

set treatment, to write a sentence using the two words. The Importance 

of these methodological variations for the present investigation Is 

that a means by which strategies can be manipulated is provided. Since 

both procedures influence the use of strategies in the same way (which, 

incidentally, is comparable to the effect of concreteness-abstractness 

described above) it was hypothesized that the use of the two methods in 
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a crossed design, where the subject's task was to learn concrete and 

abstract lists, would result in further enhancement of the effect. 

By employing these two treatments in conjunction with groups of 

high and low imagers it wqs hypothesized that the strategies used by 

subjects would become explicit in the ability of the two groups to 

learn and recall concrete and abstract lists. More specifically, it 

was hypothesized that since both verbal and imaginal processes could 

be used effectively with concrete materials, both groups of subjects 

would perform equally well on the task (see Ernest & Paivio, 1971). 

However, since the abstract list was assumed to be more easily associated 

to other words by verbal processes, the performance of the low-imagers 

would be especially hindered when forced to employ imaginal processes 

with the abstract mnemonic in learning an abstract list. Thus, the 

present study was an attempt to explore the possibility that "... the 

[effects of the] three classes ot independent \ariable.s [in studies of 

imagery] - stimulus attributes, experimentally manipulated mediators, 

and individual difterences [in imagery-ability]-., are mediated by 

common Intervening processes" (Paivio, 1969b, p. 259). 

Method 

Design 

The overall design of this study required that the subjects first 

learn (memorize) a jingle which was to serve as a conceptual pep, tor 

later learning tasks.  Half of the subjects learned a jingle in which 

the critical words were concrete; the remaining subjects learned a 

jingle in which the critical words were abstrncr. These two treatments 

were orthogonally crossed with two mediationa) modes. Thus, when using 
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the jingle as a mnemonic aid half of the subjects were required to 

employ it within an imagery-set, that is, they were to literally draw 

pictures, while the other half were to employ the jingle in a verbal 

set, that is, they were to write sentences to link the elements of the 

jingle with the new material to be learned.  The jingles and sets were 

used to learn four different lists of words, two of which were comprised 

of concrete nouns and the other two were comprised of abstract nouns. 

Tests for recall of each list were administered immediately after 

learning the list and tests for recall of words in all lists were 

administered at the conclusion of the experiment.  The subjects were 

selected on the basis of their imagery scores with ha^f being high 

imagers and the other hall low imagers. Where all variables were 

incorporated, the design implied a mixed analysis of variance with three 

between-subjects variables and one wlthin-subjects variable. 

Subjects 

The subjects were 160 undergraduate students enrolled in the 

introductory educational psychology course at The Pennsylvania State 

University. Thoy received credit toward their course grade for 

participating In the experiment. 

Selection of Imagery Groups 

Prior to the conduct of the experlnent proper, 345 subjects 

were administered the Space Thinking (Flags) test (Thurstone & Jeffrey, 

1959), the Space Relations test of the Differential Aptitude Test 

Battery (Bennett, Seashore & Wesman, 1963), and the Gottschaldt Figures 

Test as described by Thurstone (1944).  A factor score for each subject 

was obtained following the procedure described by Glass and Magulre (1966) 
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in which the raw test scores are weighted by their respective factor 

loadings.  These loadings were obtained from a factor analysis conducted 

previously and described in an earlier report by Di Vesta, Ingersoll, ~ 

Sunshine  (1971, in press).  The 80 subjects with the highest factor 

scores were characterized as the high imagers and those 80 with the 

lowest scores were characterized as low imagers.  The subjects within 

each of these groups were randomly assigned to each of the four 

experimental treatments involved in the mnemonic aid variable crossed 

with the mediatlonal mode variable.  The only restriction in the 

random assignment of subjects was that there would be an equal number 

of subjects (n ■ 20) in each cell of th design. 

Materials 

Serial learning 1ists.  The 40 words used to construct the lists 

for the serial learning tasks were selected from the concreteness (C), 

imagery (I), and meaningfulness (m) norms reported by Paivio, Yuille, & 

Madigan (1968).  Of the words selected, 20 were abstract and lew on 

rated imagery and 20 were concrete and high on rated imagery.  The two 

groups of words were equivalent in m.  The means of the different 

attributes for the concrete (C) and abstract (A) lists, respectively, 

were:  X * 6.54 and X ■ 2.90 for imagery-ratings; X = 6.91 and X = 2.11 

for concreteness-ratlngs; and X = 6.13 and X = 5.50 for m, each of these 

latter two means is SD ■ "-Ü.3 from the mean m value of all words in 

Paivio, et TI.'S norms.  Two lists, of ten concrete nouns in each list 

were constructed by randomly selecting words from the initial list of 

20 concrete nouns.  A similar procedure "as employed in constructing 

two lists of ten abstract nouns.  The lists are presented in Taile 1. 
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Table 1 

Rated Imagery, Concreteness, and m-values for all Words 

In the Concrete and Abstract Serial Learning Lists 

List 1 - Concrete 

Word Imagery Latency 

Piano 6.70 
Candy 6.63 
Accordian 6.50 
Steamer 6.53 
Dress 6.53 
Elbow 6.30 
Mule 6.60 
Cigar 6.80 
Frog 6.73 
Macaroni 6.47 

Mean 6.58 

List 2 - Concrete 

Word 

Library 6.73 
Skull 6.47 
Tweezers 6.57 
Engine 6.33 
Corpse 6.50 
Building 6.40 
Headlight 6.43 
Pipe 6.43 
Leopard 6.77 
Nail 6.50 

Mean 6.51 

Average of 
Concrete 
Lists XI- 

6.54 

Concreteness Rating   Meaningfrlness (m) 

6.85 6.40 
6.56 6.39 
7.00 5.89 
6.94 6.32 
6.93 5.68 
6.94 5.16 
6.96 6.12 
6.96 6.22 
6.96 6.56 
7.00 5.48 

6.91 6.02 

6.87 6.40 
6.96 6.64 
6.93 5.80 
6.76 6.08 
6-89 6.52 
6.94 5.48 
6.90 6.32 
6.90 6.20 
7.00 6.83 
6.96 6.08 

6.91 6.24 

Xr - 6.91 X - 6.13 

I . 
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Table la 

Rated Imagery, Concreteness, and m-values for all Words 

In the Concrete and Abstract Serial Learning Lists 

List 3 -■ Abstract 

Word      Imagery Latency    Concreteness Rating   Meaningfulness (m) 

2.03 5.06 
1.55 5.24 
1.93 5.72 
2.10 5.25 
2.66 5.12 
2.25 5.36 
2.49 5.20 
1.66 4,92 
2.41 5.32 
2.03 5.60 

Mean         2.82               2.11 5-28 

List 4 - Abstract 

Adversity 2.80 
Belief 2.73 
Ego 2.90 
Irony 2.83 
Rating 2.60 
Hypothesis 2.40 
Emancipation 3.20 
Deceit 3.30 
Exclusion 2.80 
Ability 2.67 

Word 

Crisis 3.43 
Mercy 3.40 
Satire 3.37 
Magnitude 2.50 
Knowledge 2.97 
Perception 3.17 
Democracy 2.47 
Intellect 2.93 
Welfare 3.17 
Chance 2.50 

Mean 2.99 

Average of 
Abstract 
Lists Xj • 2.90 

2.81 5.44 
1.59 5.20 
2.33 5.67 
3.03 5.68 
1.56 6.36 
2.33 5.80 
1.79 j.72 
1.83 5.56 
2.35 6.16 
1.51 5.61 

.11 5.72 

X - 2.11 X - 5-50 
L. m 
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Jingle words. The concrete and abstract jingle words were 

seleci id from a pool of 25 words rhyming with the numbers one to ten. 

The initial pool of words was obtained by searching two dictionaries 

(Stillman, 1965; Wood, 1936) of rhyming words. The nouns were rated by 

15 subjects for the ease with which they evoked sensory images on a 

seven-point scale (Paivio, et al., 1968).  Concreteness was also rated 

on a seven-point scale bounded by the terms abstract and concrete. 

Concreteness was defined in terms of the directness of sensory reference 

as used by Spreen & Schulz (1966). The production of data regarding 

meaningfulness (m) was accomplished by requiring 15 subjects to 

associate as many words as possible, within 30-secs., to each noun. 

The procedure described by Noble (1952) was used to obtain the m values 

for these words. 

The mean C and I ratings of the nouns selected for the jingle with 

concrete pegwords were X = 6.06 and X = 6.72, respectively; while the 

mean C and 1 ratings of the nouns selected for the jingle with the 

abstract pegwords were X = 1.86 and X = 2.52, respectively. The mean m 

of the concrete nouns was 6.05 and of the abstract nouns it was 5.95. 

Thus, the jingle words differed on the basis of imagery and concreteness 

but were essentailly the some on the basis of meaningfulness. 

The words selected for the jingle comprised of concrete nouns were: 

one-bun; two-shoe; three-tree; four-door; five-hive; six-sticks; seven- 

leaven; eight-gate; nine-wine; and ten-hen. The words selected f^ the 

jingle comprised of abstract nouns were: one-fun; two-review; three- 

spree; four-chore; five-tithe; six-rhetoric; seven-heaven; eight-fate; 

nine-divine; ten-amen. 
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Procedure 

The subjects were administered the experimental tasks In groups of 

two to four.  At the outset, they were Instructed In the reporting of 

verbal and Imaglnal mediation.  Each person was given a stopwatch and 

Instructed on Its use In order to time himself at each task. After 

practice In using the stopwatch for two to three minutes, they memorized 

either the concrete or abstract jingle until the criterion of two 

successively correct recitations without error was reached. The 

experimenter then read aloud one of two sets of instructions depending 

upon the treatment being administered, i.e., the subjects were instructed 

to employ an imagery-set or a verbal set in performing the tasks.  In 

the use of the imagery-set the subjects were Instructed to connect, 

with a mental picture or image, each noun in the list to be learned with 

the jingle noun in the corresponding serial position and to record his 

connection by drawing a picture, however crude it might be.  The 

verbal-set required subjects to relate, by forming a sentence or phrase, 

each noun in the list to the jingle noun in the corresponding serial 

position and to record his connection in verbal form.  Subjects were 

reminded, before each list to be memorized had been read, to reset their 

Ecopwatches. 

Following the preliminary instructions, the subjects were given two 

concrete noun-pairs and one abstract noun-pair in order to practice 

the use of the jingle and medlational set.  The experimenter then read 

aloud the first noun in the list, and instructed the subjects to "start" 

at which time the watches were started.  The subject stopped the watch 

as soon as he formeu -he complete mental image or verbalization.  After 

the connection was recorded the subject recorded the time to the nearest 
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second needed tfl lorm the link-up. The subjects were tested for serial 

recall after each ol the four lists was presented. 

The presentation of the fuur lists were counterbalanced among 

subjects by the use of a simple Laiin-squart: to minimize the possible 

effects on recall of  the order in which the lists • TO presen:ed. After 

the recall test for the last list the experimenter asked Che subjects 

to recall all of the words irom the (our lists that were In the drsc 

position, all of the words lrum the (our lists that were in the second 

position and so on to the words in the tenth position, to determine how 

many of tt.e 40 words the subject could retrieve. 

Results 

Several measures ot periorroance were obtained including number 

of concrete- and abstract-wurd omissions after each list vas memurlzed, 

intrusions from one list to another in recall sessions ImmadU'tely 

after each list, omissions in the final recall task, intrusions from 

one list to another in the final recall task, and latencies in arriving 

at an association during the memorization task itself.  Overall inter- 

correlations between the imagery-ability measure and each of these 

dependent variables indicated relatively high interrelationships among 

the measures. Accordingly, it was dec id d that the most efficient 

procedure was to perform analyses of the latencies 'n arriving at an 

association between the mnemonic aid (jingle) and the words in the list 

to be memorized; total errors, separately for concrete and abstract 

lists, made during the recall tasks alter each list; and total errors 

of both types made on the final recall task. Mixed analyses of 

variances were made of each measure.  In each analvgis the between-subjerts 
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variables were level of imagery-ability (high or low imagers), kind of 

mediator (pictorial or verbal), kind of mnemonic aid (concrete or 

abstract pegwords).  The within-subjects variable was kind of list 

(concrete words or abstract words) to be learned.  The analyses based 

on these measures are summarized in Table 2,  Since a triple-interaction 

involving imagery-ability, mediational set, and kind of list was 

obtained in the analysis of errors made on the final recall task, 

separate factorial analyses of variance, based only on the between- 

subjects variables, were routinely made for error scores on the concrete 

lista and for error-scores on the abstract lists of words.  The results 

of these subanalyses are reported below only where it seemed necessary 

to do so in order to clarify the locus of a given effect. 

: 

: 

□ 
Latency Measures 

The initial analysis Involved the measure of time, In seconds, to 

arrive at an association between the pegword In the mnemonic aid and 

the corresponding word In the list to be memorized. This analysis 

yielded F (1,152) = 18.01, £ < .01, for the main effect due to the 

kind of mediational set; F (1,152) ■ 10.11, £ < .01 for the main effect 

due to the kind of mnemonic aid; and F (1,152) - 14.99, £ < .01 for the 

main effect due to kind of list memorized. 

n The time taken to arrive at an association by subjects who were to 

use a picture (imaginal set) in linking Jie pegword with a list word 

was longer on the average (X = 138.14 sees.) than that taken by subjects 

who linked the two sets of words via a sentence or verbal set 

(X = 99.69 sees.).  It took less time to link each of the concrete 

words (X = 104.52 sees.) with its corresponding pegword than it did to 

link each of the abstract words (X = 133.32 sec). 

□ 

Li 
Li 
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Table 2 

Summary of Analyses of Variance of Recall Errors 

Errors Errots 
a 

Latency Immediate Recall Final Recall 

Source di_ MS F MS F MS F 

Between-subjects 

Imagery (A) 18942 2.89 147.15 8.97* 277.51 11.18* 
Mediators (B) 118272 18.01* .70 .04 4.05 0.16 
Mnemonic (C) 66355 10.11* 302.25 18.42* 515.11 20.76* 
A x B 7527 1.15 169.65 10.34* 357.01 14.39* 
A x C 22916 3.49** 11.63 0.71 2.45 0.10 
B x C 588 0.09 104.65 6.38** 143.11 5.77** 
A x B x C 5461 0.83 48.83 2.98 115.20 4.64** 

Error (b) 152 6566 16.41 24.82 

Within-subjects 

Lists (J) 25920 14.99* 580.50 64.76* 1748.45 256.57* 
A x J 2464 1.43 0.08 0.01 2.11 0.31 
B x J 2565 1.48 24.75 2.76 20.00 2.94 
C x J 610 0.35 0.53 .06 78.01 11.45* 
A x B x J 485 0.28 2.28 .25 37.81 5.55** 
A x C x J 262 0.15 0.38 .04 4.50 0.07 
B x C x J 2952 1.71 1.38 .15 3.12 0.05 
A x B x C x J 768 0.44 1.40 1.57 0.00 0.00 

Error (w) 152 1729 8.96 6.81 

Decimal places have been dropped for mean squares of analysis of 
latency scoreJ. 

** 

£ < .01 

£ < .06 
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The effect due to the interaction between imagery ability and 

kind of mnemonic aid used yielded F U,152) - 3.49, £ < .06.  The 

means related to the Interaction between imagery-ability and kind of 

mnemonic aid employed indicated the difference in tine tiken by high 

imagers (X - 103.29 sees.) and low imagers (X ■ 103.75 sees.) when 

using the concrete mnemonic was not significant.  However, when the 

high imagers used the abstract mnemonic they took an average of 

117.16 sees, for linking each words to its conceptual peg while Che 

low imagers required an average of 149.47 sees.  This finding is 

consistent with predictions form Paivio's two-stage association model. 

The main effect due to imagery and the remaining interactions were 

found not to be significant (£ » .10). 

Errors on the Immediate Recall Task 

The total number of errors made on recall after each list were 

analyzed via a mixed analysis of variance. The score for the number 

of errors was based on the summed omissions and intrusions. Thus, 

Che score represents the exact opposite of the number of correct 

responses. This analysis indicated Chat the difference between imagery 

abiliCy groups was significant, F (1,152) - 8.97, £ < .01; chat chere 

was a significant main effect due to mnemonic aids, F (1,152) ■ 18.42, 

£ < .01; and a significant main effect due Co kind of Use memorized, 

F (1,152) * 64.76, £ < .01.  In addicion, Che analysis revealed 

significant interactions between imagery-ability and kind of mediator, 

F (1,152) - 10.34, £ - .01; between mediators and mnemonic aids, 

F (1,152) • 6.38, £ - .05. 

n 
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The differences in mean number of errors among groups indicated 

in the aforegoing analyses, are summarized in Table 3.  In brief, 

these data indicate that high imager&i made significantly fewer errors 

(X ■ 3.36) than low imagers (X - 6.17) when imaginal sets were used. 

However, the difference in means for the two groups (X ■ 4.73 and 

X - 4.62 fo high and low imagers, respectively) was not significant 

when verbal mediators were used.  Additionally supportive of the notion 

that imagery facilitates learning and recall is the finding that fewer 

errors were made with concrete mnemonic aids (X ■ 3.75) than with 

abstract mnemonic aids (X = 3.69) and that this difference is 

considerably greater when imaginal mediators (difference = 3.09) were 

used than when verbal mediators (difference - 0.79) were used. There 

is a hint in this analysis of the interaction between imagery and 

treatments which appears strongly in the analysis of the final recall 

data presented immediately below.  Thus, in the present analysis high 

imagers made fewer errors (X - 2.40) than low imagers (X ■ 4.05) when 

imaginal mediators were used with concrete mnemonic devices, t_ ■ 1.28, 

£ *   .10.  Low imagers were especially hindered (X > 8.30) when using 

imaginal mediators and abstract mnemonic devices conjunctively compared 

to high Imagers (X - 4.33), ^ - 3.09, £ < .01.  When using the verbal 

set with concrete mnemonic aids high imagers tend to make slightly 

fewer errors (X ■ 4.13) than low imagers (X ■ 4.42); and when a verbal 

set is used with abstract mnemonic-aid high imagers make more errors 

(X» 5.33) than do low imagers (X ■ 4.83). However, the interaction 

.«i        represented by these means is not significant (£ > .10). 

;: 

: 

i 
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Table 3 

Summary of Mean Number of Errors Made on the Recall Task, 

Immediately After Each List Presentation, by High and Low Imagen 

Employing Concrete and Abstract Mnemonics Under Conditions of 

Imaglnal and Verbal Mediation 

Kind o f Mnemonic 

Imagery- 
Concrete Abstract Overall 

Ability Mnemonic Mnemonic 

Imaglnal-set 

High Imagers 2.40 4.33 3.36 

Low Imagers 4.05 8.30 6.17 

Total 3.22 6.31 4.76 

Verbal-set 

High Imagers 4.13 5.33 4.73 

Low Imagers 4.42 4.83 4 62 

Total 4.28 5.07 4.67 

Overall 3.75 5.69 4.72 
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Errors on the Final Recall Task 

The analysis ot errors in the final recall task was based on the 

score involving all incorrect responses and omissions made in recalling 

words in given positions from all lists after the four lists had been 

memorized. In this analysis the effect due to imagery-ability yielded 

F (1,152) ■ 11.18, £ < .01; that due to kind of mnemonic aid yielded 

F (1,152) - 20.76, £ • .01; and the effect due to lists yielded F (1,152) 

256.67, £ < .01. Of the first order interactions three were found to be 

significant. These were F (1,152) - ]4.39, £ < .01, for the interaction 

between imagery-ability and kind of mediational set; F (1,152) ■ 5.77, 

£ < .05 for the Interaction between mediational set and mnemonic aids; 

and £ (1,152) - 11.45, £ < .01 for the Interaction between kind of 

mnemonic aids and kind of lists. These main effects and interactions 

must be further qualified by the significant second-order interaction 

between imagery-ability, mediational set and mnemonic aids which 

yielded F (1,152) - A.64, £ « .05, and between imagery-ability, 

mediational set and kind of list which yielded F (1,152) - 5.55, £ <  .05. 

The mean number of errors for the?« effects are summarized in 

Tables 4 and 5. The reader will note that high imagers made fewer 

errors (X - 5.60) than low imagers (X - 9.60) when using imaginal 

medintors. On the other hand, there is no difference between the two 

groups when verbal mediators are used, high imagers made an average of 

7.96 errors while low imagers averaged 7.71 errors. The performance 

of high imagers was particularly facilitated when they used Imaginal 

mediators with concrete mnemonic aids (X ■ 4.37) and concrete words 

(X « 3.80). The low imagers were hindered to a considerable degree 

when they employed imaginal mediators with the abstract mnemonic aid 
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Table 4 

Summary of Mean Number of Errors Made During Final Recall 

By High and Low Imagers Employing Imaginal and Verbal Mediators 

In Learning Concrete and Abstract Lists 

Imagery 
Kind o f List Row 

Ability Concrete Abstract Means 

Imaginal-mediator 

High Imagers 3.80 7.45 5.60 

Low Imagers 7.25 11.95 9.60 

Sub-means 5.53 9.70 7.61 

Verbal-mediator 

4.95 10.98 High Imagers 7.96 

Low Imagers 5.58 9.88 7.71 

Sub-means 5.25 10.43 7.83 

Column means 5.39 10.06 7.72 
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Summary of Mean Number of Errors Made During Final Recall 

By High and Low Imagers Eiployini; Concrete and Abstract Mnemonics 

With Imaginal and Verbal Mediators 

Kind o f Mnemonic 

Imagery 
Concrete Abstract 

Row 

Ability Mnemonic Mnemonic Means 

Imaginal Mediator 

High Imagers 4.37 6.87 5.63 

Low Imagers 6.97 12.22 9.60 

Sub-means 5.67 9.55 7.61 

Verbal Mediator 

High Imagers 6.85 9.08 7.96 

Low Imagers 7.63 7.80 7.7] 

Sub-means 7.24 8.43 7.83 

Column means 6.46 8.99 7.72 

I 
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(X - 12.22) am' with the abstract word-list (X - 11.95).  Multiple 

comparisons made of the data presented in Tables 4 and 5 via the 

tatest indicate only the differences between high and low imagers 

employing the imaglnal mediator with abstract lists U " 3.31) or with 

abstract mnemonics U ■ 3.38) .*ere significant (£ < .01). The interaction 

between imagery ability and kind of list in the verbal mediation condition 

yielded F - 1.87, £ « .065. 

In general, high imagers always made fewer errors than did low 

imagero when imaglnal mediators were used.  High imagers retained this 

advantage, although to a considerably lesser degree, when verbal 

mediators were used with the concrete mnemonic and concrete word list. 

However, the low imagers made fewer errors than high imagers when 

learning the abstract word lists or when using the abstract mnemonic 

when verbal mediators were used. Thus, while the analysis of results 

on delayed recall are in general agreement with those obtained for 

immediate recall, the differences obtained are larger. Accordingly, 

it appeals that one condition for identifying aptitude by treatment 

interactions is the examination of its influence of imagery, under 

conditions comparable to those in the present experiment, over longer 

delay periods, perhaps a delay of a week or two. 

Discussion 

n 

D 

n 

The results of this study clearly imply that rated imagery (i.e. , 

concreteness) as a stimulus attribute, vaginal strategy as a 

mediational process, and imagery-ability as an individual difference 

variable are similarly related to performance and recall. Thus, pairs 

of concrete nouns are acquired more easily than pairs of abstract nouns. 

. 
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an imaginal mediatlonal strategy yields fewer errors than a verbal 

medlatlonal strategy, and learners with high imagery-ability produce 

fewer errors than those with low imagery-ability. 

The critical comparisons for this study, however, involved the 

interactions among these variables, particularly the performance of 

high and low imagers when learning word-pairs comprised of abstract 

stimuli or when using abstract mnemonics under sets to employ imaginal 

rather than verbal processes. With respect to these relationships 

it was found that for the immediate recall task, the high imagers 

performed significantly better than low imagers when the abstract 

mnemonic device was combined with the imaginal set.  In no other 

condition was the high imagery group superior to the low imagery group 

on this task.  The same result was obtained in the final (delayed) recall 

task.  The concreteness oi words within lists as a variable Interacting 

with imagery ability was not supported when imaginal mediators were 

used; i.e., the low imagers made significantly more errors than high 

Imagers on both kinds of lists when imaginal mediators were used. 

However, the interaction between Imagery ability and kind of list on the 

final recall task indicated a tendency for high imagers to perform 

better on the concrete task and low imagers to perform better on the 

abstract task when verbal mediators were used.  Furthermore, in all 

comparisons with either abstract word lists nr mnemonic devices with 

abstract pegwords, low Imagers performed significantly (£ < .01) better 

with verbal sets than with imaginal sets. 

It would appear that the two-stage model requires, and has received 

in this study, both kinds of support when compr.ring the performance of 

high and low Imagers. Thus, high imagers when learning abstract stimuli 

.: 
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impose an imagery strategy on the material being learned. When required 

(i.e., forced) to use this strategy they can perform effectively. 

However,because they typically employ an imaginal strategy in processing 

information, if required to use another strategy, such as a verbal one, 

they perform much more poorly than the low imagers who, presumably, 

employ other strategies to better advantage than the imagery one. 

Conversely, the low imager who does not employ imagery to good advantage 

has difficulty in using the Imaginal set, in fact his performance Is 

seriously hampered when compared to his performance under the verbal 

set.  Thus, the hypotheses regarding the two-stage model and the role of 

imagery ability in associative learning are provided considerable 

support in the present study. 

A major difficulty in conducting studies on trait by treatment 

interactions appears to be in determining how the trait is to be 

measured.  Thus, in the present study, high imagers perform about as 

expected. However, low imagers are not really to be considered 

verbalizers.  It is not clear what their dominant strategy is except 

that they are people deficient in some strategy (I.e., in imagery- 

ability) without knowing their strengths.  Yet some means of identifying 

a group with a strategy that is "opposite" to imagery (verbalizers?) in 

the same way that imaginal processes are "opposed" to verbal processes 

is clearly required.  Upon analysis, identification of a strategy such 

as that of verbalizing may be found to be a difficult task. Are 

verbalizers learners who are verbally fluent? with excellent vocabularies? 

with flawless language habits? with good reading comprehension? a 

composite of all of these? A general verbal trait or ability can be 
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easily identified; a trait closely related to the acquisition of 

associates may be a much more difficult task. 

Nevertheless, the overall results of this study clearly indicate 

that whatever has been measured by the battery of "imagery" tests is 

definitely related to the processing of information by the learner. 

Thus, the major distinction between high and low imagers is at least in 

their ability, or preference, to use imagery over some other learning- 

recall strategy. When conditions favor the use of this strategy the 

high imager is at an advantage. This general conclusion is supportive 

of the two-stage model of associative learning and is comparable to a 

result reported by Yuille & Paivio (1967) who found that mediation 

latency was unrelated to stimulus concreteness and mediation set when 

concrete stimuli were employed but that imagery set was significantly 

inferior to verbal set when abstract stimuli were used.  In the present 

study the parallel comparison is of the performance of low imagers 

employing imaginal and verbal sets with abstract mnemonics or lists. In 

each of these comparisons, the performance of the low imager is hindered 

when he is forced to employ imaginal mediators, but is unimpaired when 

he is forced to use verbal mediators. 

In summary, the reasoning and results of the present study indicate 

that the relationships between traits and treatments may be in the 

ability of the individual to deal with the task in general, his 

receptivity to, or preference for, certain kinds of stimuli over others, 

or the strategies by which he attacks a task or processes the information. 

Stewart (1965) and Hollenberg (1970) both assumed that imagery-ability 

affected the receptivity to stimuli and accordingly their investigations 

compared the acquisition and recall of learners when presented pictorial 
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and verbal stimuli.  Without minimizing the importance of presentation 

mode as a variable in learning, the present study suggests that the 

manner In which the learner processes the material, in terms of the 

task requirement (also see Ernest & Paivio, 1969), is as important as 

the effects of manner of presentation.  For an understanding of the 

dynamics of the learning process including the role of individual 

differences on performance, it may be more important. 
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Summary 

The Effect of Context Modality on Acquisition md Transfer 

By Imagers and Non-Imagers 

Study Director:  Steven M. Ross 

Advisor:  Francis J. Dl Vesta 

Technical Problem 

This study Investigated the conditions under which Individuals 

who differ In Imagery abilities acquire and transfer concepts that are 

Incidentally expressed by pictorial or verbal contexts.  It has been 

shown In an earlier Investigation (Dl Vesta & Ross, 1970) that the 

relatedness or meanlngfulness of a verbal context has demonstrable 

effects upon the learning and transfer of palred-assoclates. Specifically, 

It was determined that a related context. I.e., one which Is similar In 

meaning or categorically relatable tn the stimulus side of the pair, 

elicits conceptualizing tendencies In the learner that Interfere with 

specific Item learning but facilitate conceptual transfer. 

The present study extended the earlier one by manipulating the 

modality of the context, and also by Incorporating Imagery ability as an 

Individual difference variable.  It was hypothesized that since Imagers 

would be more receptive to pictorial than to verbal contextual cues. 

* , 
This Is an abstract of a master s thesis In preparation at the time 

the present report was being prepared. 
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they would acquire ehe plctorlally expressed concept more readily than 

non-imagers.  Non-lmagers, on the other hand, were expected to be less 

Influenced by context modality and therefore able to learn concepts 

expressed either plctorlally or verbally with equal facility. 

General Methodology 

The experiment consisted of two phases: learning and transfer. 

During the learning phase, subjects learned a list of paired-associates 

to a criterion of one errorless trial.  In one condition, two context 

words that were meaningfully related to each other and to the specific 

stimulus elemev. s, Mtts placed between the stimulus and response 

positions of all word-pairs.  In a second condition the context was 

identical in meaning and similarly positioned as in the first condition 

but was presented plctorlally.  In a third condition no context of any 

kind was present. All stimuli were mounted on slides and presented by 

means of a carousel projector. 

During the transfer phase, subjects learned a new list of 

paired-associates.  Each word-pair in the list was comprised of the 

original response element from the learning phase list and a new 

stimulus.  Context words were eliminated in the transfer phase.  In 

one set of conditions the new stimulus word was categorically related 

to the original stimulus and to the context presented during the 

learning phase.  In the other set of conditions the new stimulus was 

related only to the original stimulus, but not to the context.  Thus, 

depending upon condition, subjects were required to transfer to a concept 

that was either identical or alternate to that of the learning context. 
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Technical Result« 

The analysis for the learning phase of the experiment indicated 

that the aptitude-by-treatment interaction involving imagery ability and 

context modality was significant.  The direction of  the data revealed 

that there were no differences in recall between imagers and non-imagers 

in the verbal context condition but that imagers were highly superior 

in both the pictute context and no-context conditions.  There were no 

significant differences overall between the context variations. 

The analysis of data for the transfer phase Indicated that 

performance on the same-concept transfer task was significantly better 

than performance on the alternate-concept transfer task. More 

important, however, was the finding that this difference was not 

pronounced when the pictorial context, as opposed to verbal context, 

was employed in the learning phase.  Imagery ability did not 

significantly interact with these factors though the positive effects 

of the picture context tended to be slightly greater for imagers than 

they were for non-imagers. 

Educa ional Implications 

The present investigation involved the assumption that some 

individuals, more than others, habitually employ concrete images 

in the encoding of informational Inputs.  Accordingly, it appears 

likely that these individuals would demonstrate a greater capacity for 

learning from concrete kinds of materials than they would from 

materials that were relatively symbolic or abstract. 

Though the present findings cannot be interpreted as unconditionally 

supportive of the above notion, they clearly imply that modality of 
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presentation and relatedness ot incidental cues provide constraints 

on the storage and transfer of incoming information.  It can also be 

inferred from this study that, at least during acquisition, high 

imagers are more receptive to and more able to effectively process 

information that Is embedded within a pictorial context than are low 

imagers. This suggests that students who demonstrate a preference for 

coding via imagery might best benefit from a context of concrete 

examples and graphic displays.  If this interpretation proves to be 

viable then it implies a definite responsibility for the teacher to 

adapt the mode of the instruction to the individual preference and 

ability of the learner provided economy of acquisition Is an Important 

objective. 

Impl:.cations for Further Research 

In the present study, the effects of imagery as a stimulus attribute 

and as an individual difference variable were examined as determinants 

of learners' abilities to acquire and transfer information. The 

differential performances of imagers and non-lmagers under the Influence 

of pictorial and verbal contexts Implies the need to investigate 

further the adaptation of instructional techniques to this kind of 

individual difference. Of considerable importance would be the 

assessment of the generalizabillty of the above findings and the degree 

to which they are translatable to applied classroom practices.  Further 

research might also suggest methods of instruction that provide remedial 

assistance for individuals who demonstrate an excessive reliance upon 

visual strategies of processing Information. 
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Summary 

Listening and Note-taking II:  Thematic Content, Note-Taking, and Length of 

Listening Review Intervals as Variables Influencing 

Immediate and Delayed Recall 

Francis J, Dl Vesta and G. Susan Gray 

Technical Problem 

This study was based on the consideration that the recall of 

material from a lecture may be influenced by three variables: note- 

taking, length of the listening-study interval, and thematic organization 

(i.e., relatedness of the content of the lecture). Underlying these 

operations were assumed to be the facilitative functions of external 

storage and transformation of material served by note-taking; consolida- 

tion of material by frequent interruptions during which the learning could 

"mature"; and, linking of the new material to previously learned 

material when the content was related. 

General Method' logy 

The subjects were presented a 30-minute passage via a recording. 

Passages were broken into 5-minute segments each of which contained the 

same number of words and ideas. The contents of these segments were 

either all related to a common theme; related to a common theme but on 

different topics; or on completely different topics. These variations 

This is a preliminary report. Other analyses being made of the data 
mL were not completed at the time the technical report was being prepared. 

PRECEDING PAGE BLANK 
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were completely crossed with three variations of listen-study intervals 

(i.e., 5-minute - 2 minute; 15-minute - 6 minute, and 30-minute - 12 

minute combinations) and two variations of note-taking (i.e., note-taking 

permitted or note-taking not permitted). 

Technical Results 

The findings indicated that note-taking and thematic relatedness 

were related to the ability of subjects to recall material tc which they 

had listened.  More ideas were recalled when notes were taken than when 

note-taking was not permitted and more ideas were recalled when the 

material was on different topics than when the material was all related 

to the same topic.  These ettects were especially noted on a delayed 

recall test administered one week following the listening period. One 

interpretation of the finding that mere is remembered fron the 

discontinuous material is that less eppcrtunity for Interference 

exists in such material than it does in continuously related concent. 

No effects were f-vrnd due tc variations in the .isttning-itudy 

Intervals or the interaction between the treatntnti and th« nencry-span 

(i.e., the individual ditlercnt  ariable ) 

Educational Impl:cat ions 

As Crawford (1925) had indicated In hi» study, it was alto found 

In the present study that the imnediate «alue of net«* appears to be 

of less value than the delayed >aIoe. Notes appear to IncrMS« the 

sallency of given ideas and make the« mot«  »ubject to recall, though 

not necessarily guaranteeing that they will be recalled. Thaae «tudlM 

point clearly in the direcicn that mle-taking aits sot« a» a transfnr- 

matlonal aid for the student than ..» a aere external ttoragc wchantna. 
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The findings regarding better recall of dlecontlnuoua material auggesta 

that Interruptions In ideas presented during a lecture might be 

beneficial. Stated somewhat difterently, a lecturer might segment a 

lecture period by providing opportunity for discriminability among 

ideas presented, even though such ideas are distinctly related. 

Implications for Further Research 

The finding regarding the effect of thematic relatedness requires 

replication. Even though this finding parallels others found by 

Anderson & Carter (1971) It appears desirable that still othnr materials 

should be employed. One difficulty In conducting r. - ar.t« with connected 

discourse is in equating all passages for such characteristics as 

familiarity and moaningfulness. An alternative, of course, is to 

randomise passage». Variations in content can also bt accomplished by 

changing the degree of discriminability from one treatment to another 

M implied in the aforegoing section. Finally, it is sugg"ted that 

future investigations of aote-caking should be based on an analysis 

of the processes or strategies underlying this device much as hss been 

done In  Project Ikon (••• Table of Contents for pege numbers). 
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Listvnlm. .ind N.'U'-iiKinit  H:    Th» Kllccts c(  Variations In Thematic Continuity, 

Nottf-taklnR, .md Urn«th ol  Llst*nlng-R«vi«w lnt«rval« 

on iHMdlat« and Dtlaytd Recall* 

Fran«.ta J. Dt V«at« and G. Susan Cray 

In a pievliMM study by Di Vssta and Cray (19M)  It was found that 

th« nuabar 01  idaas racAllad by subjects «Itar tlstamnt to a short 

passage uas favorably loflueo^ed by note-taking* by rehearsal laMdlstely 

after listening to s passage, and by testing on the p«M«t«.    In 

coaparlson a study by Cisoer b Rabde fl9Sfl 1*4 to the conclusion that 

taking notes during a )-«ln.  lecture is wt superior to delayed note- 

taking (I.e., gote-tsklnp IflaedlaceSy after the l«cc«re).   ■ewever, the 

differences between results of 'he two studies ess easily be attributed 

to lbs conseguen<e of procedural difference«.    Tbus, for «Mple« 

tlsner b Mobde had sooe subjects tob« note« and then •» •«? thM 

I—ullately «fter listeniag «bile ctber subjects uero 10 concentrste 

en the le«ture «nd men j«<t  4 -uw •• Mgy noiM m they could« lenedlataly 

after listening,    la the 01 testa b tray s««dy tbt eubjetta I« SM 

treataent need the refcearnal period to study their ao««a, or to 

coateaplate ubat «bey fMd i«atdt aad la aaotbet ttoetaeai tlwy «era 

prevented ft^a rea««rsiai the aMierial. 

da aaalysis *>* the «i «««eatloaed eiudie« i«go<het «lib asre 

•ubjefllve «'<aai4er«i • *• «1 ih* •<>««•««siaa prmeau taueais tan 

variables thai aay aflati  racoil «I aaterial uh*a ao^ea «te bolgf U 
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during a lecture: the length of a consolidation period and the degree 

of thematic organization of material presented in the lecture. 

A consolidation period has been suggested by M. A. Howe (1970) 

and Hebb (1966) as a period during which the material can be rehearsed 

or coded for more efficient storage in memory. More specifically, 

Hebb (1966, pp. 122-123) suggests that "... newly acquired learning 

must be undisturbed for some time if it is to last ... and must be 

allowed to mature ... between 15 minutes and an hour or thereabouts." 

He speculates, too, that reinforcement may strengthen learning because 

it pro"<det for a period during which consolidation can occur. On 

Che basis of such assumptions it would appear that there are several 

opportunities during presentation of a lecture for providing a 

consolidation period. Thus, the lecturer himself, may pause to allow 

the ■atsrisl to "sink-In" or note-taking as an activity may function 

to direct the student's attention to certain parts of the material, 

perhaps sc the expense of sttent ion to other parts, but in the process 

•llowlns the laportent points to "mature". The most salient opportunity 

for consolidation «ay be a period inaedlately following a lecture during 

which das th« student can review and contemplate all that had been said. 

A so—whet netiected verisble that appears to account for 

differences In procedures aaong studies on note-taking is what the 

fressnt InvestiMiots have cslled the "theastlc relstedness" of the 

lecture contents. Eisner 4 Rohde (19S9) gave their subjscts a io min. 

lecCur« on lbs short stoty end another on roasnttclsa, esch of which 

could hn coMldvred as Mlf-contslned pssssges on s single these. 

Crawford »It;*«; ItlH) enployod e series of lectures in s college 

course} egeln Ikon« were ptohshly «ore theMticslly related then not. 
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although his descriptions do not permit a precise evaluation. 

Berliner (1970) used a 30-min. passage comprised of thematlcally related 

material in the sense that it described the history of China but could 

also be considered as segmented because it described several Independent 

aspects (e.g., dynasties, mongols, kingdoms, and rebellions) of China's 

development.  Di Vesta & Gray (1971) used three 5-min. passages each 

completely independent of the others.  Obviously, then, thematic 

relatedness of the content involved in the passages to which the 

subjects 1  .ened differed among studies.  The Implication of such 

differences is that thematic relatedness may have an effect on the 

strategy the student uses to store the material during learning fnd his 

ability to recall it on a later occasion.  It may also have an effect 

on recall either through proactive or retroactive inhibition (Wickens, 

1970) or through the possibilities for organization of the passage. 

Ausubel (1968) has been a leading advocate of Improving didactic 

methods of instruction through increasing meaning fulness for the 

learner.  Such considerations imply that the period prior to consolidation 

should be filled with material characterized by a minimal degree of 

meaningtulness to permit coding. While the criterion by which 

meaningfulness is defined must necessarily remain vague until its 

characteristics can be more fully specified, the present Investigators 

assumed that thematic relationship may be one such characteristic. 

Another considetation, ot  importance in an analysis of note-taking, 

is the number of ideas presented sequentially prior to a consolidation 

period.  It can be argued that, because of the limitations of short-term 

memory, a lecture that contains too many ideas in a single sequence 

(which would be comparable to massed practice) would be difficult to 
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retain since there would be insufficient time for encoding (organizing) 

the material. A presentation (lecture) that was too long would also 

create difficulty for the learner because the material could not be 

rehearsed; it would not remain in short-term memory long enough to be 

encoded.  Either situation would result in inefficient recall or retrieval, 

especially over the long-term. 

In view of the aforegoing rationale, the present study was designed 

to extend previous studies on note-taking and listening by investigating 

the effects of thematic relatedness and of opportunity for consolidation 

on the learner's recall.  Note-taking was incorporated into the design 

to provide continuity with earlier experiments and to determine whether 

note-taking interacts with the other variables. 

In view of the fact that the present study emphasized memorial 

processes, it was assumed that individual differences in either coding 

ability or short-term memory would interact with the treatments 

considered. Due to limitations on time that could be demanded from 

subjects who participated in this study, both measures could not be 

administered.  Accordingly, as an initial attempt at investigating 

aptitude by treatment interactions, it was decided to employ only a 

test of short-term memory on the reasoning that students with low 

short-term memory scores would have developed a strategy of taking notes 

as a way of compensating for their limited memory span.  It was 

hypothesized that such persons would profit by taking notes, especially 

with an opportunity for review, and would be handicapped if prevented 

• from doing so, especially without an opportunity for review, to a greater 

extent than would persons with higher short-term memory scores. 
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Design.  The subjects were randomly assigned to one of 18 conditions 

represented in a design conslsuing ot  three orthogonally crossed 

variables.  The variables consisted of three levels of thematic 

relatedness, three variations of listen-study intervals, and two 

alternatives for note-taking. 

Each thirty minute lecture to which the subjects listened was 

- 
comprised of 5-min. segments.  To achieve different levels of thematic 

relatedness, the degree to which the six 5-min. segments were associated 

to a common topic was varied.  In the continuous related thematic (CRT) 

condlton, the topic of the 30-min. passage was an historical narrative, 

segmented at 5-min. intervals.  In the condition where the material 

was discontinuous but related by a common theme, each 5-min. passage 

covered a distinctly different topic, but the six topics were 

conceptually related to a superordinate idea (Condition DRT).  The 

third treatment was called discontinuous-unrelated (DUR) since it was 

comprised of six passages whose topics were completely unrelated to 

one another. 

Each of the three 30-min. thematic conditions, being separable 

into 5-min. segments, were manipulated to achieve 5-min., 15-min., 

and 30-min. variations in the length of the listening interval.  In 

one variation of the listen-study interval, each 5-min. segment was 

followed by a 2-min. study interval, until all six segments had been 

presented.  In rlie second variation, three of the 5-min. segments were 

presented consecutively, followed by a 6-mln. study period, thereby 
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resulting In two sequences consisting of a 15-min. listening period 

followed by a 6-mln. study period. The third variation of the listen- 

study Interval consisted of the consecutive presentation of all six 

5-mln. passages, producing a 30-min. listening period, followed by a 

12-mln. study period. Thus, all groups had equal amounts of listening 

and study time,  in a sense, these treatments were comparable to 

variations In massed and distributed practice. 

The third set of treatments consisted of variations In the 

opportunity to take notes.  Half of the subjects were provided with a 

booklet In which to take notes while listening to the passages; the 

other half of the subjects were instructed that they could not take 

notes.  Consequently, during the study Intervals, those subjects who 

took notes, could study their notes at this time.  Subjects who were 

prohibited from taking notes used the study interval for mental rehearsal 

and recapitulation of the material to which they had listened. 

Materials. The material for the continuous-theme was edited from 

Rachel Carson's Silent Spring (1962). The topic traced the history of 

the fire ant in the United States,  in the DRT treatment, each of the 

six passages dealt with a distinct topic, a specific Insecticide. 

Thus, while each 5-min. segment was an entity by itself, thematic 

relatedness was achieved by the inclusion of the topics of the six 

passages within the superordlnate conceptual category of insecticides. 

The textual material was also edited from Carson (1962). The six 

segments of connected discourse employed in the DUR treatment dealt 

with six completely unrelated topics: the Chou dynasty In China 

(edited from Berliner, 1970); prison classification systems (Loveland, 
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1962); the Minnesota Theater (The Washington Post, 1970); and the 

insecticide, DDT (from Carson, 1962). 

Each passage was constructed to meet as closely as possible the 

specifications of 500 words and 25 Ideas. A separate tape was 

prepared for each of the three passages. The three different listen- 

study intervals were presented on separate tracks of each tape which 

was stored in the control room of a remote-deck library system language 

laboratory.  The subjects, seated at individual booths In the language 

laboratory, could reach the tape to which they were assigned by means 

of a telephone dial. 

Specific instructions were typed on bond paper and set on the 

desk in front of each subjects.  If the subject was allowed to take 

notes, he was supplied with a booklet of note paper, one page for each 

of the six passages. 

Subjects.  The 90 subjects were volunteers for the experiment from 

an introductory educational psychology course at The Pennsylvania State 

University.  They received credit toward their final grade in the 

course for their participation.  None of the subjects had participated 

in an experiment requiring performance with connected discourse 

materials though most had participated in another experiment. 

Procedure^  A maximum of nine and a minimum of four subjects 

participated in the experiment during any one experimental session. 

The nui.iber of subjects varied because some subjects failed to appear at 

their assigned time. The subjects were randomly assigned to one of the 

18 experimental conditions with the restriction that only one subject be 

placed in any one experimental cell during a single experimental session 

n 
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An additional restriction was Imposed on the randomization procedure 

to assure that an equal number of subjects (n = 5) woulu be obtained 

for each cell. 

When the subjects were seated In the experimental room the 

experimenter explained that the study was an attempt to Investigate 

how students went about learning new materials. The operation of the 

laboratory equipment was also explained to the subjects at this time. 

After all questions were answered, the subjects put on their headphones 

and dialed the appropriate tape. When all were dialed in, the experimenter 

proceeded to the control room where the tapes were then started. After 

the last study period, L
S
« subjects were administered a free-recall 

test, followed by a 30 item true-false test on the material to which they 

had listened.  For the free-recall test, the experimenter instructed 

the subjects to write down all they could remember about each passage 

in twenty minutes. They were told to use a separate page of the test 

booklet for each passage, but were also told that they could write on 

the passages in any order they wished—they did not ha1 :  to follow 

the actual presentation order of the passages on the tapes. Following 

the 20 minute free-recall test period the subjects were administered the 

true-false tests. 

One week after the initial experimental session, all subjects 

returned to take a 115 question true-false test, which included the 

30 true-false test items comprising the initial test, and a memory 

span test patterned after Peterson and Peterson's short term memory 

task (1957). 
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Results 

: 

. 

Separate 3x3x2 factorial analyses of variance were made of the 

number of ideas recalled in the free-recall task, the number of correct 

responses on the 30 item true-false test given immediately after the 

listening session, and the number of correct responses on the delayed 

true-false test. 

The analysis of the number of ideas yielded F (2,72) - 24.42, 

£ < .001 for the effect due to the passage organization. The subjects 

remembered fewer ideas from the CRT material (X - 27.33) than they did 

from the DRT material (X *  30.83). The greatest number of ideas was 

recalled (X ■ 43.20) by subjects who listened to the DDR material. 

Thus, the number of ideas recalled was influenced significantly by the 

thematic organization of the material. These results imply that 

recall was inversely related to the degree of thematic organization of 

the passages. 

The effect due to the note-taking treatment  ielded F (1,72) ■ 

12.59, £ - .001. The subjects who were not allowed to take note» 

recalled an average of 30.33 ideas where«» the subjects who were allowed 

to take notes while listening tccalled an sversge ot 37.24 Idsss. 

None o( the treatments signitleantly stfsctsd the subjects* 

performance on the lasMdlstc trus-fslss test. However, ths analysts of 

the scores fot the delayed tru«-(slse test, «iven oos wssk sitsr tlis 

experimental session, yielded F (1,72) • 8.40, p ' .00) for ths offset 

due to the nots-tsking treataent. Those subjscts «ho wars ellowod to take 

notss achieved a mean score of 84.69 on ths ll)-lts« iMt, «hiIs sobjects 

IM 
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who took no notes achieved a mean score of 79.16. Although definite 

conclusions regarding functional relationships csnnot be drawn fron 

these data because of the differences in lengths, with consequent 

differences on reliability, of the innediate and delayeJ test, Che data 

imply that performance on the delayed test was affected by the taking 

of notes. 

Experiment U 

The design used in Experiment I was extended in Experiment It 

by the addition of a fourth treatment to the themaslc reUcednmst 

variable. The textual material (or this treatment was identical to that 

incorporated in the continuous-related theme (condition CKT) In 

Experiment 1, i.e., the history of the (ire-ant (Carson, IM1). Mnweeer, 

the material was not preeented according to the logical and chronological 

order employed in Experiment I. Instead, the six segmencn mmr« 

scremhled such chat the S*«ln. paanage that MM originally proeomtod 

in the fourth ponlclon wae preeented fire», follewnd hy p«ee««M 2, ), I. 

6, and 1, ronpectlvely. In addlcion. cmo lorms of the tnwfalno toot 

were admlnlaterod, one to half of the experiment«I gtompn ami the othtr 

to ehe romalning group«* ImmediateU «feet liacenini tht •44ui^ 

of (ho coneln«o«o-o«rambled iheamclc ICSTI ifoecmemi emd Clio tmo (omm 

of cho trmo-fnlM coot reowlcod Im on oayoriaencel doeign «icii fomr 

orchogonally cromooi ««riahleet tomr «mrloiloM ef chmmmiu rolotodmtMi 

chroo wariociomo of length of liecomima imior««li imo m»co-cail«m 

croaCMOtot emd cmo ton» of the tone edmiols«ere<i timiwdiocolf «tior 

llscemlmc. 
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H«thod 

HittfUU.    TtM •«■§ MtvtUU «tr« uMd •• la l«f«rlaMi  t.    A 

fourth i«p« MM pi«p4r«4 tor th* co«tliMioito-«croofrto4 IIMM, wtik tkroo 

irocko for tho thro« lUtoo-ttuiy lotorvolo, rtopoctlvoty. 

jyhiocto.    Tbo «uhioctt for Chi« tsporlwot  II «tto 2*0 «toiMto 

frro Moihor CIOM of th* laito4«ctott   OWTM lo o^rcotloMl foychology. 

la all othor r«»po»i* tholr chatactoriailca woro «Maattally th« aaaa 

aa ihn«« m^lofi I« laporlwai I. 

frocjjgro.    th» pt*H04uf tor tsforiaoat  II «ar« l«««tlcat Co 

follow«« la taporuwac  I, oM«fC that ch« •> ^«cc« la laforlMac  II 

«oro «llo««« «• mmtk eta« «« ch«y «««<«« for ch« lr««-r«call caak. 

»■«■wir, ch«y ««or« i««cr«ct«4 ch«c «ae« chcy hai h«tM ch« cra«-f«lM 

c««c ch«f coal« «ac r«c«r« c« ch« tr««-r««all c«M* 

A« I« tap«riB«ac  I* all ««hj«cc« r«c«r««« «a« «««k «fc«r tao 

«aparlMacal ««««lea c« cafe« UM IIS-lc«a trw-falM CMC mi U» 

c««c. 

:• iki» »«foriaoa«  «ft« ftwr*<«ll «««oru) »•• o<ctr« (»r t*m 

it «f M««« c«rr««clf tot «n*« m4 ch« c«cal aaahor «f «or«a 

r*««il«i.   bail at ca»«« »MM WM «ofMr^cvly «aolft«« hy a 

i « I ■ I « h at««« aaolrii« n *«ti«a<o la ««i<h «w |««l ««rlahl« 

«a« a «ichia-a«h|a«ca «atiahl« «oaaiacia« H ch« ala p««a«a««.   UM 

•tor«« haa«« aa ch« ctw -f «I«« c«ac« wrr« aaalirro« hya«aSalal 

turn* «aalyaia of votlaaco la «hi<h iha »ariahtoa «or» ch« hacaaaa* 

aahj««!* f«iCora n ia«<Miu oraaairacioa. liaco*ia«-r«*iffr iai«r««l«, 

•M aai«*c«aiaa aa« ch« «ichi«-a«a|««c« %«riahi« «oaalaca« «t «tar«« 

«a ch« lflH«i«i* «a« ««laf«« laai«.   •«• fahl« I l«r « ooaaorr «f ckla 

«a«lf«l«. 
IM 
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TafcU I 

of AMlytU ot VarUac« (or inporlMnt  I 

I 
I 
I 
1 
I 

foorco 11 HS f 

HMMIIC Or«oou«iloo CA} 2084.68 24.42* 

Uotlk ot UoioolM-tootow lotoroal III 50.41 .39 

toio-ioklag (C) 1074.68 12.i9* 

Alt 24.38 .29 

A«C 118.01 1.» 

isi SI.14 .27 

Aa • ■ C J*.08 .40 

■rro» 72 8S.)6 
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Ej1 get of Treatments■  The analysis ol the number of ideas recalled 

yielded F (3,92) = fiO.55, £  .001 tor t.he effect due to thematic 

relatedness.  The mean scores were:  X ■ 54.54 tor the DUR group; 

X - 38.06 tor the DRT group; X - 33.31 for the CST group; and X - 27.87 

for the CRT group.  Thus, these findings are in substantial agreement 

with those obtained in Experiment 1.  Furthermore, these results indicate 

that the additional time did allow for the elicitation of more correct 

ider.s but that the advantage still favored the DUR group.  Of interest 

in this regard is the finding that the CST material resulted in increased 

recall over tie CRT material supporting the notion that there is an 

optimal amou it of relatedness among paragraphs beyond which there is 

likely to be a debilitating effect "n recall.  A detailed summary of these 

results is presented in Table 2. 

As in Experiment 1, the effect due to note-taking yielded F (1,92) ■ 

27.65, £  .001.  The subjects who were allowed to take notes recorded 

a mean of 42.36 correct ideas while the group that did not take notes 

recorded 34.56 correct ideas on the average. 

It is interesting to compare the  results described in the aforegoing 

with the results obtained when the sheer number of words recalled is 

used as the dependent variable. The effect of thematic organization on 

this measure yielded F (3,216) • 21.77, £ *   .001.  The differences 

related to this .malysis are reflected in the means of 503.4 words used 

by the DUR group; 39 3.6 words by the C3T group; 345.6 words by the CRT 

group; and 315.6 words by the DRT group.  Thus, although the OUR group 

produced both the greatest number of ideas and words there was little 

relationship between the two variables in the results of the other groups. 
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Table 2 

Number of Ideas Recalled From Each of the Segments 

Of Each Passage According to Thematic Organization 

Continuous 
Related Theme 

Segment   X 

Continuous 
Scrambled 

Segment        ) 

Discontinuous 
Related 

Segment     X 

Discont  ous 
Unrelated 

Segment 

5.12 1 

4.73 2 

4.12 3 

4.18 4 

5.15 5 

4.57 6 

Total 27.87 

5.85  DDT 9.63 Chou Dynasty 

4.43 Chlordane  4.88 Hypnosis 

5.90 Dleldrln   4.40 Xenograde 

8.02 

7.55 

12.08 

6.57 Endrln    7.75 Prison System     6.80 

5.88 Parathlon  5.73 Minnesota Theater  8.02 

4.68 Malathlon  5.67 DDT 11.23 

33.81 38.06 54.54 

The segments In the continuous-related and continuous-scrambled 
segments are Identical in this table. The segments were placed In the 
4, 2, 5, 1, 6 and 3 positions during presentation in the lattei 
treatment. The DDT passages in the last two columns were identical. 

I 
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The analysis of two forms of the Immediate true-false test yielded 

no sign', fioant difference due to form of the test so all subsequent 

analyses were based upon pooling of subjects across this factor.  The 

mixed analysis of variance of the data from the immediate and delayed 

recall tests involved the four treatments related to thematic organization 

of the material and the two note-taking treatments as between-subjects 

variables.  The immediate and delayed tests were employed as the 

within-subjects variable. This analysis yielded F (1,192) » 6.29, 

p • .01 for the effect due to note taking; the no-notes group achieved 

an average score of 51.5 correct items while the group that took notes 

achieved a mean score of 53.2 correct items.  Of particular Interest 

is the finding that, as in Experiment 1, there were no significant 

differences <£ » .10) among the groups on the immediate test.  Thus, 

the means were 23.6 for the DRT theme, 22.4 for the DUR theme, 22.5 

for the CRT theme, and 22.8 for the CST theme.  However, the effect 

duo to the Interaction between thematic organization and delay of test 

yielded F (3,192) - 5.00, £ « .002  Inasmuch as the effects on the 

Immediate test were not significant this Interaction reflects the 

significance of the differences among thematic organizations of the 

material on the delayed te^t. The order of the means for these groups 

differed from the order of those obtained In the previous analy.es, 

rhcy were: X - 85.6 for the DRT group; X - 82.2 for the CST group; 

X - 80.0 for the DUR group; and X - 79.6 for the CRT group.  Calculations 

of t^-tests Indicate that of the latter three means are significantly 

(£ • .01) different from the mean for the DRT group but are not 

significantly (£ ' .05) different from each other. 
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While there were slight differences in results from the two 

experiments the poorer performance under continuous related thematic 

material was reliably replicated. The differences in results from the 

two experiments may be due, in part, to the longer time allowed the 

subjects in Experiment II for the free-recall test. 

Individual differences.  The relationships between the individual 

difference variable (memory span) and performance measures are 

presented in Table 3.  It can be seen in that table that only two of 

these correlations are significant (£ = .05): one was the correlation 

between memory span and number of ideas produced (_r ■ .38) for subjects 

in the DRT, note-taking treatment; the other was the correlation between 

memory span and the delayed true-false test (r ■ .42) in the CRT-note- 

taking treatment.  These, of course, may have occurred by chance, and 

any conclusions can only be suggestive.  Nevertheless, there is some 

consistency in these data since both memory-span scores (one based on 

number of digits recalled and the other based on correct recall of 

all digits In a triplet in the correct order) yielded similar correla- 

tions, all were positive, and all were found in the note-taking groups. 

By contrast the set of coirelations between the immediate and delayed 

true-false scores and the memory-span tests, for the CRT no-notes group 

are all negative and although not significantly different from zero  are 

significantly different from the aforementioned correlations. 

Nevertheless, when tests of parallelism tor regression was made on these 

data, no significant £ ratios were found, imli. .it im- that there was 

insufficient evidence for rejecting the hyp. chesis that the regiession 

lines were parallel in the population. 
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Discussion 

The results of the present study indicate that note-taking and 

thematic relatedness were related to the ability of the subjects to 

recall the material to which they listened.  These effects were 

especially to be noted on the free-recall task immediately after 

listening and on the del.-.yed true-false test.  This finding replicates 

one obtained by Crawford (1925) who also concluded "A careful analysis 

of all the facts seems to justify the conclusion that the immediate 

value of notes is less than the delayed-review value. This immediate 

value is of sufficient importance, however, to justify the practice of 

taking notes, even if there is no opportunity to use them later." 

(p. 384). There were no significant effects on either recognition and 

recall immediately afi.er listening or on recognition a week later, due 

to variations in the listening-review intervals. 

The results concerning note-taking clearly indicate the importance 

of this learning device as an aid to recalling material to which one 

listens.  We share Crawford's (1925a) conclusion that "... taking notes 

on a point does not guarantee its beinc recalled at the time of the 

quiz but failing to take note of it very greatly decreases its chances 

of being recalled" (p 289). Nevertheless, the reason for the 

beneficial effects ol note-taking is not answered by ar/ of the studies, 

either the present one cr any ot those listed in the references.  If 

note-taking is beneficial because it serves as an external storage 

mechanism then it should Interact with a review period, which it does 

not either in the present study or in an  earlier one (Di Vesta & Gray, 

1971, in press).  If it serves as a coding mechanism, then it can be 
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assumed that note-taking ought to be more beneficial with unrelated 

material than with related material which already has a built in 

organization.  Our investigation of two variations of review periods 

points toward discarding the notion that note-taking serves only as an 

external storage mechanism.  Nevertheless, other investigations in which 

internal relatedness of material is varied on other bases than those 

employed in the present study must be conducted before the view that 

note-taking serves as a coding mechanism is abandoned. 

The fact that thematic relatedness, as a variable, was related to 

recall was not surprising.  The surprising result was, of course, that 

the degree of retention was greatest, in both experiments, for the 

material that was not thematically related.  This conclusion holds for 

the simple comparison of the retention of passages that were placed in 

a logical connected order with the retention of the same passages when 

the order of its paragraphs were scrambled.  The result was even 

stronger where the paragraphs comprising the listening passage cover 

clearly different topics. 

One might argue that Che thematic-connectedness of the passages 

in the latter comparison is confounded wich difficulcy level. The 

final answer Co this argument can only be decermined by conducting an 

experiment in which difficulcy is controlled.  Ac present, there is no 

rellablp procedure, of which Che present authors are aware, for equating 

difficulty of connected discourse passages. However, on casual 

inspection it can be said that Che passages in all conditions appeared 

to be of equal difficulty and in the discontinuous-unrelated thematic 

treatment one of the six paragraphs was identical to ChaC presented In 

the discontinuous-related thematic conditicn.  Recall in the latter 
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condition was far superior to recall in the former condition. Certainly, 

the argument related to relative difficulty of passages can not hold for 

the treatment in which the paragraphs in the continuous related thematic 

material were scrambled and where recall of all but one of the 

passages was better in the continuous-related-scrambled organization 

than it was in the continuous-related organization. 

Lacking contradictory evidence it shall be assumed for purposes 

of discussion that these results reflect the effect of variations in 

thematic relatedness.  If this is the case, then the findings suggest 

a phenomenon somewhat akin to release from proactive inhibition 

(Wickens, 1970).  Thus, where the material contains a large number of 

ideas which are all highly related (as they were in the passages 

describing the fire ant, its activities and control) then initial ideas 

can have a detrimental effect on the recall of subsequent ideas. On 

the other hand, where a passage is discontinuous In the sense that its 

constituent paragraphs cover different topics, then any proactive 

inhibition developed in a given passage is eliminated by the abrupt 

change in ideas.  All this is speculative, of course; but it appears not 

only to offer a possible explanation ot the results but also to suggest 

a means of testing the notion of "release from PI" with connected 

discourse. 

These conclusions gain streng support from the findings reported 

by AtiJerson and Carter (1971) In a study conducted quite independently 

of the present one. They lound that "The groups which learned verbatim, 

paraphrase, ir verbatim-arranged sentences forgot significantly more 

than the group which learned new sentences" (quote from the abstract 

of the Anderson and Carter report). Their discussion ot these results 
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was as follows:  "Such Interference could not have occurred had the 

subjects rotely learned perceptual or acoustic features, since a 

paraphrase and Its base do not share these surface features.  The 

Interference must have been at a semantic level.  There Is now a 

convincing case that interference theory accounts for the forgetting 

or meaningfully-learned connected discourse" (p. 6). 

It is not clear why variations in listening-recall intervals did 

not produce an effect.  In principle, variations in the length of the 

listening period are comparable to variations in massed and distributed 

practice.  Similarly, frequency of review intervals is comparable to 

increases in opportunity for consolidation.  In either case, It would 

be expected that at least one of the present treatments would have been 

clearly superior to another.  Obviously, none was. 

There arc two possible reasons for the failure of the manipulation 

of listening-recall intervals to affect recall.  First, the opportunity 

to review notes or to contemplate the material may have eliminated any 

detrimental effects that acctue from massed oractice for passages that 

were no longer than 30-min.  In this instance, another condition might 

have been provided in which the subjects were prevented from reviewing 

their notes ot from considering the material during the consolidation 

period by performing another unrelated task.  Second, the taking of 

notes may be itse f a sufficient condition tor consolidation ot material 

learned.  But in this instance, the test of the hypothesis would have 

required a condition in which the subject was not permitted to take notes, 

a condition included in the present experiment.  While the former 

treatment suggested was employed in the previous study (Dl Vesta and 
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Gray, 1971, in press) they were not crossed with the length of tne 

listening-review period, as they must be for adequate test of these 

additional hypotheses. 

In his early study conducted nearly half a century ago, Crawford 

(1925) pointed out the importance of investigating the dynamics of 

note-taking as follows: "... if note-taking is beneficial, as we have 

found it to be, there is great need of an analysis of note-taking practice 

and procedure in greater detail to teach students how to get the best 

possible results from their efforts" (p. 291).  For a number of reasons 

the topic was not taken seriously until investigators such as M. J. A. 

Howe  (1970) and Berliner (1970) only recently took the initiative.  It 

appears that further analyses of the process as an instrumental :tivitv 

in learning should be a productive source of hypotheses for investigations 

in the applied psychology of learning and instruction. 

We have felt it important in this discussion to depart from the 

typical interpretation of data in order to suggest additional avenues 

for research on the topic of note-taking and listening-  As M. J. A. 

Howe (1970) suggests ". . more detailed investigation making use of 

notes made by students as a way of attempting to examine the relationships 

between learning and individual coding processes would be iustified. 

For instance, it would be interesting to explore individual differences 

in note-taking and to examine the effects of different note-taking 

strategies upon subsequent recall of meaningful materials" (p. 63).  Of 

particular importance, in this regard, are questions related to the 

entire issue of coding.  For example, mote needs to be known ibout the 

specific points made in notes and their relationship to what is recall'ro 
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and what Is not recalled. Furthermore, it is probably true that some 

students record notes in a verbatim way while others record notes in 

elaborate organizational schemes with a great dea.1 of translation. 

Still others record notes verbatim but then reorganize, translate, and 

elaborate on them after the lecture. These are variations in encoding 

mechanisms.  Investigations on such variables should provide considerable 

Information on the cognitive processes. 
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Summary 

The Effects of Congruence Between Passage Organization and an Imposed 

Strategy on Clustering and Recall of Textual Materials 

Francis J. Di Vesta, Charles B. Schultz, and Timothy R. Dangel 

Technical Problem 

Simple statements typically are comprised of a concept name and a 

concept attribute, e.g., "Atweena (concept name) is a mountainous 

country (coucept attribute)." Statements such as this can be grouped 

into paragraphs in which the common organizational element is a concept 

name or a concept attribute, or in which no systematic organizational 

pattern is used. As they study written passages, learners may 

subjectively cluster statements in a similar way. The primary purpose 

of the present experiment was to compare the imposition of a subordinate 

strategy which was incongruent with the passage organization to a 

condition in which both passage organization and clustering strategy 

are congruent. 

General Methodology 

The subjects had four trials to learn a written passage about six 

imaginary nations. For the first three trials, subjects were given a 

three-minute study period and a six-minute writing period (i.e., the 

free-recall test).  In one treatment, passages were organized by concept 

name, concept attribute, or by a random selection of statements. One 

third of «.he subjects in each passage organization group were in&tructed 
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to use a name clustering strategy, one-third an attribute strategy, and 

the remainder were given nc particular organizational instructions.  On 

each trial, measures of statements correctly recalled, name clustering 

ratios, and attribute clustering ratios were obtained.  In addition, a 

secondary organization score was obtained reflecting the consistency 

of internal organization of clusters from one cluster to the next. 

Technical Results 

The subjects who studied passages organized by either name or 

attribute recalled more than subjects who studied passage without an 

organizational pattern. Preference was also found for the name 

clustering strategy In contrast to the attribute strategy. The adoption 

of the less-preferred attribute strategy was gradual when the subject 

studied the attribute passage and was free to choose his own 

clustering strategy compared to a condition which was similar in all 

respects except that the attribute strategy was imposed. One of the 

most Interesting findings was that incongruence between passage organiza- 

tion and clustering strategy resulted in more recall than congruence. 

Educational Implications 

These findings underline the importance of making the organizational 

pattern of learning materials apparent to the learner. The learner must 

concentrate on defining an organizational pattern for loose and 

unstructured textual materials if recall of the material is not to be 

Impaired. Moreover, the more organizational cues the instructor 

provides for the learners, the greater the recall.  Since often textual 

material contains both names and attributes, the characteristics of both 

dimensions should be brought to the learner's attention. 
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Implications for Further Research 

Th'i present study can be extended In at least two directions. 

One tact Is to examine the effect of the matrix clustering strategy, 

Implied by the use of a system of secondary organization In the present 

study, on recall and on other processes such as Inference-making. 

In addition, the learner's clustering strategies and their relation to 

recall could be examined when the Instructional materials are presented 

orally (i.e., approximating a lecture form) rather than In textual form. 
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The Effects of Congruence Between Passage Organization and an Imposed 

Strategy on Clustering and Recall of Textual Materials 

Francis J. Di Vesta, Charles B. Schultz, and Timothy R. Dangel 

Textual materials can be organized into paragraphs in which the 

central organizing elements is a concept name or a concept attribute, 

or the statements can be placed in paragraphs which have little or no 

apparent organizational structure-  For example, the sentence, "Atweena 

(concept name) is an Island nation (concept attribute)," can be placed 

in a paragraph with other statements about Atweena (e.g., "In Atweena, 

the society is largely industrial"), In a paragraph with statements 

about the geography of different nations (e.g., "A mountainous terrain 

characterizes much of Egtama"), or in a paragraph with randomly selected 

statements.  Just as passages may be organized according to concept 

name or attribute, learners themselves may subjectively cluster 

statements in a passage using similar rules in an effort to facilitate 

learning and improve retention. 

In earlier studies, Frase (1969) and Schultz & Di Vesta (1972) 

have demonstrated that passages organized by name or attribute result 

in greater recall than passages without an organizational pattern, 

that clustering in recall is Influenced by passage organization, and 

that the concept name clustering strategy is preferred over the concept 

attribute strategy.  Since clerical employees and high school students, 

respectively, were used as subjects in these experiments, the present 
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Investigation provides a basis for generalizing these findings to other 

populations, college students, who presumably are more adept verbally 

and who have had more experience studying textual materials with 

different organizational patterns, were employed. 

A particularly interesting finding from the Schultz & Di Vesta 

(1972) study was that name and attribute clustering strategies were 

adopted at different rates. Thus, concept name clustering strategy 

was found to be used in the first encounter with the passage organized 

by name, but the concept attribute strategy was adopted only after 

several exposures to the passage organized by attribute.  The data 

imply that when the dominant clustering strategy is congruent with 

the passage organization, it Is immediately adopted; when the subordinate 

strategy Is congruent with the passage, it Is gradually adopted perhaps 

because of Interference from the dominant strategy.  This implication, 

stated as an hypothesis, was tested directly in the experimental design 

of the present study. Accordingly, subjects were required to adopt 

either the dominant strategy, the subordinate strategy or, in a third 

treatment, were free to adopt any strategy they wished to use. 

Finally, Schultz & Di Vesta (1972) found that recall was impaired 

and errors more frequent during the first trial of learning a passage 

organized by attribute when reliance on the incongruent name strategy 

was presumably greatest.  This finding implies that a clustering 

strategy which is Incongruent with the organizational structure of the 

passage may Inhibit learning and retention of textual materials. 

Accordingly, It was hypothesized, for the present study, that the 

imposition of a clustering strategy which was congruent with the passage 

organisation would result in greater recall and fewer errors than when 
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the imposed passage and clustering strategy were Incongruent with the 

passage organization. 

Method 

Design 

College students were given three trials to learn a passage which 

described six Imaginary nations. Each trial was comprised of a brief 

study period followed by a free-recall test.  After the third trial, 

subjects completed a task which was intended to prevent rehearsal of 

the passage before the administration of a fourth free-recall test. 

The number of correct responses and clustering ratios were obtained 

on each free-recall test. 

Three levels of passage organization (concept name, concept 

attribute, and random sentence sequence) were orthogonally crossed 

with three sets of instructions for grouping the statements in the 

passage (name grouping, attribute grouping, and no specific grouping 

instructions). These manipulations imply a 3 x 3 x 4 mixed analysis 

of variance design, with repeated measures on the last factor, the 

free-recall test. 

Subjects 

The 99 subjects were undergraduate students enrolled in an 

Introductory educational psychology course at The Pennsylvania State 

University.  Students were awarded standard score points toward their 

grade for participation in the experiment. The experimental sessions 

were conducted with groups of nine subjects, each of whom was randomly 

assigned to a different experimental condition. 
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Experimental Materials 

The study passage was similar to that used In the earlier experiment 

(Schultz & Di Vesta, 1972).  It consisted of 36 statements describing 

six imaginary nations called Atweena, Brontus, Egrama, Nurovia, 

Bismania, and Galblon,  The geography, government, mood, technology, 

population growth, and birth rate were described for each nation.  It 

was possible, therefore, to use the same 36 statements to construct 

three passages with different organizational patterns. In one the 

statements were arranged into six paragraphs each with six sentences 

about the same nation.  In a second organizational pattern, each 

paragraph was comprised of statements about the same attribute. A 

third passage contained six paragraphs with statements randomly selected 

from the same pool of statements as that used in the preceding conditions. 

Procedure 

The experiment was conducted In a language laboratory.  Each of the 

nine subjects worked in an Isolated booth and wore earphones.  Only 

the timing signals and instructions for all phases of the experiment 

were tape-recorded and received by the subject as he read a printed 

version of the instructions included in an answer booklet.  The 

language laboratory facility permitted the simultaneous presentation 

of instructions for nine different experimental conditions. 

The subject's task was to learn a passage containing descriptions 

of six imaginary nations.  Each study-recall trial consisted of a 

3-min. study period, during which time subjects were instructed to read 

and study the complete passage without the assistance of notes, and a 

6-mln. writing period, during which time they were Instructed to write 

down all the statements they could remember (i.e., the free-recall test). 
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Organization treatments  One experimental varldHcn consisted of 

manipulating the organization of the passage as described in the 

Materials section.  Briefly, some subjects read a passage with paragraphs 

organized by name, (Concept Name Passage), while others studied a 

passage with paragraphs organized by attribute (Concept Attribute 

Passage) or a passage comprised of randomly ordered statements (Random 

Order Passage). 

Instructional sets. One-third of the subjects assigned to each 

of the organization treatments were Instructed to learn the passage by 

grouping the material according to the concept name (Concept Name 

Instructions). Another one-third of the subjects assigned to each of 

the organization treatments were given Instructions to learn the passage 

by grouping the material by concept attribute (Concept Attribute 

Instructions). 

The remaining third of the subjects assigned to each of the 

organization treatments were instructed to either rehearse the state- 

ments, to group them, to use a mnemonic "gimmick," or to use whatever 

plan or strategy they felt would help them remember the passage (No 

Organizational Instructions). 

Intervening task. Following the third trial, subjects were given 

a ten-minute task designed to prevent rehearsal of the passage and to 

provide a measure of memory decay. The Intervening task was based on 

procedures used in the Peterson & Peterson (1959) study of short-term 

memory. The subjects first heard a three-consonant syllable which waa 

immediately followed by a three-digit number. The number served as a 

reference point from which subjects counted backwards aloud by threes 

(or fours) in time with a signal presented at half-second intervals 
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before attempting to recall the syllable. There were 12 such trials 

administered.  For the first four trials, the time spent counting 

backwards was three seconds; for the second four trials, the time was 

six seconds; and for the last four trials, subjects counted for nine 

seconds.  Immediately following the short-term memory task, a fourth 

free-recall test was administered without a study period. 

Association test. An association test followed the fourth writing 

period.  For this task, 12 cue statements from the passage were read 

to the subjects. They were instructed to respond to each statement by 

writing the first statement from the paragraph that came to mind. For 

example, when the cue, "Egrama is characterized by a mountainous 

terrain," was read, the subject could respond with another statement 

about Egrama (suggesting name organization) or with a statement about 

the geography of a different country (suggesting attribute organization). 

Since each cue statement contained a name and an attribute, subject's 

responses could be analyzed to determine the ratio of name or attribute 

associations he made. A score based on the association test was computed 

by subtracting attribute ratio from name ratio and adding 1.00. This 

procedure yielded a range of zero to two. Low scores reflect attribute 

clustering while high scores reflect name clustering. 

A post-experimental questionnaire was administered at the 

conclusion of the experiment. The subject was asked to describe his 

strategy for learning the statements in the passage. The subject rated 

the instructions for grouping the statements on a scale consisting of 

the following points: very helpful, somewhat helpful, neither helpful 

nor interfering, somewhat Interfering, or very interfering. The subject 

also listed his credits in history and the social sciences. 
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Scoring 

Iho t roc-ii'i.il I protocol» were scored according to proccdurts 

dcdirlbed m re tully by BdMlil & Dt Vttti (1972).  They con»illed of 

obCdlnlnK measures ot correct statements recalled, name cluattring 

ratios (which retlect the amount ot 'rganizaticn in free-recall by 

concept name) and attribute clustering ratios (which reflect the amount 

of organizatioM in ; i.-i-ii i.: by concept attribute) 

For scoring purposes a "cluster" was defined as two or more 

consecutive statements about the same name or about the same attribute. 

Another score was also obtained, to retlect the degree of consistency 

of organization across cijsters for a given trial  It showed whether the 

sequence of statements within the dominant bases for organization 

(i.e., name or attribute) was in the same inter-cluster order. Thus, 

for example, If the dominant basis for organization was name, the 

statements would be organized within each name by attributes. With 

perfect consistency (represented by a score ot 1 0) the attributes would 

be recalled in exactly the same order from one cluster to the next. 

With complete inconsistency represented by a score of zero, the order 

of attributes recalled in one  luster would bear no relationship to the 

order of attributes recalled in the subsequent clusters. 

Results* 

Analyses were conducted ot clustering scores and statements correctly 

recalled, on each of the four free-recall trials.  Additional analyses 

were made ot the association scores and the sequence within clusters (SWC) 

scores for the fourth trial.  Newman-Keuls procedures were used for all 

multiple comparisons (£ *   .05).  Because of heterogeneity of variance in 

All analyses of variance referred to in this section are summarized in 
Table 2. 
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the analyses of repeated measures, corrections were made for analyses 

of independent (nested) factors with heterogeneous variances and for 

analyses based on repeated measures. 

induction of Treatments 

The association test was used to determine the extent to which the 

experimental conditions were induced. High scores (i.e., up to 2.0) 

reflect name organization and low scores (i.e. , to 0.0) reflect 

attribute organization. An analysis of variance of these data yielded 

£ (2,90) ■ 9.35, £ < .01 for the effect due to passage organization 

in which the following order of means was obtained: X = 1.55 for the 

Concept Name Passage (CNF) organization, X = 1.26 for the Random Order 

Passage (ROP) organization, and X s .87 for the Concept Attribute 

Passage (CAP) organization. The ROP and CNF organizations differed 

from the CAP organization (£ < .05), but not from each other. The 

analysis of variance of free association scores yielded F (2,90) = 

3.53, £ < .05 for the effect due to instructions. Mean scores for the 

Concept Name Instructions (CNI), No Organization Instructions (NO.), 

and Concept Attribute Instructions (CAI) groups were X = 1.47, X = 1.08, 

and X ■ 1.14, respectively. The scores for the CNI group were greater 

than those of the CAI and NOI groups (£ < .05) which did not differ 

from each other. Thus, in both the passage organization and instructional 

set treatments, the scores of the CN and CA groups differed from each 

other on the association test. These results implied that the type 

of organization (name or attribute) employed by the subject was influenced 

or induced by cues from both the passage and the instructions. 
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Clustering 

Separate analyses of variance were made on the amount of name 

clustering and attribute clustering during recalls  An additional 

analysis was made of scores which reflect the consistency of the 

sequence of the order of statements within clusters (SWC). A summary 

of the means based on the clustering scores is presented in Table L 

Name clustering.  The analysis of variance of name clustering 

ratios yielded F (2,90) - 6.66, £ < .01 for the effect due to passage 

organization.  The mean name clustering scores for the three passage 

organizations were X * 68.70 tor :.he CNP organization, X » 48.75 for the 

CAP organization, and A • 45.63 for the ROP organization.  According 

to the Newman-Keuls tests, the name clustering ratio for the CNP 

organization was higher than those for the CAP and ROP organizations 

which did not differ from each other.  The analysis of variance of name 

clustering scores yielded F (2,90) « 35.20, £ ■ .01 tor the effect due 

to instructions.  The mean scores for CN1, CAI, and the N01 conditions 

were X » 85.23, X - 49.54, and X - 28,30 respectively-  The name 

clustering ratios for each group were significantly different ftcm each 

of the other groups (£   05). 

Attribute clustering.  The analysis of the attribute clustering 

ratio yielded F (2,90) ■ 5,01, £   01 for the efrect due to passage 

organization In which the tatius oi the CAP organizatlcn (X ■ 49 92) 

and the ROP organization (X ^ 3i.80> were higher than these ot the CNP 

organization (X - 22.56).  The CAP and ROP organizations did not differ 

from each other.  A similar analysis ot the attribute clustering ratio 

for the effect due to instructions yielded F (2,90) - 39.19, £   01 in 

which each instructional group is different from the ethers.  Hie means 
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Table 1 

Summary of Mean Scores on Each Dependent Variable 

For Each of the Experimental Conditions 

Organiza tion of Passage 

Instructions Random Attribute Name Total 

Correct Statements 

None 11.41 12.07 11.57 11.68 
Attribute 9.82 12.41 17.48 13.23 
Name 9.80 14.91 13.25 12.65 

Total 10.34 13.12 14.10 

Name Clustering Ratios 

None 41.91 42.18 64.52 49.54 
Attribute 29.52 13.45 41.93 28.30 
Name 65.45 90.61 99.63 85.23 

Total 45.63 48.75 68.70 

Attr ibute Clustering Ratios 

None 25.95 43.68 15.68 28.44 
Attribute 56.02 81.20 50.98 62.73 
Name 13.41 3.89 .98 6.09 

Total 31.80 42.92 22.54 

Inter-Cluster Cons Lit ency (Fourth Tr ial Only) 
None 31.27 59.09 48.82 46.39 
Attribute 50.36 67.00 91.36 69.58 
Name 47.91 81.45 89.23 72.70 

Total 43.18 69.18 76.30 

Ratings of Instructions 

None 2.91 2.55 2.73 2.77 
Attribute 2.64 2.55 1.82 2.33 
Niime 2.36 2.00 2.45 2.27 

Total 2.63 2.36 2.33 
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of these groups were: X » 62.74 for CAI, X » 28.44 for NOI, and X = 6.10 

for CN1. The analysis of the effect due to trials yielded F (3,270) = 

4.77, £ < .01. Mean scores on Trial 1 (X = 27.27) differed from Trial 3 

(X = 33.99) and Trial 4 (X = 36.31) but not from Trial 2 (X = 32.11). 

The analysis of attribute clustering ratios yielded a three-way 

interaction (F [12,270] = 2.08, £ < .05) for Instructions, Organization 

and Trials. None of the two-way interactions were found to be significant 

(£ > .10).  In order to examine the triple interaction in more detail, 

an analysis of simple effects for the Trials x Instruction interaction 

was conducted at each level of passage organization. At the CNP and ROP 

organization levels, there were no Trial x Instructions in eractions. 

However, a Trial x Instructions interaction was obtained at the CAP 

organization level (F (6,90] » 3.67, £ ^ .05). As can be seen in Figure 1, 

subjects in the CAI and CNI conditions do not change in their use of the 

attribute clustering strategy across trials.  However, according to the 

Newman-Keuls test, attribute clustering scores in Trials 1 and 2 differed 

from those on Trials 3 and 4 for subjects in the NOI group. On Trial 1 

attribute clustering scores for the CA Instructions group were higher 

than those of the NOI and CNI groups which did not differ from each 

other.  By Trial 4, attribute ratios of both the CAI and NOI groups were 

higher than those of the CNI group, but not different from each other. 

This finding clearly supports the hypothesis that the adoption of a 

subordinate clustering strategy is gradual, occurring only after 

several encounters with a passage characterized by a given organization 

(i.e., name or attribute). 
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It was also hypothesized that unlike the gradual adoption of the 

concept attribute clustering strategy when no organization instructions 

were provided, the concept name clustering strategy would be adopted 

in the first trial.  In order to test the interaction implied by this 

hypothesis, a clustering score was required which would reflect both 

concept name and attribute factors.  Accordingly, a combined clustering 

score was obtained as fellows:  concept name ratio - concept attribute 

ratio + 100.  High scores (cp to 200) imply name organization and low 

scores (to 0.0) imply attribute clustering. 

A contrast to test the Interaction between name and attribute 

passage organization in Trial 1 and Trial ^ for subjects in the NO 

Instruction group yielded t (2-0) - 267, £  .01.  The means for the 

above analysis are graphically displayed in Figure 2 where it may be 

seen that the clustering data cleatly imply that the strategy of 

organizing by name was immediately adopted and maintained, while the 

adoption of the clustering strategy oi organizing by attribute was very 

gradual over trials.  By Trial 4, the CNP organization dittered 

significantly from the CAP organization (t_ (90] - 2.05, £  .05). This 

finding replicates an earlier ere obtained by bchultz & Di Vesta (1972) 

on the selection of dominant and subordinate strategies. 

Internal consistency et c lusters- The analy-ib made ot »-he amount 

of sequencing within clusters (SWC) wete obtained Eroa Trial <*,  the means 

for which are sununatized en Table 1  The analysis ot SUC's yielded 

F (2,90) ■ 1A.79, £  .001 lor the ettect due cc organization-  The 

direction of the mean SWC s.ores were as i.liows: X * 76 30 tor CN 

organization, X ■ 69.18 tct CAP oigamzaticn, and X ■ 43.18 for ROF 

organization.  The CAP and CNP organizaticns difteied tron the ROP 
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organization, but not from each other.  A similar analysis of the effect 

of instructions yielded F (2,90) • 10.05, £ ' .001.  Scores for the CAI 

(X = 72.70) and the CN1 (X - 69.58) conditions were higher than for the 

NCI condition (X = 46.39) but not from each other. 

In order to determine whether one strategy was more dominant than 

the other in the present study, a _t test of correlated means of the name 

and attribute clustering ratios was made (McNemar, 1969, p. 113-114). 

This analysis yielded t^ (98) = 3.11, £ < .01, implying preference for 

name over attribute strategies, thereby providing direct support for 

earlier findings by Frase (;969j and Schultz & Di Vesta (1972). 

Recall of Correct Statements 

The analysis ot variance of statements correctly recalled yielded 

£ < 1.0 for the effecr. due to instrtcticns.  A similai analysis ot the 

effect due to passage organization yielded F (2,90) • 5.94, £ < .01 in 

which both CNF (X ^ 14 10) and CAP (X = 13 13) recalled more than the 

ROP group (X • 10.34) but did not differ from each other. A Passage 

Organization x Irstiuctions interaction was also obtained (F (4,90) ■ 

2.78, £  .05) as represented in Figure 3.  A ccmpanscn ot simple 

effects with the Newman-Keulo test yielded the following: (a) recall 

by the NCI group did not ditter across dltterent passage .. rgonizaticn 

treatments; (b) recall by the CN1 group was greater in both the CNP and 

CAP treatments than in the ROF treatment; (c) recall by the CAI gro' 

was greater In the CNP treatment than in the CAP or ROP treatments; and 

(d) recall by the CAI group with the CNP treatment was greater than that 

of the CNI and NOI groups who aisc studied the CNP passage  Thus, the 

interaction effect appears to be attributable largely to the superior 
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recall ot subjects with concept nan« instruct Ion« who studied the 

concept attribute passage. 

The analysis o: variance ol correct statements also yielded a 

significant effect, F (3,270) - 206.51, £ « 01, due to trials, as well 

as a significant Trials x Organization interaction, F (6,270) - 2 52, 

£ <  .05). The nost iupoitam teatures el (his interaction, displayed 

in Figure A, is the tendency tot recall in the ROP group to become 

increasingly depressed reiative to that of the CKP and CAP groups, with 

additional trials, until by Trial <• it was significantly lower than the 

two groups receiving organized passages. 

Effect of Congtuency Between Piasage Otganizaticn and Insttu tional Sets 

A primary interest in the present study was the comparison ot 

recall by subjects whose passage organization was either congruent or 

incongruent with the clustering Instructions they received.  It was 

hypothesized that congruence between passage and instructions would 

result In greater recall than incongruence. The means for statements 

correctly recalled endet these conditions are summarized in Table 1 

There It may be seen *hat the results are oppcsite to the hypothesized 

direction; thus, scores tor groups in which both manipulations were 

congruent (i.e., attribute passage-attribute insituctions and name 

passage-name instructions) were lower than Fcotes for groups in which 

both manipulations were incongruent (i.e. , attribute passage-name 

instructions and name passage-at:nbute instructions). A test ot the 

interaction implied by the dire.tier of these means yielded t (90) • 

2.43, £ < .02 indicating signiticancly greater recall when the passage 

organization and clustering strategies were incongruent than when they 

were congruent. 
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The results described In the afotegolng paragraph,  and based upon 

recall scores, were supported by subjects'   ratings of  the helpfulness 

of the instructional  treatments.     These subjective reports provide an 

Independent  rating inasmuch as the subjects received no evaluatlonal 

feedback, neither norm-referenced or criterion-referenced,  about  their 

performance.     The analysis ot particular  Interest  is that concerned 

with the interaction between Name and Attribute  Instructional  Sets aid 

Name and Attribute Passage Organization.     The  interaction contiast 

Involving these  four cells yielded £ (90)  - 2.18, £ <   .05  >   .02. 

As may be seen in Table 1, the magnitude of  these ratings varied directly 

with the magnitude of  the recall scores.     Thus, when passage organization 

and instructional set were incongruent  the instructions were raced as more 

helpful  (represented by lower scores)  than when two variables were 

congruent. 

Discussion 

Several findings from the present study support those reported 

earlier by Frase  (1969) and Schultz & Di Vesta (1972).    One of the 

fundamental results was that subjects who studied passages organized in 

some manner  (i.e., either by name or attribute) were able to recall more 

information than those subjects who studied passages without an 

organizational pattern.    Apparently, statements acquire more meaning 

when they are grouped into what may be called higher order memory units 

and, as a result are more readily accessible at the time of recall. 

The fact that more ideas were recalled from organized passages  than  from 

unorganized ones is compatible with the notion that organization is an 

important component of meaning or cognitive structure  (Ausubel,  1968), 
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Higher recall In this instance ct organized passages retlects the 

existence of larger memory units (see, e.g., Tulving & Patkau, 1962). 

Another result in this study provided support for the dominance 

of the name clustering strategy during recall. As Indicated by Schultz & 

Di Vesta, (1972) this preference for the name clustering strategy over 

the attribute clustering strategy may be due to the history of the 

learner whose primary experience has been with organisation of attributes 

within broad conceptual categories (i.e., name) which act as subsumers. 

An alternative explanation, and perhaps more Important one from the 

standpoint of instructional strategy, would suggest that there are 

fewer names and that their labels are easily discriminated. The 

attributes, although also six in number, have six values each. 

Accordingly, all attributes and their respective values comprise a 

.arger (n - 36) set and are not readily discriminated or associated 

with the appropriate label (or name) without a great deal of experience 

on ttw part of the learner. It is apparent that in such learning, 

the name can be acquired in a one-stage process whereby one name is 

stored as a dlscrlmlnable unit from another. Then when the attributes 

aru to be associated with them, the attributes are subsumed as specific 

entities. However, when attributes are employed as organizing units, 

the individual who attempts to associate each entity with a name will 

have 36 independent statements to recall (e.g., Bismanla is 

mountainous; Egrama is a flat plain; etc.)  This procedure is certain 

to produce a great deal ot memory strain unless the learner organizes 

the material into another set of higher order units such as geographical 

features, modes of transportation, and the like.  But even this strategy 

requires an additional stage in learning compared to the strategy of 
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learning by nane first.  It requires the learner to Identify the 

distinctions among names, the structure of the set of attributes, and 

the values within each set.  Because this strategy requires additional 

effort In the Initial stages of learning It Is less likely to be 

adopted immediately (or spontaneously) by the learner. 

Aii especially unique feature of this study was the derivation of a 

score for Intercluster consistency which, in effect, takes into account 

clustering strategies based on two levels of organization.  It appears 

that such organization is especially Important to prose (i.e., 

connected discourse). For example, the learner first organizes by name 

and then by attribute within name.  Reflected in the data obtained from 

the subjects In this study, was the finding that there is consistency 

even In the subordinate levels of organization- that is, when the 

primary organization was by name, the subject in the later stages of 

learning also organized the secondary level to retain an order among 

attributes, from one name to the next. As shown in Table 1, the set of 

four cells In the present study which were characterized by the highest 

Intercluster consistency were those that were cued by both passage 

organization and by instructions.  The passage that was characterized 

by the least Intercluster consistency was mat in which cues were not 

provided by either treatment. The treatments in which cues were 

provided either by passage organization or^ by instructions (but not both) 

were In between these two extremes. Accordingly, the availability of 

the hypotheses regarding which strategies facilitate recall affect the 

degree of both primary and secondary organization. 

Of special interest in the present study was the finding that 

incongruency between passage organization and instructional treatmentb 
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facilitated recall et ccrrecc i'acement» to a gteatet extent than did 

congruency.  This tlndlnR did not support the initial hypothesis that 

instructions to employ a given strategy would sunate with congruent 

passage organization to fa.ilitate recall. Nevertheless, these findings 

can be clearly explained in terms of Restle's (1962) model. He 

contends that difficulties in cue learning ate encountered when the 

subject employs strategies that conflict with the strategies intended 

by the experimenter.  Such situations ate encountered when the subject 

is given a passage organized according to attribute with no Instructions 

other than those to memorize and, later, to recall the material-  The 

subject then has difticiilty because he must now abandon the dominant 

name strategy. Accordingly, the learning curve data, based on 

performance of the group that must learn the passage organized by 

attributes, reflects a gradual change from the strategy cf organizing 

by name to the strategy of otganlzing by attribute. The gradual 

adoption of a strategy, where the correct strategy is not clear, differs 

radically from the rather abrupt and spontaneous adoption by the group 

instructed to use the appropriate (attribute) strategy. This is a 

clear replication of one repotted eatlier by Schultz & Di Vesta (1972). 

The statement by Johnson, Fishkin and Bourne (1966) that: " . instructions 

which include explicit labels for stimulus dimensions, which Indicate 

only one dimension will be relevant and which demonstrate a possible 

solution to a problem all combine to indi.ee a hypothesis-testing type 

of situation (p. 70]" seems as appropriate to the adoption of a 

strategy of selecting a basis for organizing connected discourse material 

as it is to concept learning 
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-lowever, the main thesis of. Restle's (1962) model is supported in 

this study by the eflet of the interaction between passage organization 

(i.e., name and attribute only) and instructional treatment (i.e., 

name and attribute only) on recall, where incongruency appeared to be 

more facilitative than congruency.  Furthermore, it will be recalled 

that the subjects rated the incongruent conditions as more helpful 

than the conditions in which the instructional sets coincided with 

passage organization.  These results can be explained on the basis that 

incongruent Instructions tend to define, tor the learner, the two 

fundamental rules for organizing the material to be learned.  In fact, 

by employing these two rules he can form a matrix (and it is likely 

under the conditions of this particular experiment that he will do so) 

that would eventually permit him to make application (transfer) to a 

variety of situations.  This conclusion is parallel with one by Hagen, 

Meacham, and Mesibov (1970) who indicate that "Verbal labels which are 

imposed externally are irrelevant, and even distracting for the 

individual who does not utilize them for task performance [p. 57]." 

In the present task, when a name organization is imposed, the attribute 

instructions provide supplementary information; similarly, for 

attribute organization with name instructions.  Thus, the two rules are 

given, one implied in the organization and the other induced by 

instructions, and consistent with Hagan, Meacham, & Mcsxbcv's (1970) 

comment is the implication that instructions, as presented in a task 

involving two dominant strategies, even though superficially incongruent 

with passage organization, need net  be irrelevant unless they cannot be, 

or are chosen not to be used by the subject when performing the task. 
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Apparently, the subject found them useful since the data imply that he 

did use them and, in addition, he rated them as helpful.  In actuality, 

"incongruent" instructions in a task involving two strategies are more 

informative than congruent ones inasmuch as they exhaust the space that 

must be scanned by the learner, thereby facilitating his performance as 

it did in the present experiment. 
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Summary 

Recitation Strategies II: The Effects of a Learner-Sustaining 

Climate and Encoding on Retention of Facilitators and Debilitators 

Charles B. Schultz and Timothy R. Dangel 

Technical Problem 

Recitation has been found tc be a stressful condition which 

improves retention for some learners (facilitators) and depresses 

learnin'; for others (debilitators). One reason for the relatively low 

performance of debilitators may be that they disrupt short-term storage 

with task-irrelevant thoughts associated with anxiety-producing sitmuli. 

The debilitative effects of these intrusions may be reduced by minimizing 

the threat to the learner's self-esteem which is posed by the recitation 

situation and by requiring the learner to encode instructlonally 

relevant information.  It was expected that a learner-sustaining climate 

and translation of recitation answers would facilitate retention oi 

debilitators compared to a directive climate and verbatim response mode. 

General Methodology 

Groups of six Ss recited answers to 18 recitation questions asked 

by E by finding the answers from printed textual material.  The Ss were 

evenly divided between facilitators and debilitators according to the 

Achievement Anxiety Test. Climate was manipulated by minimizing the 

evaluative aspect of the recitation exercise for half of the Ss 

(sustaining) and emphasizing it for the c.hers (directive).  Finally, 
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half the Ss were instructed to translate their answers in the printed 

material while the remainder were told to make verbatim responses.  A 

30-ltem multiple-choice test was given after the recitation period.  This 

test included 18 items based on the answers to the recitation questions 

(intentional learning) and 12 items based on information included in the 

printed material but which Ss were not directed to examine (incidental 

learning). The State Anxiety Test was administered immediately after 

the recitation period and again after the multiple-choice test. 

Technical Results 

The sustaining climate was particularly effective in facilitating 

retention of information which was Instructionally relevant, but which 

Ss were not directed to examine by the recitation questions. The 

translation response mode was especially effective in improving 

retention of the answers given to the recitation questions during the 

experimental "class." The retention scores of debilitators in the 

sustaining-translation condition were higher than of debilitators in 

the directive-verbatim condition. 

Educational Implications 

The present findings can be applied to instructional settings 

quite directly. Clearly, it is important for instructors to provide 

opportunities for learners to put the material they study into "their 

own words." The findings suggest impromptu responding and oral presenta- 

tions from notes rather than the reading of reports prepared by the 

student or by others. This is particularly necessary when the learning 

occurs In moderately stressful conditions such as in the recitation 

exercise. The maintenance of a learner-sustaining climate facilitates 
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incidental learning for all students, but is a condition which improves 

both Incidental and intentional learning for debilitators. 

Implications for  Further Research 

The present  sutdy could be elaborated upon.    Advanced organizers, 

labels,  and other devices to facilitate encoding may also have facilitative 

effects on the retention of  debilitators.     Climate variables could also 

be manipulated.    These variables  include the use of direct and indirect 

categories of teacher verbal behavior which are important components of 

many instruments used in systematic observation of classroom verbal 

behavior. 
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Recitation Strategies 11: The Effects of a Leairer-Sustainlng 

Climate and Encoding on Retention of Facilitators and Debllltators 

Charles B Schultz and Timothy R, Dangel 

A relatively large proportion of instruction is given to recitation 

exercises (Gall, 1970; Hoetkei and Ahlbrand, 1969)  At least two 

important elements ot recitatJon techniques, questions and speaking 

before a got up, have been found to be Stressors which create anxiety 

(Kubis, 19-?; Zajonc, 1966).  However, all learners may not benefit 

equally fiom stress produced by recitation. Persons characterized as 

facilitators by the Achievement Anxiety Test (Alpert and Haber, 1960) 

retained more from reciting than debllltators, whose retention 

decreased as the rate of recitation increased (Schultz, 1970)  The 

relatively poor performance of debllltators may be due to their tendency 

to "overload" short-term storage with Intrusions of Irrelevant thoughts 

associated with anxiety (Satason, et al , 1960).  In the case of 

recitation, these intrusions may Include thoughts brought on by the 

learner's anticipation of being called upon to recite and by his relief 

after reciting or not being called upon. 

The purpose of the present experiment is to identify Instructional 

treatments which reduce the debilitating effects of Intrusions created 

by recitation.  One possible treatment is to minimize the threat to 

The authors acknowledge the assistance of the students and administration 
of the Altoona High School, Altcona, Pennsylvania.  In particular, they 
are Indebted to the gracious cooperation extended by Mrs Grace Epright, 
Head Guidance Counselor- 
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self-esteem posed by recitation and thereby make the occurrence of 

intrusions less likely. Presumably, the threat to self-esteem is 

intensified when the learner feels his actions are being evaluated and 

reduced when evaluation is minimal. Accordingly, intrusions may be 

directly related to the extent to which the learner is "put on the spot" 

in the recitation situation. For the purposes of the present research, 

it was assumed that a sustaining instructional climate which was designed 

to support the learner is less of a threat to self-esteem than a 

directive climate which was designed to emphasize the evaluation of the 

learner by peers and an authority. 

It also may be possible to override the disruptive effects of 

intrusions which do occur by requiring the learner to encode instruc- 

tionally relevant information. Encoding, transforming input, or otherwise 

relating new responses to existing elements in the learner's cognitive 

structure is necessary to transfer information from short-term memory 

store to long-term storage (Atkinson and Shiffrin, 1968). One way of 

requiring encoding is to have the learner put the answer in his own 

words. As a consequence of translating, the learner must relate the 

new response to existing elements in his cognitive structure. Thus, 

the act of translation may require processing information so it is 

transferable to and retrievable from long-term storage.  On the other 

hand, verbatim repetitions emphasize rehearsal rather than encoding and 

are, thereby, more subject to decay and the disruptive effects of 

intrusions. 

Based on this rationale, a major expectation of this study is that 

translation in a sustaining climate facilitates retention of debilitators 

compared to debilitators in other conditions. 
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Method 

Design 

Each S In a group cf  six responded ic three recitation questions 

by finding and reciting answers from printed textual material. Half of 

these Ss were selected as taclluators based on their extreme scores on 

the Achievement Anxiety Test (Alpert and Habet, 1960) while the 

remainder were judged as debllltatjrs.  Climate was varied by emphasizing 

or minimizing the evaluation of the Ss responses before the group and by 

withholding or offering praise after each response.  These manipulations 

were designed to produce a directive or a sustaining climate- Half 

of the Ss in each climate condition were instructed to make verbatim 

responses while the remalndei were cold to translate the answers into 

their own words. These manipulations imply a 2 x 2 x 2 factorial 

analysis of variance design with two levels of climate (directive and 

sustaining), two levels ot response mode (verbatim and translation), and 

two personality types (debilltators and facilitators). 

Subjects 

The Ss were 72 seniors from a local high school who were drawn from 

a larger pool of students who took the Anxiety Achievement Test (AAT) 

Two groups were defined by their extreme scores on the AAT as follows: 

debilltators were high scorers on the debilitating scale (X ■ 3^-17) 

and low scorers on the facilitating scale (X * 19.33) while facilitators 

were low scorers on the debilitating scdle (X - 20.79) and high scorers 

on the facilitating scale (X - 29.42). Three facilitatcrs and 

debilltators were randomly assigned to the recitation sessions-  When 
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students who were randomly assigned to an experimental session were 

unavailable due to absence or scheduling conflicts, other students 

were assigned to take their place  The scores ot these "fillers" were 

not included in the analyses.  The missing students were reassigned tc 

a later session. 

Experimental Materials 

The experimental materials were identical tc those used in an 

earlier study (Schultz, 1970)  Briefly, they consisted ot a set of 

36 slides each of which contained a sentence or bnet paragraph which 

described an experiment on attitude change.  Printed versions ct the 

slides were used by Ss to identify answers to 18 recitation questions 

asked by E.  These questions were factual in nature and easily answered 

from the printed material. 

Procedures 

The experiment was deicribed tc S as a lesson with three parts: a 

brief slide presentation, a recitaiion period in which S would search 

for and recite answers to questions asked by E, and a test on the 

information presented during the experimental lesson  During the first 

stage, 36 slides were projected at eight second intervals providing only 

enough time for rapid scanning ct their contents. The slides contained 

a modified description of the Festinger and Carismith (1959) study of 

the cognitive effects of forced compliance. The criglnal version was 

modified to make it more understandable tc high school students. 

Printed versions of the slides were then distributed tor use during the 

recitation period. Before the recitation period, Ss received instructions 

designed to induce the experimental conditions. 
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Treatments. The purpose of the directive climate was to emphasize 

the evaluation of the learner during recitation.  These Ss were 

instructed as follows: 

It is important that you understand why you are reciting 
in this lesson. The reason we are asking you to recite 
is to find out whether you know or at least can find the 
right answer.  You'll help ue by making sure your answer 
is correct. 

The sustaining treatment was designed to minimize the evaluation of 

the learner during recitation. These Ss were instructed as follows: 

It is Important that you understand Jhy you are reciting 
in this lesson. The reason we are asking you to recite 
is not to find out whether you know or can find the 
answer, jut Just to share your answer with the others 
and to make sure every one gets the same answers. You'll 
help us by sharing your three answers with the rest of 
the group. 

Each correct answer given by S.i in the sustaining condition was 

verbally reinforced by E who responded with, "Good," "Right," "That's 

it," etc. When a correct answer was given by Ss in the directive 

condition, E merely went on to Che next recitation question. In both 

conditions, when £ made an error, he was asked to reexamine the printed 

material. 

The climate conditions were orthogonally crossed with the two 

modes of response tteatments. Half of the Ss in each climate condition 

were given verbatim instructions. They were told to repeat the answers 

in the same words as the printed material without making any changes. 

The rest were given translation instructions to the effect that they 

must rephrase the answers in their own words rather than to repeat them 

as they were in the printed material. 
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Measures  Attei the recitation period, the tirst ten items ot the 

State Anxiety Test (Spielberger, Gorsuch, & Lushene, 1968) were 

administered.  The test was represented as a "Self-Evaluation Questionnaire" 

in which Ss were tc describe how they felt during the recitation period. 

Retention was measured with a 30 item multiple-choice test which 

provided indicies of intentional learning (information included In 

answers tc recitation questions), incidental learning (information not 

recited but included on the slides and printed material), and recitation 

learning (answers to the questions £ recited).  Before giving the test, 

E  attempted to reduce anxiety posed by the test so that any differences 

which were obtained could be attributed to the recitation pericd  They 

were given the following instructions: 

This is more a test of different teaching techniques 
than it is of you.  Unlike the recitation pericd where 
everyone ouid see how well you did, your individual 
test score will not be known to others and is of nc 
interest to us.  Your score will be only one of many 
that are averaged together and lost among other scores. 

Atter the test, Ss completed Items 11 through 20 of the State 

Anxiety Test, this time oslng the completion of the multiple-choice 

test as a reference point 

Results 

The first  ten  items  in the State Anxiety Test were used to 

determine whether the climate conditions wece induced.     The analysis of 

variance of sccres detived from these  itenu yielded £ (1,64)  -  1.23, 

£ >   .05 for  the effect due to climate.    Although this difference was 

not significant,  the mear score of  the sustaining condition   (X -  18.75) 

was lower  than that  of   the directive condition  (X ■ 20.03).     Thus,  the 
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direction of the means was suggestive of induction. A similar analysis 

of State Anxiety yielded F < 1.0 for the effect due to response mode. 

The verbatim response mode (X ■ 19.36) differed little from the transla- 

tion condition (X - 19.41). While deficiencies in response mode were 

not reflected in differences in anxiety, personality differences were. 

An analysis of variance yielded F (1,64) ■ 14.36, £ < .001 in which 

facilitators (X - 17.31) reported less anxiety than did debilitators 

(X - 21.47). 

The last ten items of the State Anxiety Test were administered 

imnediately after the multiple-choice test. The purpose of this 

administration was to determine whether any differences in retention 

which were obtained between the experimental conditions were due to the 

effects of stress produced by recitation or to stress produced by the 

test itself. No differences were obtained between the sustaining 

(X - 19.25) and directive climate (X - 19.64) or between the verbatim 

(X - 19.75) and translation (X - 19.14) response modes. An analysis of 

variance of scores from these items yielded £ < 1.0 for the effect due 

to both climate and response mode treatments. An analysis of the effect 

due to personality yielded F (1,64) ■ 24.34, £ < .001, in which 

facilitators (X - 16.80) once again reported less tension than 

debilitators (X - 22.09). These findings suggest that differences in 

retention due to climate may be the result of stress from the 

recitation period, but do not appear to be due to the stress associated 

with test-taking. On the other hand, it is not clear whether any main 

effects in retention obtained between facilitators and debilitators 

would be due to stress from recitation of from the test situation. 
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In addition to the overall retention score, three sub-scores of 

that measure were also analyzed. The-  Included intentional learning, 

incidental learning, and the learning of answers to Items £ personally 

recited. An analysis of variance of overall retention score yielded 

F (1,64) • 2.92, £ < .09 for the effect due to climate, F (1,64) - 

2.30, £ < .13 for the effect due to response mode, and F (1,64) ■ 2.30, 

£ < .12 for the effect due to personality.  For each analysis, the 

effects were above traditionally accepted levels of significance 

(£ - .05) but in each case, the means were in the expected direction. 

The sustaining scores (X • 14.63) were higher than the directive ifTJi 

(X - 13.17), translation (X - 14.56) higher than verbatim (X - 13.25), 

and facilitation (X - 14.58) higher than debilitators (X - 13.22). 

Scores on items which tested intentional learning were analyzed 

for the effect of climate, response mode, and personality. The effects 

of both climate and personality were not significant (F [1,64] - 1.89, 

£ > .10 for the effect due to personality and £ < 1.0 for the effect 

due to climate). A similar analysis yielded F (1,64) - 3.88, £ < .03 

for the effect due to response mode.  Retention scores of the translation 

group (X ■ 8.94) were higher than those of the verbatim group (X - 7.67). 

The multiple-choice test included 12 items which tapped incidental 

learning, i.e., they required information included on the printed 

material, but which Ss  were not directed to examine by the recitation 

questions.  An analysis of variance of incidental learning yielded 

F (1,64) ■ 5.18, £ < .03 for the effect due to climate.  Retention for 

the sustaining group (X * 6.09) was higher than for the directive 

group (X - 5.11).  Neither the response mode nor personality effects 

were significant (F < 1.0). 
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A furcher analysis was made to determine how well S  retailed 

answers to questions they personally recited in the experimental "class." 

It will be recalled that each S responded to only i ree questions and 

that a different random assignment of questions was made for each 

experimental session. This analysis yielded F (1,64) - 4.88, £ < .03 

for the effect due to response mode, in which retention by the 

translation group (X - 2.03) was greater than by those who made verbatim 

repetitions (X • 1.56). A similar analysis yielded F (1,64) - 2.85, 

£ < .10 for the effect due to personality. Facilitators (X - 1.97) 

retained more than debilitators (X ■ 1.61). The effect due to climate 

yielded F < 1.0. 

An earlier study (Schultz, 1970) found that facilitators scored 

higher than debilitators on measures of intentional and incidental 

learning. The differences in overall retention in the present study 

were consistent in their direction, but marginal in magnitude. Since 

the directive-verbatim (DV) condition was closest to that of the 

earlier experiment, a pairwise comparison of overall learning was made 

between facilitators and debilitators in that group. This analysis 

yielded t^ (64) - 1.16, £ > .10 for the effect due to personality 

(X - 13.56 for facilitators and X * 11.56 for debilitators). An 

analysis of incidental learning yielded t^ (64) ■ 1.97, £ < .05 for the 

effect of personality in which facilitators (X - 5.44) scored higher 

than debilitators (X - 4.67). 

The primary concern of the present experiment was with the retention 

of debilitators. It was hypothesized that both a sustaining climate and 

translation would improve their retention. In order to test this 

hypothesis, a separate analysis was made of the retention scores of 
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debilitators In a 2 x 2 factorial analysis of variance design with two 

levels of climate and two levels of response mode. The results can be 

summarized as follows:  (1) The analysis of overall learning scores 

yielded F (1,32) - 2.10, £ < .16 for the effect due to climate and 

F (1,32) • 2.38, £ < .13 for the effect due to response mode; (2) the 

analysis of Intentional learning yielded F < 1.0 for the effect of 

climate and £ (1,32) ■ 3.27, £ < .08 for the effect due to response mode; 

and (3) the analysis of Incidental learning yielded F (1,32) = 5.19, 

£ < .03 for the effect due to climate and F < 1.0 for the effect due 

to response mode. The means used In this analysis are summarized in 

Figure 1 where it may be seen that both a sustaining climate and 

translation facilitate retention for debilitators. However, the 

beneficial effects of a sustaining climate on the retention of debilita- 

tors is felt primarily on incidental learning while the effect of response 

mode is primarily on Intentional learning. 

One Implication of the present hypothesis xs that the greatest 

differences in retention among debilitators would occur between the 

ST condition where both remedial treatments were experienced and the DV 

condition where ntlther treatment was experienced. The direction of 

the means, summarized in Figure 1, is consistent in this regard. Of 

the four cells containing debilitators, scores of the ST group are 

highest and those of the DV group the lowest on each measure. A 

pariwise comparison of the ST and DV debl litators yielded _t (32) = 

2.12, £ < .05 for overall learning. As represented in Figure la, 

retention of debilitators in the ST condition is not only superior 

to that of other debilitators, particularly those in the DV condition. 
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It approximates the retention of facilitators. The same trend was 

obtained In palrwlse comparisons of retention sub-scores. These 

analyses yielded t (32) ■ 1.68, £ < .05 (one-tailed) for Intentional 

learning and t^ (32) ■ 1.97, £ < .05 (one-tailed) for Incidental learning. 

Discussion 

Both climate and response mode are variables which clearly have 

Important effects on retention In recitation settings, particularly for 

persons classified as debllltators. Although the sustaining climate 

resulted In moderately higher overall retention scores than the 

directive climate. Its most pronounced effect was to facilitate 

Incidental learning. This finding Is Important for Instructional 

purposes becsuse t«ichers typically require or encourage learning 

beyond the target Information to which they explicitly direct their 

learners. 

The superior incidental learning of the sustaining group nay have 

been due, in part, to the reduced ego threat they experienced. As a 

result they were less concerned with committing errors snd, therefore, 

free to "stray" from the Instructrr's definition of the content. On 

the other hand, S» In the directive condition msy have felt compelled to 

restrict their learning to the recitation questions. In some regards, 

questions Inserted before relevant textual material function as the 

written counterparts of recitation questions. Press's (1970) review 

of the effects of pre-questions in textual material auggests that, 

in general, they depress incidental Isarning. However, the tendency of 

pre-questions to produce greater selectivity in lesrning was overcome 

under conditions of high motivstion (finsneial payment was used as an 
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Incviuivtt).  liuia. anuthtir factor which may contrtbuce to the higher 

incidvntul learning by the «uetaining group in the present expertMnt 

is the motivational effect of E's verbal relnfurcenent which «ay have 

been comparable to the incentive of voiast financial payaent ueed In 

the etudies Kraee reviewed. 

A« mUht be expected, translbtlon had little efface on Incidental 

learning. However, tranelation appears to be an iaportant variable 

influencing how much la retained of the infonsation 8 personally reclcea 

(recitation ItarnlnK) aa wall aa Influencing how auch inforvation 

recited In "claas" by others (intentional leeming) Is retained. To 

maxlalaa transfer fro« ahort-tara to long-tan storage, it appears to 

be Iaportant to go beyond rehearsal (verbatia responses) and to regulre 

the learner to relate new information to previowsly acquired ioforaatioo. 

Preauaably, translation la one way of ensuring encoding and thereby, 

the trsnsfer of information to long-tern at or age where it is aalntelnad 

and ratrievable. 

The parforaaaca of dabllltstors la the it condition waa of 

particular intsrsst. The findings support the hypothesis that trsasls» 

tIon in a auacalnlng cllaata laprovee retention of debllusters cuapsrsd 

to othsr dsbilltstors who received no rsasdtsl treataoot. UM direction 

of the assas of debl lit store in the four treataent conditions «as 

consistent across all asssurss of retention. Thoee of the IT trsstasat 

were Invariably the highsst while those of the Df group, «Alch received 

no roaadlal treat«snts, v«re the lowest. Although these fladlags 4o aot 

eaplaln the hypotheals that ahort-tsni StorSfS is vulnerable to 

lisruptlon fro« Irrelevsnt thoughts, thsy srs conslstsat with it. 

PresusMbly, a sustaining cI lasts reduce* the noaher of latrusloas end 
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encoding mitigates the effects of those intrusions which do occur.  In 

this regard, encoding functions in the recitation setting as Sleber, 

Kameya, and Paulson (1970) found memory supports to function with a 

problem-solving task. In both cases, the disruption of short-term 

memory which debllitators appear to be particularly susceptible to is 

overcome. 

The main effect of personality type (facilitators or debllitators) 

It less clear than the effect of either climate or response mode. The 

differences in retention of very moderate magnitude which were obtained 

■ay have b n due Co Che debilltative effects of stress Induced by 

CMC-taking as well at by reciting. The contribution of each to the 

differences in rccenclon which vcrc obtained it not clear from the 

present analyses. Horeover, Che relaClvely large differencet in retention 

between facilitators and debllitators obtained in an earlier study 

(Schulet, 1970) war« not found in the present research. The failure 

to replicate earlier findlngt may be accounted tor in pare by the 

(«ciliUCtv« effect of translation and a sustaining climate on tho 

retention of debi1itators. 

The flndlnta of the present experiment, together with thotc of an 

earlier etudy (Schulet, 1970), permit eh« following conclusions 

r*i«rding rucieaeion •erae«ti«tt (1) Nor« of ehe Inatrucelonal topic 

It rctalnad wton learners do not know wh«n they will be called upon Co 

rtclt« than «bM lh»lr turn It known. (2) HodtftC« rates of reclClnt 

rwult In treaier retmtion ehan trtqume recitint. (3) raclllcaeort 

Uarn «or« froa recitint chtm debllitators. (4) A tuteaialng cllsac« 

«aciiitatee re'ention. particular of incident«! Uamlng compared Co a 

ilrtctlv« rlimate. (5) TrMtlaelon faclltcaeat raemtlon, pareicular of 



intentional learning compared to verbatim responding, and (6) Translation 

In a sustaining climate improves Intentional and incidental retention 

of debllltators compared to those who experience a directive climate and 

a verbatim response mode. 
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The Effects of Subjective Organization Instructions and Verbal Creativity 

On the Recall of Random and Organized Lists 

Paul Weener and Ovid Tzeng 

When faced with the task of remembering many separate bits of 

verbal information, prople tend to group or cluster the bits into 

subjective units or clusters.  The semantic, syntactic, and phonemic 

features which define words are of such a number that almost any set 

of "unrelated" words or grapheme units can be partitioned into subsets 

within which items share a number of features (Bower, 1970). Verbal 

learning studies have shown that the dominant strategy of subjects in 

free recall tasks is to create word clusters and to use these clusters 

as recall units (Bousfield, Puff, & Cowan, 1964; Tulving, 1962). 

In instructional settings, students impose organization on verbally 

presented material regardless of whether or not that material has been 

preorganized by the instructor or a textbook.  The student makes use of 

the organizational features of the material which have been taught to 

him and are shared in common by his cultural or scientific community. 

In addition, the student adds unique organizational featurs as well. 

In this sense, subjective organization can be thought of as consisting 

of two components, (a) the normative, or common component which is 

imposed by the textbook or instructor and (b) an idiosyncratic component 

which is based on a given individual's unique structuring response to 

the material. The "meaning," or structural relations, among the 
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elements of information has a component which is common to all the 

people in a given social community because of the common experiences 

and uses which members of the same culture have with these elements. 

In addition to this common component is an idiosyncratic component which 

reflects the unique idiosyncratic experiences, contexts, and uses with 

which the elements to be learned have been associated. 

It can be argued that students will learn best when they are free 

to Impose their own organizational schemes on material to be learned. 

Handler & Pearlstone (1966) found that subjects in a free organization 

group took half as many trials to obtain stable groupings of 52 

"unrelated" words when compared to a constrained group which was 

required to use the groupings provided by subjects in the free 

organization group.  Deagman (1969) showed a similar effect In a free 

recall task using three different kinds of word lists.  Subjects who 

were free to group the words freely on a sorting board later recalled 

more words than those subjects who were constrained to use the categories 

which were used by the subjects In the free organization group. This 

was true for word lists which had high and moderately salient conceptual 

categories built Into the lists and for a list of randomly selected 

words. 

Subjective organization can be viewed as a mathemagenlc behavior, 

involving all three aspects of mathemagenlc behavior as described by 

Rothkopf — translation, segmentation, and processing. Rothkopf's 

disillusionment with the "calculus of practice" approach to the study of 

instruction resulted in his statement of a "practice Indeterminacy 

principle":  "A particular, objectively described practice event can 
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result in several different psychological states" (1968, p. 112).  The 

research in subjective organization emphasizes these differences in 

psychological states and attempts to describe their effects. 

The purpose of the present study is to investigate the effects on 

learning of imposing constraints on a subject's freedom to categorize 

words.  It is hypothesized that the facilitative effects of free 

organization activities will be greater for unstructured word lists than 

for word lists which have "built-in" normative categoreis.  The rationale 

for this hypothesis is that unstructured word lists provide greater 

opportunity for a person to employ subjective organizational strategies. 

Word lists which consist i ' highly common sub-categories of words should 

be organized similarly for most subjects, and the negative effects 

of being forced to use another person's categorization scheme should 

be less in such instances than in situations which produce highly 

idiosyncratic word groupings.  The study was also designed to investigate 

the relationship between a measure of verbal creativity and recall 

under the different experimental conditions. 

Method 

Design 

The study was carried out as 3 x 2 factorial design with 

organizational mode and the category sallency of the stimulus word 

lists defining the two factors. The three organizational modes were 

(a) free, (b) constrained, and (c) constrained random, and the word 

lists were classified as high and low sallency. 
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Subjects 

Sixty-six subjects from the introductory educational psychology 

course participated in the experiment. They were awarded points toward 

their final course grade for participation in the experiment. 

Materials 

Two sets of 40 stimulus words were constructed.  The list of 

high category saliency words were selected from the norms provided by 

Battig St  Montague (1969).  These norms were constructed by asking 442 

subjects to give as many specific responses to a generic category label 

as they could in a 30-sec. perlud.  Eight worus were selected from each 

of five categories from responses which were given by at least 10 

subjects. The five categories used were (a) a type of footgear, (b) a 

weapon, (c) a carpenter's tool, (d) a natural earth formation, and (e) a 

part of a building. The low category saliency list of 40 words was then 

constructed by selecting paired words from the Thomdike and Lorge (1959) 

general word count which matched the words in the high saliency lite 

for frequency, number of syllables, and first letter. All words in both 

lists were nouns. 

The Remote Associates Test (RAT) was developed to measure "the 

ability to think creatively" (Mednick & Mednick, 1967). The theory on 

which the test is based describes the creative thinking process "•• one 

of seeing relationships among seemingly 'mutually remote* ideas and 

forming them Into new associative combination" (p. 1). A subject it 

required to supply a response word which has some aaeoclaclon wich each 

of three stimulus words, e.g., "•cotch" 1« Che correct response Co Che 

three stimulus words, "soda," "kilc," and "tuccer." Alcemace for« 
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reliability reported by Mednick & Mednick  (p.   13) was  .81  based on a 

sample of  71. 

Procedure 

Subjects were randomly assigned to one of the six cxperiaental 

conditions and participated Individually In the nxpcrlnent. After 

being seated at a table, they were Instructed tu put on a set of 

headphones and that all instiuctions were taped and w.njld be presented 

through the headphones.  In fr-nu oi the subject on the table was a 

36" x 27" piece of cardboard ruled into nine equal reciantles. A pack 

of 40 plain 3" x 3" cards with one word per card were placed face down 

on the cardboard. The high and low category saliency groups differed 

only in the words which were printed on the cards. 

The taped instructions for the trss orgsnttation group were as 

follows: 

The experiaeot you are about to partutpate In Invsstigstss 
how people orgsnlt* *ad recall verbal suiteriels. Forty S ■ S 
csrds srs fscs down on the table In front of you. On sscb 
cird is written one word. )^ur job will be to turn the csr4s 
over one st a line, pronounce the word out loud. Mid place 
the csrd In one oi the spscss or lbs sorting board. PIscs 
the words which ssen to go together in the sane space en lbs 
sorting board. You «n use as «any of the spates as you 
wlsb. You tan use any grouping of lbs words wblcb will hel*« 
you rsasaber the words, escepi - do not group lbs tft»rds 
slpbsbstlcslly, but rather group the words based on lbs 
■ssaing of lbs words. 

You will turn lbs cards ovsr OM st s lias and bsve S-MCS. 
to placs lbs word on lbs sorting board. After yc» atari « boll 
will ring every S-sscs. to pscs your «orb. tvsry lias lbs bell 
rings you «ust placs s csrd on lbs sorting board and pick sp s 
new card. Aftsr all lbs csrds bsvs bssn placsd, you will be 
given snotbsr sst of csrds wblcb contsin lbs ssas Ad words In 
s different order. You will sort lbs« ones sgsln following the 
• ans procedure. After lbs second sorting, yon »III bs ssbsd to 
writs down ss nsny of lbs words ss ye« ess. Mtmabsr, tort 
lbs words Into seaniogf«! cstegories «SiUh will bsts yon to 
rsaonber the «aards. 
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• 1/1** « 11" rocoll ohMt WM Mrbod off Into nlM roctaaglM llbo cto 

oortlng bMrd.   All oubjocto Mr» laotructodi "Try to wrlto tho worM 

lato tho OMO groupiaM that yo« «aad whan you aortad thaa."   Thay 

«or« glvvn fiv« alautM for rocall.    followlag rocoll, tM bMOto 

AoooclatM foot w«a «Mlnlatarod following otoadard procadur»a with a 

lo «lauta tlM llalt. 
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A J K I «Mlysl» of varlanc« MM can led out to dotoralnt the 

•ffoctt of orMOiiatloMl «odo «nd typo of word list. Tho «oant and 

•laodard dovlatlona for nuabor of vorda rccallad In aach of tho alx 

condltlooa la proaontad in Tablo I. 

Tho aalo affoct duo to orftanltatlonal aoda waa algnifleant. 

£ (2,40) • II 9. £ - .001. Tho aoln affoct du« to word llata waa not 

algnif leant, £ (1,60) • }.4S, £ i .0), and tha intaractlon betwoan 

orgMtsat lottal aoda and typo of word Hot waa not algnif leant, F (2,60) 

1.21, £ • .0). A Schatfa'a toot on tho throa oaana for tho dlffarant 

orgMtUatloaal aodoa Indlcatad that all thraa aaanawara algnlllcantly 

dlffaroat fro« aach othar (£ ■ .OS). 

An aptltuda-traataant Intatactlon waa hypothaaliad batwaan varbal 

craaclwlty and tha organlaaitonal aoda. In ordar lor chla hypothoala 

le bo owpportod, tho corrolatloaa batwaan varbal craatlvlcy and nuab«r 

of words racallad «wold ba dlffarant for tho troataant eondltlona. Tha 

raaalta of tha corralatloo and lagraaalon analyala ara pmaantad In 

Tdbla 2. 

A loot of tha aptitoda-traataont Intaraction hypothoala voa 

earrlad owl by taatlat tha null hypothoala that tha thraa ragraaalon 

alopaa waro a^wal (Ctonbach 4 taow, 1949). Tha null hypothoala waa not 

rajaetad, f (2,40) • l.U, £ » .OS. Although tho dlffaraneaa In tha 

ragraoalon alopaa wara not algnif Uont, tha cor rotation botwaan RAT 

parforaanca and racall «Mia algnllUontly dllloront thon «oro In tha 

eoi otto load-randoa group. Tha cortolatlon batwoon nuabor of worda 

racallad ond RAT aeora waa «.04 lor tha cooblnad fro« «rtani<<itlon and 
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Table 1 

Heana and Standard Deviations tor Number of Words Recalled 

"■ 

Organizational Mode 

Constrained 
Word List Free Constrained Random 

High X 27.00 23.82 16.45 
Saiiency SD 3.10 4.91 3.14 

Random X 24.09 21.18 16.82 
Saiiency su 2.88 4.53 3.52 

Table 2 

Means aad Standard Deviations of RAT Scores and Correlation and 

Regression Coefficients ot RAT Scores with Number of Words Recalled 

Free 

Organizational Mode 

Constrained 
Constrained 

Random 

Remote 
Associates 

Test 

X 
SD 

r 
b 

14 .32 
4 .97 

_ 05 
- 03 

13 .46 
4 48 

— 11 
- 11 

14.18 
4.71 

+ .48'" 
+ .33" 

£ < .05 
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constrained group.  These are the two groups which sorted the words 

into meaningful categories. When the correlation between RAT scores r 
and recall performance for this combined group is compared to the same 

correlation for the random constrained group, a significant difference 

results, z » 2.00, £ < .05. 

Discussion 

The results indicated that subjective organization of independent 

bits of information facilitated recall of that information.  The 

facilitative effects were similar when the stimulus words contained 

salient categories and when they were randomly selected.  It had been 
H 

hypothesized that the effects of the different organizational modes 

would be greater for the randomly selected word lists than for the lists 

in which the categories were salient.  This was hasjd on the expectation 

that subjects in the high saliency condition would utilize the provided 

category groupings with a resulting small idiosyncratic .omponent in 

the resulting word groupings, and that subjects in the random word 

list condition would have a large idiosy ncratic component in their 

word groupings.  The larger the idiosyncratic component in the word 

groupings formed by subjects in the free organization condition, the 

less "helpful" the imposed word groupings would be for the yoked 

subjects in the constrained rondition. What seemed to happen, however, 

is that the categories which were created by the free organization 

subjects from the random word list condition were as "helpful" to 

the yoked subjects as the categories created in the high saliency word 

list.  The helpfulness of the imposed organization can be attested to by 

comparing the constrained to the constrained random group.  Using someone 
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else's grouping of the words resulted in considerably greater (32% 

more) recall than using the random groupings provided.  The constrained 

and constrained random group followed identical experimental procedures 

so that the difference in recall can be attributed to the characteristics 

of the word groupings that they were constrained to work with in the 

sorting task. 

The lack of a significant effect due to category saliency in the 

word lists was somewhat surprising.  The variance accounted for by 

organizational mode was much greater than the variance accounted for 

by the categories which were or were not available in the word lists. 

Kven though the words were selected randomly for the random word lists, 

subjects found meaningful categories of words imbedded In the list. 

These categories which subjects imposed on the random lists had 

sufficient inter-subject meaning to produce the large observed effect 

between the constrained and the constrained random group. 

The differences among the three groups in the correlation between 

RAT  score and number of words recalled seems to indicate a differential 

treatment effect.  The RAT is designed to measure the ability to see 

"relationships among seemingly 'mutually remote' ideas and forming them 

into new associative combinations" (Mednick << Mednick, 1967, p. 1).  The 

task for the constrained random group requires just su:h an ability.  A 

person who scores high on the RAT shoulc be able to perform better on a 

task in which word groupings are random, because such a person can form 

"new associative combinations" which will facilitate recall.  In both the 

free organization and constrained organization group, the subject 

sorted the words into meaningful categories and thus the opportunity to 

utilize the abilities measured by the RAT are less available. 
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One possible Implication of this finding Is that some students 

require more pre-structurlng of Instructional materials than other 

students require. The RAT may be an appropriate measure of the relevant 

individual difference when the instructional materials are verbal. 

The findings however do not support a differential treatment 

procedure.  The regression lines relating RAT scores and recall do not 

cross; the free organization treatment is better than the constrained 

treatment which is better than the constrained random treatment in a 

free recall task for all levels of RAT.  The differences in correlations 

implies that In an unstructured random verbal task, verbal creativity is 

correlated with recall performance whereas in a situation where the 

verbal materials are more organized, verbal creativity is not correlated 

with recall performance. Unstructured tasks, such as that presented to 

the random-constrained gorup, tended to "penalize" subjects with low 

RAT scores more than it "penalized" subjects with high RAT scores. 
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Type-of-Test Expectancy Effects on Learning of 

Word Lists and Prose Passages 

Nicholas M. Sanders and Ovid Tzeng 

Summary 

I 

I 

Technical Problem 

Students say they prepare for an essay type of test by studying 

interrelationships, while they prepare for objective tests by studying 

for specifics without regard to interrelationships.  Empirical research 

has not convincingly demonstrated differences between the essay and/or 

objective test scores of learners preparing for essay tests and 

learners preparing for objective tests.  The two studies reported here 

provided for more rigorous investigation of the effects of type-of-test 

expectancy with word lists and logically structured prose paragraphs. 

I 

General Methodology 

In both investigations subjects studied and then were tested on 

three sets of materials.  The materials in the first study were three 

40-word lists, and in the second study the materials were three, 

seven-sentence paragraphs.  Subjects were led to expect a test on 

either specific words (or sentences) or interrelationships among the 

specifics - serial order of words in first study and logical implications 

of sentences in the second study - by being appropriately instructed 

before studying each set of materials and by taking the respective type 

nmm mi BUNK 
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of test on the first two sets of materials.  The major criteria were 

performances on tests for both types of learning (specifics and 

Interrelationships) after studying the third set of materials. 

Technical Results 

There were strong type-ot-test expectancy effects in the first 

study, with those persons expecting to recall words in any sequence 

actually recalling more words, but fewer words in the presented sequence, 

than those who expected to be required to recall words in serial order. 

In the second study there were no overall type-of-test expectancy 

effects.  Instead, each of the three prose passages used resulted in a 

different relationship between performances on the two types of tests 

as a function of which type ot test was expected. 

Implications for Education and for Further Research 

The difference in findings in the two studies may have been due 

to the extent  to which appropriate preparation for the two types of 

tests conflicted with one another.  If this explanation is appropriate, 

then these studies would imply that for most educational objectives one 

would anticipate no type-ct-test expectancy effects. 

However, another interpretation of the different findings in the 

two studies is that type-of-test expectancy effects are manifest with 

recall measures (as in the fi"st study) but not with recognition 

measures (as in the second study).  If this second interpretation were 

correct, there would be educational implications for recall measures, 

though not for recognition measures. 
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Thus, further research should be carried out to resolve the Issue, 

most likely by using recall measures (as In the first study) with 

prose passages (as In the second study). 

I 
I 
I 
I 
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Type-of-Test Expectancy Effects on Learning of 

Word Lists and Prose Passages 

Nicholas M. Sanders and Ovid Tzeng 

Students have reported that they study differently for different 

types of examinations (Douglass & Talmadge, 1934; Meyer, 1935; Silvey, 

1951; and Terry, 1933).  In general, they say they attempt to master 

specific details for objective tests and more comprehensive interrelation- 

ships for essay tests.  However, studies in which the type of test 

anticipated has been experimentally manipulated have often not revealed 

any dlfferencea in learning outcomes (Hakstian, 1971; Vallance, 1947; and 

Weener, 1971).  While Meyer (1934, 1936) was able to demonstrate learning 

outcome differences, the subjects in his studies were informed that they 

should study for a particular type of test and should not study for other 

types.  Thus, a strong explicit demand for differences was possibly 

instituted in his studies.  One other study (Sax £■ Collet, 1968) revealed 

that subjects expecting a "recall" test on applications did more poorly 

on a multiple-choice test of applications than did those expecting a 

multiple-choice applications test. However, Sax and Collet's "recall" 

condition subjects were older than their multiple-choice subjects, and 

age may be an index of several variables of importance in test taking 

behavior (Hakstian, 1971). 

Though the conclusion that would seem to be implied from the 

available research is that there are no type-of-test expectancy effects 
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on learning outcomes, the criteria used In the studies have never allowed 

for a comparison of outcomes In accordance with the student's claims 

concerning their study behavior.  That is, the criterion tests have not 

been designed to compare knowledge of specifics and knowledge of inter- 

relationships.  If essay test scores are partially determined by the 

presence of specific points (as is often doen to increase the inter-rater 

reliability) or if some of the objective test items measure inter- 

relationships among specifics by including dlstractors pertaining to 

other specifics in the material covered, the comparison oi the scores on 

the tests of different format may reveal no differences,  The purpose 

of the present studies is to determine whether expectation of a test on 

specifics will produce different learning outcomes from an expectancy 

of a test on interrelationships without regard to the usual distinctions 

of test format. 

The first study represents a well-defined and controlled attempt 

to demonstrate type-of-test expectancy effects.  Students studied word 

lists and were led to expect either a test on knowledge of specific 

words or a test on knowledge of interrelationships among the words. 

The conceptual basis for predicting test expectancy effects stem from 

some research in human memory. Tulving (e.g , 1964) and others have 

demonstrated that subjects asked to recall as many v/ords as possible from 

a list of words engage in a process of regrouping the words. This 

process is called subjective organization, to indicate that the learner 

groups the words in a way most meaningful to himself.  If memory for 

as many details as possible were the desired outcome of studying, 

subjective organization would be appropriate.  However, if the desired 

outcome were memory of the words in the organization as presented, 
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subjective organization might be antithetical to that goal. Type-of-test 

expectancy effects should therfore be manifest with these contrasting 

relevant study procedures, if the learner is capable of modifying his or 

her study procedures on the basis of the knowledge of which type of 

outcome is desired. 

Experiment 1 

Method 

Subjects. Thirty students enrolled in an introductory educational 

psychology course volunteered to serve as subjects and received extra 

grade credits In the course for their participation in the experiment. 

The subjects were administered the experiment in Individual sessions, 

and were assigned to treatment conditions in an alternating fashion 

in the order in which they appeared for the session. 

Materials. Three non-overlapping word lists were used In the 

study. Each list contained 40 words that were selected from eight 

categories, randomly chosen from the norms of Battig & Montagne (1969). 

Five words were chosen from the sixth to the eleventh response frequency 

ranks of each category. The words in each list were presented typed in 

a single vertical order down the center of a page of white typing paper, 

and were sequenced In a random order, with the restriction that no word 

followed another word from the same category. 

A crossword puzzle, which was used as an Interference task. Involved 

24 target words, each of which was drawn from the twelfth through 

twentieth response frequency ranking of each of the 24 categories used 

in the word lists. The cue phrase for target word was the corresponding 
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category name.  The puzzle was presented on a sheet of typing paper, with 

the cue phrases on the lower half of the page. 

Procedure.  All subjects ware given tour minutes to study each of 

the three word lists and were tested for recall immediately after the 

study of ^ach list  The order of presentation of lists was counter- 

balanced so that one-sixth of the subjects had each one of the possible 

six sequences of the three lists. 

Approximately one-half of the subjects in each list order condition 

were assigned to a tree recall expectancy (FRE) treatment. These 

subjects were instructed prior to the study ot first and second word 

lists that they were to remember as many words as possible. The 

instructions for the litst two recall lists indicated that recall could 

be in any order in which they recalled the words, and the response sheet 

provided tor the test was divided into a six by eight set of rectangles, 

which was designed to indicate tc the subject that order of recall was 

unimportant. The subjects were allowed five minutes tor the recall test. 

The other subjects were assigned to a serial recall expectancy 

(SRE) treatment.  These subjects were imormed that they were to recall 

as many words as possible in the order in which they appeared on the 

stimulus list.  The tests tor their first two lists were preceded by 

instructions to recall the words in the presented order, and the response 

sheets for this group had two vertical columns of lined blanks with 

clear indications ot which blank was to be used for recording the first 

word and how to continue recording words in the order the subjects 

recalled the words as having been presented. These subjects were also 

llowed five minutes tor the recall test. 
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The Instructions for study of the subject's third list were the 

same as they had been for the previous two lists, but upon completion 

of the study period all subjects were given both types of recall sheets 

and were instructed to recall both as many words in any order and as 

many words in serial order as they could. Recall time allowed for the 

third list was six minutes. 

All subjects were then given ten minutes to wurk on the crossword 

puzzle described above in the materials paragraph.  This task was 

designed to interfere selectively with the retention of subjects who had 

utilized category organization of the words to facilitate memory. To 

determine whether the anticipated interference occurred, subjects were 

retested for both free recall and serial recall of their third word 

list.  Six minutes were again allowed for recall. 

Each free recall response sheet was scored for the total number 

of words recalled. The serial recall sheets were scored by allowing 

one point for each word correctly following a preceding word; also, one 

point was allowed If a subject recorded the first word in the list on 

the designated line of the response sheet. 

Results 

Practice effects. To determine whether subjects recalled more on 

later lists than on earlier ones, a single-factor, repeated measures 

analysis of variance design was used. An F (2,28) > 6.82, £ < .01 was 

computed for the practice effect on free recall (with FRE subjects only), 

while F (2,28) - 4,90, £ < .05 was found for the analysis of serial 

recall data with SRE subjects only. The corresponding means and 

standard deviations are presented in Table 1, in which the constant 
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Table 1 

Means and Standard Deviations of Two Types of Recall Scores 

On First, Second and Third Word Lists3 

Word Lists 

Recall Type Firtt Second Third 

Free Recall 26.7 28.5 31.0 
(5.82) (5.43) (4.13) 

Serial Recall 11.7 14.6 16.5 
(6.06) (5.21) (6.85) 

0 
Standard deviations are in parentheses. 
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Improvement of recall from first list to last list is demonstrated for 

both free recall and serial recall. These effects may be due to 

warm-up and/or to the development of an expectation of, and consequent 

preparation for the particular type of recall test. 

Treatment effects.  Table 2 presents the means and standard 

deviations of free recall performances as a function of type of test 

expected and the within subjects variable, time of testing. The same 

statistics are given in Table 3 for the serial recall criterion.  In 

addition to the two levels of test expectancy and the two testing 

times, the three word lists were included in a 2 x 3 x 2 mixed analysis 

of variance. Two such analyses were made, one for the free recall data 

and one for the serial recall data- 

in both analyses type-of-test expectancy was a significant factor 

with F (1,24) ■» 59.12, £ < .001 for the free recall measure, and 

F (1,24) - 92.98, £ < .001 tor the serial recall measure. Both 

differences were in the expected direction, with FRE producing superior 

free recall performances are SRE resulting In superior serial recall 

scores. 

The time of testing, a repeated measurement, resulted in an 

F (1,24) = 6.90, £ « .05, for free recall, and an F (1,24) • 4.12, 

£ < .10, for serial recall.  However, the interaction between type-of-test 

expected and time of testing was significant using free recall scores 

(F [1,24] ■ 8.12, £ < .01), but not significant with the serial recall 

data (F [1,24] < 1.00). The nature of the interaction with the free 

recall measure was as expected: a greater loss in memory occurred in 

FRE than in SRE. The nature of the interaction using free recall scores 

and the lack of an interaction using serial recall scores Indicates that 
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Table 2 

Free Recall Means and Standard Deviations 

As a Function of Type of Test Expected 

Type of Test Time of Test ing on Third List 

Expected Immediate After 
the 

Ten Minutes Work 
Crossword Puzzle 

on 

Free Recall 30.6 
(4.33) 

28.6 
(4.96) 

Serial Recall 21.6 
(5.86) 

21.6 
(5.82) 

Standard deviations are in parentheses. 

Table 3 

Serial Recall Means and Standard Deviations 

a 
As a Function of Type of Test Expected 

Type of Test 

Expected 

Time of Testing on Third List 

Immediate After Ten Minutes Work on 
the Crossword Puzzle 

Free Recall 

Serial Recall 

2.9 
(1.94) 

17.5 
(6.98) 

2.3 
(1.91) 

16.2 
(6.64) 

Standard deviations are in parentheses, 
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the particular crossword puzzle task used interfered with subjective 

organization but nrt serial organization, and thereby demonstrates a 

source of interference when details are subjectively organized in 

memory. 

Word lists were studied to determine the generalizability of 

findings across different materials.  For the free recall data, the list 

main effect (F [2,24] » 2.19), the list X test expectancy interaction 

(F [2,24] = 2.00), and the list Interactions involving time of testing 

(both F's [2,24] < 1.00) were not significant. List effects were 

revealed with the serial recall measure (F [2,24] - 3.72, £ < .05), and 

the interaction between lists and type-of-test expectancy was significant 

(F [2,24] - 6.66, £ « .01). However, the nature of these effects on 

the serial recall measures were not such as to qualify the type-of-test 

expectancy findings; the serial recall means for the three lists in the 

FRE being 1.8, 2.1, and 4.1, while the respective means in the SRE were 

14.3, 21.6, and 11.4. There were no list Interactions involving time of 

testing with the serial recall data; both relevant F's were less than 

1.00. 

Experiment II 

Experiment I demonstrated that expectation of, and consequent 

preparation for, a particular type of test is a potent variable.  In 

contrast to many of the previous research studies, analysis of the two 

types of tests Involved allow&d for a definitive conceptualization of the 

conflicting requirements of the two types of tests; one type allowed for 

reordering of words in recall (subjective organization), whereas the 

\ 
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other type (serial recall) actually prevented any reordering.  The 

subjects initially seemed to understand this, and with practice became 

more proficient at producing the outcome appropriate to each type of 

test. 

The second experiment was an attempt to extend the findings of the 

previous experiment to materials more similar to school materials; instead 

of word lists, prose paragraphs were used.  In this second experiment, 

the specifics that subjects were led to expect on the test were 

particular assertions made explicitly in sentences in the paragraphs. 

The interrelationship type of test was constructed from logical implica- 

tions of sentences in the paragraphs and never were these questions 

answerable by reference to any single sentence presented. 

In this experiment the two types of tests would seem to be 

differentiable as two levels of a hierarchy, with the knowledge of 

interrelationships among specifics being based on knowledge of the 

specifics. Of course, knowledge of specifics would not require 

knowledge of Interrelationships among the specifics.  However, it is 

possible that the learner who expects an interrelation type ot  test 

might forget the component specifics after mastering the interrelation- 

ships among them. And it is also possible that the learner expecting 

a specific test might be able to deduce the interrelationship between 

specifics as he or she confronts the unexpected question on the test. 

While this second experiment does not allow for a conceptual presentation 

of a clear conflict between different test expectancies, it is the type 

of experiment required for further definition of the type-of-test 

expectancy effect in the educational setting. 
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Method 

Subjects.  Sixty students from an introductory educational psychology 

course volunteered to serve as subjects and received extra grade credits 

in the course for !:heir participation in the experiment.  The subjects 

were randomly assigned to treatment conditions. 

Materials.  Three, seven-sentence paragraphs were selected as 

fulfilling three requirements.  First, the content of the paragraphs 

was fictional, and therefore the likelihood of different knowledge 

backgrounds of subjects affecting their performance was decreased. 

Second, a rough comparison of the present study and other similar 

research was enabled by using two paragraphs Frase (1969, 1970) has 

studied.  Finally, tour of the seven sentences in each paragraph enabled 

logical deductions beyond the specific information explicitly presented. 

A brief specification of the structure of the critical four sentences 

can be described from an example, one of the paragraphs used In the 

present study, entitled "Survey on the Use of Reolam:" 

Reolam is a new, commercially marketed product. A 
recent survey has indicated that people who buy Reolam live 
on the north side of town.  It is a well-known fact that the 
north side of town is a high pollution area. The City 
Council has been studying the characteristics of areas that 
produce considerable pollution. They have found that 
people in these areas ate very cleanly. The research Includes 
many new findings. One is that cleanly people prefer light 
colors Instead of dark unes for furniture. 

The paragraph includes four assertions about five classes of 

people: 1. Those who buy Reolam (A) are those who live on the north 

side of town (B). 2. Those who live on the north side of town (B) are 

those who live in a high polluation area (C).  3. Those who live in a 

high pollution area (C) are those who are very cleanly (D). 4. Those 

who are very cleanly (D) are those who prefer light colors instead of 
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dark ones for furniture  (E).    These four assertions about the classes 

may be logically expressed as:    A Is contained In B,  B is contained In 

C,    C Is contained In D,  and D Is contained In E.     The remaining three 

sentences do not assert any type of logical relationship, and are 

assumed to serve as fillers. 

The two other paragraphs used have the same structure, and are 

entitled "Astronomical Discoveries"  (Erase,  1970)  and "The Fundalas 

of Central Ugala"  (Erase,  1969).    The Eundalas paragraph was rearranged 

for the present study so that,  as with the other two paragraphs,  the 

sequence of relationships presented was from least inclusive to most 

Inclusive. 

Two sets of eight true-false test items were constructed for each 

paragraph.    One set,  referred to as reproductive by Erase (1970), 

consisted of items concerning relationships directly expressed in the 

paragraph.    Eour of these were true (e.g.,  the sentences assering 

A contained In B and C contained in D), and four were false (e.g., the 

sentences asserting B contained in A and D contained in C).    The other 

set Included Items based on deductive reasoning, called productive by 

Erase  (1970).    Of the six possible valid inferences,  four were randomly 

chosen for each paragraph (e.g., the sentences asserting A contained in 

C and B contained In E).    The four corresponding invalid inferences 

(e.g., the sentences aoserting C contained in A and E contained i    B) 

were used as fals» items. 

Procedure. The materials along with instructions were presented 

in typed form in a loose-leaf binder. Each binder contained the three 

paragraphs with the test items immediately following the corresponding 

paragraph.    Each test Item was presented on a separate page, to prevent 
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•ubj««.t'» loaparison oi qiMStlons «nd hi« or her previous «MiMrt. Tho 

-...;.i.:. • oi UtfM «4« i mi-aiy Jotomlnod if «ach paragraph. All 

i;i»w. i» w«ra 11- i i.-1 ti 4 tlngla ratponaa ahaat not Includad In tha 

binder. 

Hi« subjacta wwre inforwad thai thay wtra to conaldar aach paga for 

as lung aa th«y choaa, but nut to look back to pravloua pagaa or to 

luuk forvjtrd until ih«y wvro raady to procaad to tha naat paga. Ona- 

tlxth of th« aubjocts read tha thraa par^grapha In aach of tha possible 

■Ix urdeta. 

üne-hdlf ut the subjacts In aach paragraph ordar condition read, 

prior to each paragraph, a study hint which auggastsd that tha nature ot 

teat itema would be apedllr {reproductive) and we:c given exaaplca of 

a valid and an invalid ite«, baaed on two aentencea unrelated to any 

of the paragrapha. The aubjecta in thia condition, reproductive teal 

expectancy (RTE), alao aaw only reproductive type Itema on the firat 

two paragraph teata. 

The other aubjecta read study hint* prior to each of the three 

paragraphs that indicated, in a similar manner aa deacribed above, that 

teat itema would be of the productive type. Only productive itema were 

included in their testa on the tirat two paragrapha. Thia condition ia 

the productive teat expectancy (PTE) condition. 

After reading their third pa iraph, all subjects «fere given both 

productive and reproductive teat itema, arranged in random order. 

These two types of itema were acored aeparately for analysis. For 

comparability with the Fraae (1969; 1970) studies, the scoring procedure 

entailed subtracting the proportion of invalid itema called valid (false 

alarms) from the proportion of valid Itema called valid (hits). 
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The «xpcrlownt wa» admin Istared ir a large room, with proviilona 

■ade (or up to aix aubjecta to work Independently. Since the epxeriment 

waa aubjact-pacad, a dlflicult croiawcrd puzzle was included after the 

third paragraph *tema to allow all aubjecta bo complete the experiment 

before my aubject left the room. Completion time for the experiment 

itaelf varied from about 10 minutes to about 35 minutes. 

Reaulta 

Practice effects.  In contrast to the previous experiment, subjects 

performed no better on later tests than on earlier ones. The related 

F (2,58) for the reproductive items (using RTE subjects only) was 1.34 

(£ > .10), while for the productive items F (2,58) <  1.00.  Thus, there 

la no evidence for the gradual development of type-of-test expectations. 

Treatment effects.  A 2 x 3 x 2 mixed analysis of variance was 

computed for comparing the two levels of test expectancy, the three 

paragraphs, and two levels of the within subjects variable, reproductive 

versus productive test items.  The results of this analysis are presented 

in Table 4. 

In contrast to the previous study, there was no Interaction of 

type-of-test expected with type of test items.  The significant triple 

interaction indicates that the paragraphs manifest distinctly different 

relationships between type of test expected and type of test Item.  The 

relevant means fcr the triple interaction are presented in Table 5, 

The paragraph on "Astronomical Discoveries" revealed no relationship 

between the type of test expected and the type of test item, while the 

"Reolam" paragrp h yielded results contrary to those expected. Only the 

passage on "The Fundalas" produced the expected direction of interaction. 
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Table 4 

Summary of the Analysis of Variance of Reproductive 

and Productive Test Item Performances 

Source df MS I 

Between Subjects 59 

Type-of-test expectancy (A) 1 .0021 < 1 

Paragraphs (B) 2 .8187 6. 08** 

A x B 2 .0152 < 1 

Error 54 .1346 

Within Subjects 60 

Type of test (C) 1 .2521 4. 46* 

A x C 1 .0187 < 1 

B x C 2 .2239 3. 96* 

A x B x C 2 .2063 3. 65* 

Error 54 .0565 

£ < .05 

** 
£ < .01 
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Table 5 

Mean Proportion Score for Reproductive and Productive 

Test Items as a Function of Type-of-Test Expected 

and Paragraphs Studied 

Treatment Variables Criterion Variables 

Paragraph 
Studied 

Type-of-Test 
Expected 

Reproductive 
Test Items 

Productive 
Test Items 

"Astronomical Reproductive .22 .00 

Discoveries" Productive .20 .00 

"Reolam" 
Reproductive 

Productive 

.30 

.42 

.28 

.18 

"Fundalas" 
Reproductive 

Productive 

.A5 

.25 

.35 

.50 

Scores were assigned by subtracting the proportion of Invalid items 
called valid from the proportion of valid items called valid. 
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with more reproductive items correct with RTE than PTE and more productive 

items correct for PTE subjects than for RTE subjects. 

Though the type of test item produced a significant effect, that 

effect is also contingent upon the paragraph used.  From Table 5 one 

may discern that the reproductive items were easier than the productive 

ones for all paragraphs except the one on the "Fundalas", which yielded 

a productive item mean higher than the reproductive item mean. 

Discussion 

Type-of-test expectancy produced no significant effects in 

Experiment 11.  Neither was there any evidence that subjects became 

more proficient with either reproductive or productive test items as a 

function of prior experience.  The potent variable in this experiment 

was the materials variable. Not only did the paragraphs differ in 

overall difficulty, they also produced markedly different patterns of 

relationships between the type of test expected and the type of test 

given. Only with one paragraph was there a tendency for better 

performance on thf; type of test expected, and subjects studying one of 

the two other paragraphs tended to perform worse on the type of test 

expected. 

Unfortunately, there are no readily available dimensions along 

which to compare the paragraphs in ways that might clarify their effects 

in the second experiment. However, It Is imp« tant to note that the 

studies by Erase (1969; 1970) and the first study presented in this 

report did produce strong effects over and above any effects the 

materials may have nad. Why were the test expectancy effects so strong 
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In the previous study and so weak and affected by the materials 

variable In the present study? 

One of two factors possibly leading to different test expectancy 

effects In the first and second experiments reported here Is the extent 

to which preparation for one type of test conflicted with being p spared 

for the other type test,  in the first study there was a direct conflict: 

Remembering the serial order of the words prevented the subjective 

reordering of words into categories that would have allowed for 

remembering more words, while the subjective reorganization according 

to category clusters certainly prevent «mory of the serial order of 

the words.  In the second study there was no clear conceptual basis for 

conflict of expectancies on performance:  Studying for the productive 

type test items would require detailed consideration of the specific 

sentences, while the learner who had remembered the specific, sentences 

could deduce answers to the productive type items as those items were 

encountered on the test.  If conflict between the type of preparation 

needed for the types of tests - as described above - is a prerequisite 

for type-of-test expectancy effects, then the occasions in educational 

settings where one would postulate such dramatic conflict would be very 

few if any.  Basec upon this analysis, the type-of-test expected should 

not strongly affect learning in the overwhelming majority of educational 

settings. 

However, a procedural distinction between the studies could have 

resulted in the differences in findings:  the type of memory measure used. 

In the first study, subjects were required to recall words, while in the 

second study subjects were asked to recognize valid statements.  Usually 

recognition measures are considered to Indicate a more surface level 
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of memory than recall measures.  Thus, ehe difference in results might 

be interpreted to mean that type-of-test expectancies affect only the 

deeper levels of memory and processing.  If this were the correct 

Interpretation of the differences In findings, then the expectancy of 

tests of specifics or expectancy of a test of Interrelationships would be 

an extremely Important variable for educators to consider. 

The resolution of these two basically different Interpretations 

of the different findings in the two studies reported here requires 

additional empirical research. While the first interpretation is more 

consonant with the Issues as they were conceptualized in this report, the 

consideration of the type of memory measure used has been very Important 

in research on learning and memory. Studies employing recall measures 

as criteria for type-of-test expectancy effects with prose passage 

materials should provide an answer to the issue raised by the present 

studies. 
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Summary 

The Effects of Recall Interval Expectancy and Note Taking 

On Immediate and Delayed Retention 

Paul Weener and Sam Rock 

Technical Problem 

This study investigated the effects of different expected recall 

intervals under note taking and no note taking conditions on the 

immediate and delayed recall of instructional material.  It was 

hypothesized that different test interval expectancies influence note 

taking activities and the recallability of instructional materials. 

The general rationale for the research is that students modify their 

overt and covert study activities depending on the length of the 

expected interval between study and the criterion test, and that the 

manipulation of these expectancies will influence the learning outcomes, 

General Methodology 

Eight different experimental conditions were created by completely 

crossing three two-lovel factors:  (1) note taking - no note taking; 

(2) immediate test expectancy - delayed test expectancy; (3) immediate 

test - delayed test. Groups oi lour to eight subjects participated in 

the experiment. Each of the subjects was presented with instructions 

which stated that he was to read and study a short article, that he 

could or could not take notes, and that he would be tested immediately 

after studying or one week later- The material which was studied for 
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thirty minutes was a rather difficult passage dealing with principles 

governing the development of species. 

Half of the subjects were tested both immediately and one week 

later; half were tested one week later only. The immediate test 

consisted of a free recall test and an essay test; the delayed test 

consisted of a free recall test, an essay test, and a multiple-choice 

test. 

Technical Results 

Scores were obtained on a free recall test, an essay test, and 

a multiple-chioce test for the eight experimental groups.  In addition, 

the number of words of notes taken In the note taking groups was counted. 

No significant main effects for the test Interval expectancy factor 

or the note taking factor were found on any of the three criterion 

tests. An Interaction between expected test Interval and actual test 

interval on the free recall test results supported the contention that 

students do modify their study behaviors depending on their expectancy 

of when the criterion test will be taken.  In support of this contention 

subjects took about twice as many notes when they anticipated a delayed 

test as when they anticipated an immediate test even though they knew 

that they would not be able to use their notes at a later time. 

The interaction between the test interval expectancy factor and the 

note taking factor was significant for the multiple-choice test results, 

and approached significance in the analysis of the free recall results. 

The implication of these findings is that note taking seems to interfere 

with the learning «-rategies employed by a person preparing for an 

immediate test, but seems to facilitate the learning strategies employed 

by a person preparing for a test in the future. 
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The rc«uu» imply  chai nott caking ha« lltil« value In altuatlona 

In which wrlttan Inatructlona aatarlala ara praaamad and tha notaa 

takan cannot ba uaad In latar ravlaw. Tha raaulta lurthar laply that 

th» racallability of aatarlal at a latar tUM la dapandant on tha 

axpactancy that a laarnar had whan ha la atudylng tha aatarlal. If 

recall of natarlal la required at a tlae In the future the learner ahould 

be ao Informed In order that the neceaaary adaptive atudy behavlora can 

be employed. 

Implicatlona tor Further Reaearch 

Replication la needed to deteralne the reliability of tha affacta 

observed  The research ahould alao be expanded to include comporiaona 

of aituations in which review of notea la peraitted and to altuatlona 

in which material ia auditorily presented 
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The Effects of Recall Interval Expectancy and Note Taking 

On Immediate and Delayed Retention 

Paul Weener and Sam Rock 

The manner in which a student actively operates on visual or 

auditory stimulus materials in an instructional setting is dependent 

on his expectancies of when and in what form the information will have 

to be retrieved.  The learner can select from a variety of information 

processing strategies depending on he./ he plans to use the information 

at a later time.  Some tasks require tne learner to focus on isolated 

bits of information and to store the presented information for a very 

brief period of time.  Simple rehearsal processes may be adequate to 

fulfill the requirements of such a task.  On the other extreme, some 

tasks require the learner to focus on broad, integrative principles and 

to recall the material months or even years later.  Such a task would 

seem to require active transformational and coding processes which are, 

as yet, not well understood. 

The learner's activities which intervene between the presentation 

of the instructional task and the student's performance on the criterion 

task are assumed to be adaptive behaviors which are influenced by the 

learner's perception of the desired criterion performance. We have 

called a class of student behaviors which intervene between instruction 

and criterion performance, student Instrumental activities (Di Vesta, 

et al., 1970, p. 6).  Instrumental activities are those activities which 
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are learner Initiated or directed, and mediate between tne Instructional 

demands and the learning outcomes.  Covert forms of Instrumental 

activities Include silent rehearsal, evoking Images, constructing 

mnemonics or verbal associates.  The most common forms of overt 

Instrumental activities are note taking and verbalizing.  It Is likely 

that the student's expectancy of when presented material will have to be 

retrieved will Influence his Instrumental activity which i^  turn will 

determine what can be remembered after given Intervals of time.  Note 

taking, verbalizing. Imaging and other Instrumental activities Influence 

what and how much can be remembered at a later time. 

The purpose of the present research is to determine the effects 

of note taking and expected recall interval on both immediate and 

delayed recall of instructional material. Berliner (1970) reviewed 

the experimental research on the effects of note taking in instructional 

settings and concluded that the evidence "is not favorable regarding 

the utility of note taking" (p. 2).  Recent research by Di Vesta and 

Gray (1971) and Peters and Harris (1970) showed beneficial learning 

effects associated with note taking activities in experimental 

instructional settings.  It is hypothesized that different expectancies 

will result in different note taking activities and that the test interval 

expectancy will also influence how much is remembered. 

Method 

Experimental Design 

Eight different experimental conditions were created by completely 

crossing three two-level factors: (1) immediate test expectancy, delayed 

test expectancy; (2) immediate test, delayed test; (3) note taking, no 
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note taking. The immediate test was given to the subjects immediately 

after they had read the assigned material; the delayed test was given 

one week later. 

Subjects 

The subjects were 164 students trom the introductory educational 

psychology course at The Pennsylvania State University who received 

course credit for their patticipation in the experiment 

Materials 

The  Instructional material was a five-page passage titled,  "The 

oilKin ot   Species," dealing with the principles governing the development 

of species.    A multiple-choice, essay, and free recall test were used 

as criterion measures.    The multiple-choice test consisted of sentences 

taken directly trom the instructional passage with key words deleted and 

four alternatives trom which to choose.    The essay questions were rather 

specific, referring to the main ideas in the passage, e.g.,  "What are 

the two basic conditions ... necessary for the evolution of distinct 

species?"    The free recall task consisted of the instruction to "Write 

down as much as you can remember about the passage,  'The Origin of 

Species'." 

Procedure 

Subjects were recruited and participated in groups of tour to 

eight. Each of the subjects was assigned randomly to one of the eight 

experimental conditions- The subjects were seated at a large table 

which was partitioned into eight cubicles so that the subjects were 

separated from one another. In each cubicle was the instruction sheet 
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appropriate to that subject's treatment condition and the "Origin 

of Species" reading material.  For those subjects in the note taking 

conditions, a yellow pad and pencil were provided. 

After the subjects were seated the experimenter gave brief 

instructions to the effect that they would have two minutes to read the 

instructions and thirty minutes to study the task material.  After 

answering questions, it any, the experimenter left the room and observed 

the subjects through a one-way mirror. 

Each subject read the instruct ion sheet which corresponded to the 

treatment group to which he was assigned.  Each set ot instructions 

was basically the same in format, each differing only with respect to 

the time at which the criterion test would be administered and whether 

or not note taking was permitted.  The free recall and essay criterion 

tests were briefly described on the instruction sheet.  The subjects' 

understanding of the key parts of the instructions was checked with 

three questions following the instructions. All subjects in the note 

taking conditions were informed that they would not be able to use their 

notes at the time of the test. 

At the end of the 30 minute study period the experimenter 

re-entered the room and collected the instruction sheets, and any notes 

tb it the subjects had made.  The subjects in the delayed test conditions 

were dismissed and instructed to return one week later tor the test. 

The subjects in the immediate test condition were given the free recall 

and essay tests at this time.  In the free recall test, the subjects 

were instructed to write down as much as they could remember in ten 

minutes.  They were then given three essay questions and twelve minutes 

to answer them. After completing the essay test, they were told to 
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retucn one week later tor the second part of the experiment  Although 

the subjects in the immediate condition had been told they would 

receive an immediate test the request to return one week later came as 

no surprise to them because the experiment had been described as a two 

part experiment when they signed up for participation. 

When the subjects returned one week later they were again seated 

in the same experimental room and given the same free recall and essay 

tests.  For the subjects in the immediate test condition this was their 

second time taking these tests, but for subjects in the delayed test 

conditions this was the first and only time they would take these 

tests. After finishing the free recall and essay tests all subjects 

were given a 20-item multiple-choice test and 15 minutes in which to 

complete it. All time limits for tests were sufficient to provide no 

time restrictions on performance. After the multiple-choice test, they 

were given a brief post-experimental questionnaire which asked about 

the credibility pi the experimental conditions and whether or not they 

had discussed the experiment with anyone. 

Scoring 

The score on the multiple-choice test was the number of correct 

responses. A scoring guide which listed the impottant parts of the 

answer to each essay question was used to score the essay responses. 

One point was awarded for each statement in the answer which coincided 

with the parts of the answer provided on the scoring guide. The free 

recall tests were scored lor number of correct statements made. Each 

independent clause in the response on the free recall protocol was 

scored correct or incorrect and the total score represented the number 

of correct statements made. 
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Results 

The means and standard deviations for the free recall and essay 

tests are given in Table 1.  A 2 x 2 x 2 analysis of variance was 

carried out to test the simple and interactive effects of expected 

test interval, actual test interval, and note taking conditons. 

Separate analyses were done using the free recall and the essay test 

scores as dependent measures. 

The analysis of scores on the free recall test indicated no 

significant main effects due to test interval expectancy, F (1,156) - 

.17, £ -> .05, a significant main effect due to actual test interval, 

F (1,156) ■ 83.38, £ < 01, and no significant effect due to note 

taking, F (1,156) ■ .65.  There was a significant interaction between 

the expected recall interval and actual recall interval factors, 

JF (1,156) - 5.22, £ < .05.  None of the other Interactions were 

significant. 

To further analyze the interaction effect, simple effects 

analyses were done on the expected recall interval factor  The mean for 

the Immediate test was greater in the immediate test expectancy 

condition (X - 6.15) than in the delayed test expectancy condition 

(X - 527), but not significantly so, F (1,76) « 3.58, £ > .05.  The 

mean for the delayed test was greater in the delayed test expectancy 

condition (X « 3.04) than in the immediate test expectancy condition 

(X - 2.43), but again the difference was not significant, F (1,76) ■ 

1.72, £ < .05. 

The analyses of scores on the essay test indicated no significant 

main effect due to test interval expectancy, F (1,156) ■ .86, £ > .05, 
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Table 1 

Means and Standard Deviations for Free Recall and Essay Test Scores 

For Eight Experimental Groups 

Note Taking Condition 

Expec ted 
Recall 

Actual 
Recall 

No Notes Notes 

Interval Interval Test Mean SD Mean SD 

Immediate 

Free 
Recall 

6.45 2.87 5.84 2.34 

Essay 4.70 3.20 5.37 2.85 
Immediate 

Delayed 

Free 
Recall 

2.90 2.21 1.95 1.29 

Essay 2.81 1.78 1.86 1.81 

Immediate 

Free 
Recall 

4,74 2.10 5.80 2.19 

Essay 4.89 3.09 5.60 3.77 
Delayed 

Free 
Recall 

3.32 1.84 2.76 1.51 
Delayed 

Essay 2.86 2.03 2.90 1.87 
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a significant effect due to actual test inter MI, F (1,156) ■ 38.11, 

£ < .01, and no significant effect due to note taking, F (1,1.56) ■ .08, 

£ >.05.  None of the Interactions were significant. 

Table 2 presents the multiple-choice test "esults.  It should be 

noted that only a delayed multiple-choice test WHS given,  ^ue to Ktef 

the multiple-choice test could not he given as n^. irraedlate test. 

Therefore, the mean scores presented in Table 2 for the immediate test 

condition are the mean scores for those groups whic'. took the free 

recall and essay test immediately.  But all mu'.'l^le-choice test scores 

were obtained one week after the study session. 

A 2 x 2 x 2 analysis of variance was carried out on the multiple 

choice test results. The main et feet due to test in .rval expectancy 

was not significant, F^ (1,156) - .66, £ > .05; the main effect due to 

actual test interval was significant, £ (1,156) » 10.75, £ ■ .01; the 

main effect due to note taking was not significant, £ (1,156) - 14, 

£ > .05. The only significant interaction was between test interval 

expectancy and note taking, £ (1,156) ■ 9.86, £ < .01. 

A test on the simple effects related to the significant interaction 

indicated that the mean score for the no notes condition (X ■ Q. '0) 

wis significantly higher than the mean score lor the notes condition 

(X ■ 8.26, F (1,76) ■ 6.00, £ *   .01, in the immediate test expectancy 

condition.  In the delayed test expectancy condition, the mean score 

for the no notes condition (X * 9.28) was greater than for the notes 

condition (X - 8.07) but not significantly so, F (1,76) « 3.70, £ » .05. 

In order to analyze the effects ot test interval axpec.ancy on 

note taking behavior, an analyses was carried cut on ehe number ct notes 

taken during study in the note taking conditions  The MMM and standard 
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Table 2 

Means and Standard Deviations of Multiple-Choice Test Scores 

For Eight Experimental Groups (Delayed Test Only) 

Note Taking Condition 

Expected 
Recall 

Actual 
Recall 

No Notes Notes 

Interval Interval Mean SD Mean SD 

Immediate 10.75 2.20 9.16 3.42 
Immediate 

Delayed 8.86 2.97 7.36 2.57 

Immediate 8.68 3.38 9.70 3.26 
Delayed 

Delayed 7.45 2.65 8.86 1.81 
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deviations for number of lines of notes taken in each of the four note 

taking experimental conditions is presented in Table 3. A 2 x 2 

analysis of variance indicated a significant main effect due to test 

interval expectancy, F (1,76) « .9.6, £ < .01. The main effect due to 

the actual test interval was n )t significant, £ (1,76) ■ 1.2, £ > .05, 

nor was the interaction between the two factors significant, F (1,76) ■ .28. 

Discussion 

The test interval expectancy factor did not emerge as a significant 

main effect in any of the three analyses. Note taking was Influenced 

by the test interval expectancy, with subjects in the delayed test 

expectancy condition taking almost twice as many notes as in the 

immediate test expectancy condition.  In a previous research study, 

(Weener, 1970) using the same instructional materials, subjects in 

the immediate expectancy condition scored significantly higher than the 

delayed expectancy subjects on an essay test.  In that study also, the 

delayed expectancy subjects took almost twice as many notes as in the 

immediate expectancy condition. This latter finding must be interpreted 

in light of the fact that the subjects were instructed that they would 

not be able to use their notes later.  Obviously, subjects do modify 

their instrumental activity depending on when they expect to recall 

the presented instructional material, but in the present research the 

increased note taking activity was not significantly associated with 

performance levels on any of the three dependent measures. 

The interaction between the test interval expectancy factor and the 

note taking factor was significant for the multiple-choice test results 

(£ < .01), and approached significance in the analyses of the free 
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Table 3 

Means and Standard Deviations for Number of Words 

of Notes Taken in Four Note Taking Conditions 

Actual Recall Interval 

Expected 
Recall 

Interval Mean 

Immediat e 

SD 

Delayed 

Mean          SD 

Immediate 

Delayed 

87.2 

155.4 

64.7 

90.17 

97.05        69.24 

183.8        86.3 
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recall results (F - 2.52, £ - .12). When subjects were expecting an 

immediate test, those subjects who took notes did not do as well as those 

subjects who did not take notes. On a recognition task, such as the 

multiple-choice test, nute taking apparently does not facilitate - and 

probably interferes with - the optimal learning strategies.  When a 

person expects an immediate test, he probably scans as much of the 

material as possible with simple rote lehearsal being a dominant 

learning strategy. Kcte taking probably interteres with this activity 

and results in a decrement in recall performance when compared to the 

note taking conditions. When a person expects a test one week later 

I with no opportunity for review in the Interval, he probably recedes and 

transforms the data in order tc make the information more resistant to 

forgetting. Note taking reinforces such instrumental activity.  It 

can be argued that the function of most note taking activity is to recede 

and transform the data to make it more permanently Imbedded in a 

person's cognitive structure.  It is out ol just such an awareness 

that subjects take many more notes when they expect a test several days 

Li        or weeks in the future than when they expect a test within minutes after 

the completion of a task.  In summary, note taking seems to interfere 

with the learning strategies employed by a person preparing for an 

immediate test, but seems to facilitate the learning strategies employed 

T 

by a person preparing for a test in the future. 

The Interaction between expected test interval and actual test 

interval supports the hypothesis that subjects do modify their 

Instrumental activities depending on when they expect to take a test 

on the material. Subjects who expected an immedia.e test did bettet on 

the free recall imnedlate test than those subjects who expected <\ 
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delayed test; subjects who expected a delayed test did better on the 

delayed test than those subjects who expected an Immediate test.  The 

instrumental activities facilitative of long term storage are not 

necessarily facilitative of "short time" storage, and vice versa, for 

the instrumental activities facilitative of short-time storage. 

Note taking did not emerge as a significant main effect in any 

of the three analyses.  This is contrary to the positive effects of 

note taking which were reported by Dl Vesta and Gray (1971) and Peters 

and Harris (1970).  The important difference between the present research 

and those two studies is that written stimulus materials were used in 

the present study and orally presented information was used in the 

other two studies. Note taking is apparently not as important an 

instrumental activity when the stimulus material is continually 

available for rereading as when the stimulus material Is available 

for the duration of the subject's auditory memory span.  If the 

material is presented orally and not written down or actively assimilated 

during the brief period that It can be held In short term memory, 

the material Is Irretrievably lost. In this situation, note taking 

becomes an Important activity to facilitate the receding and transforming 

of the data as well as to provide an external storage for later reference. 
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Summary 

Experimenter Attitude Effect and Subject Performance* 

Study Director:  Samuel K. Rock, Jr. 

Advisors: Paul D. Weener and Nicholas M. Sanders 

Technical Problem 

Positive and negative experimenter attitudes were hypothesized to 

have demand characteristic functions (Orne, 1962) affecting subject 

performance on an experimental task.  In particular, positive attitude 

was assumed to facilitate a subject's Involvement In a learning task, 

while negative attitude was assumed to have a debilitating effect.  It 

was reasoned that experimenter attitude would have a greater effect 

when subjects were given more study time and when subjects were tested 

on material directly related to specific study instructiois (Intentional 

material) than on incidental material. 

General Methodology 

In a laboratory setting, subjects were Individually administered 

In sequence, a digit span task, a five-page prose passage learning task, 

and two teats, a free-recall test and a cued-recall test 

Half of the subjects were administered the tasks with the 

experimenter exhibiting a positive attitude, and the other half were 

* This study was conducted as a Master's thesis in the Department of 
Educational Psychology and was supported, in part, under the present 
contract. 

PRECEDING PAGE BUNK 
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administered the tasks with the experimenter exhibiting a negative 

attitude.  The digit span task was used solely to provide extended 

exposure to the attitudinal behavior of the experimenter, and thus was 

not scored.  In each attitude condition, half the subjects were allowed 

twice the length of time to study the prose passage as were the other 

subjects. 

All subjects were instructed, prior to study of the passage, to 

pay particular attention to certain of its contents.  Thus, the passage 

dealt with the lives of three educational psychologists and the subjects 

were directed t  learn six specific points about each of their lives 

This constituted the intentional task and responses were scored 

accordingly. Other information that subjects learned from the task 

was considered to be incidental learning for which a second score was 

obtained. 

Technical Results 

The results were essentially the same for both dependent measures, 

i.e., the free-recall test and the cued-recall test. The attitude of 

the experimenter had no overall effect on recall. However, the 

intentional learning scores were higher when the experimenter exhibited 

a positive attitude than when he exhibited a negative attitude.  In 

contrast, incidental learning was lower in the positive attitude 

condition than in the negative attitude condition. 

Those subjects who were allowed extra time for study retained more 

of the information than those subjects who were allowed less time. The 

data indicated that the extra time was used to learn more of the 

material the subjects were directed to learn (Intentional learning). 
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The predicted effects of the Interaction between experimenter 

attitude and rehearsal time on performance was not supported 

Educational Implications 

At the present state of the science, the results of this study ace 

more appropriately applied to educational research experiments than to 

the broader areas of application to the classroom.  The results imply 

that experimenter attitude does influence subject performance on an 

experimental task(s), and has the potential of being an important 

variable, the effects of which may be unnoticed, in educational research. 

If the effects of the experimenter's attitude is not carefully controlled 

it may be a source, of contamination of experimental treatments.  Such 

confounding of effects might occur especially if the experimenter had a 

positive attitude at the beginning of an experiment and changed his 

attitude to a negative one as the experiment progressed, in which case 

subjects at the beginning of the experiment would be exposed to a 

different set of stimuli than the subjects at the end of the experiment. 

The consequence is differential performance at each phase unrelated to 

the hypothesized treatments, and the ultimate hiding of the differences 

in performance at each phase.  Standardization of experimental procedures 

is vital but can be attained through such devices as tape-recorders, 

computers, and videotape to insure objectivity.  While these devices 

may not eliminate the demand characteristics entirely, they can hold 

the effect constant over all treatments and subjects. 

i Teacher attitude may have a similar effect in the classroom but 

until the appropriate research is conducted any generalizations from 

the present study must be cautiously qualified.  Nevertheless, it seems 
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reasonable to hypothesize that the teacher's attitude will Influence 

the student's attention to the specific material presented and thus 

influence his level of performance when tested on that material. 

Implications tot Further Research 

Prior to extensions of research on this effect to school settings, 

other studies should be conducted with groups, rather than with 

individuals.  If the effect does not occur in experimental groups then 

generalization to a classroom setting might be very limited.  Further 

research should also be conducted with other dependent measures to 

determine the generalizability of effects obtained in the present study 

with meaningful prose.  Should both these lines of investigation prove 

significant then classroom studies would definitely be indicated. 
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